Chronology of The Royal Hospital SchoolRHS
by
Bernard de Neumann
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This paper attempts to set down a chronological development of what is now known as the Royal Hospital School. In
so doing it is expedient to give some background on other institutions such as Christ’s Hospital SchoolCHS and the Duke
of York’s Royal Military SchoolDYRMS, which in some way may have influenced the main stream evolution of RHS.
These are noted at the end of this document. The Philadelphia Naval Asylum SchoolPNAS may also be relevant. Notes
and extracts from other documents that also may be of interest have been appended.
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Until the 17th Century the state made no specific provision for old and injured soldiers.
Care for the poor and sick was provided by the religious foundations. Much of this
provision ended following the dissolution of the monasteries in 1536. During the
reign of Queen Elizabeth I it became recognised that provision needed to be made for
the poor and for sick and disabled soldiers. This led to an Act of Parliament, passed in
1593, that levied a weekly tax (not exceeding 6d in the pound) on parishes for the relief
of soldiers and sailors.
Defeat of the Spanish Armada and Battle of Gravelines
Aftermath English losses were comparatively few, and none of their ships were sunk.
But after the victory, typhus, dysentery and hunger killed many sailors and troops
(estimated at 6,000–8,000) as they were discharged without pay: a demoralising
dispute occasioned by the government's fiscal shortfalls left many of the English
defenders unpaid for months, which was in contrast to the assistance given by the
Spanish government to its surviving men.
Establishment of Chatham Chest by Drake, Hawkins, and Howard, for sailors welfare

17th Century
1600 - 1645
Jan 1649
1660

Feb 1666
1673

1680

RHK

1681

RHC

The Civil War, between Charles I and Parliament, which started in 1642, required
changes to the existing arrangements. Therefore, in 1645 Parliament decreed that
pensions to disabled soldiers should be paid from national funds, not local taxation.
Executed. End of “Divine Right of Kings”.
The Restoration of Charles II, in 1660, and the disbandment of the Parliamentary Army
and the return of exiled Royalist forces made the improvement of provision for the
welfare of old or disabled soldiers a more pressing matter.
Evelyn after prior discussions with Pepys discusses possibility of a hospital for old and
wounded sailors with Charles II.
By 1673 it was already being noted that some soldiers were no longer fit for service. It
was common practice for maimed or old soldiers to be kept on regimental rolls, or sent
on garrison duty - thus impairing the effectiveness of an army that was under heavy
demand.
The Royal Hospital is located 2km from Dublin city centre, on the South Circular Road
at Kilmainham. The building was founded by the first Duke of Ormond as a rest home
for infirm & maimed officers and soldiers of the army of Ireland in 1680. Its
construction was completed in 1683 & incorporated by Royal Charter of King Charles
the second on the 19th Feb. 1684. Based on designs by Sir Christopher Wren (16321723), and influenced by Les Invalides in Paris, the architect was Sir William
Robinson. He was appointed Surveyor-General by Lord Berkley in 1670. At the time
of it's construction the Hospital Grounds were part of the nearby Phoenix Park.
King Charles was determined to make provision for the soldiers on the English
establishment and on 22nd December 1681 he issued a Royal Warrant authorising the
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building of the Royal Hospital.
Sir Christopher Wren, Charles II’s Surveyor-General of Works, was commissioned to
design and erect the buildings. Sir Stephen Fox (1627 – 1716), who had been
Paymaster General to the Army from 1661 to 1679, and was a Commissioner of the
Treasury, was commissioned to secure the funds necessary to progress the scheme.
Charles II was always short of money and Parliament had made it quite clear that it
would not fund the project. Fox therefore sought funding from private donations. The
King provided £6,787 4s 2½d from unused money for the ‘secret service’. Other
contributions came to about £13,000. This was clearly insufficient to fund the new
project and Fox therefore proposed a novel method of securing funds. As Paymaster
General Fox had been responsible for paying the army. To do this, on time, he
borrowed the money. From 1668 to 1679 he had received 12d in the £ for performing
this service. When he resigned this position, because of ‘difficulties’ the money was
reallocated by King Charles – 4d to pay for the costs of paying the army and 8d to
reduce the costs of the pay. Fox suggested that the money saved should go to the Royal
Hospital. In 1683 the King agreed to allocate 4d to the Royal Hospital, backdated to
1680/81. This was later increased to the whole of the 12d, less the actual costs of
paying the army.
The funds provided were still insufficient and Fox had to find other sources of funding.
A levy of 12d in the £ was made on the sale of officers commissions and from 1684 a
day’s pay was deducted from every officer and soldier in the army. The last measure
was, in effect, a contributory pension, as all soldiers were to benefit.

During 1685 1688
1690
25 Oct 1694

In 1685, Wren, who was also an MP, proposed that the fees from the licensing of
Hackney carriages should accrue to the Royal Hospital. This was approved although no
income has ever been received. In the same year the City of Newcastle-upon-Tyne also
agreed to supply 100 chaldrons (wagons) of coal each year to the Royal Hospital in
lieu of paying rent to the Crown for the castle there.
The chosen site, set adjacent to the River Thames in the pastoral setting of Chelsea
contained the uncompleted building of the former “Chelsey College”, a theological
college founded by James 1 in 1610. Never having been successful the College was
closed during the Civil War and was later used to house prisoners during the Civil War
and in the later wars against the Dutch. In 1667 the site was given by Charles II to the
Royal Society (another of his imaginative creations). The Society, of which both Fox
and Wren were members (Wren was President in 1681), had found no use for it and in
February 1682 it was repurchased by the King (or rather by Sir Stephen Fox on his
behalf) for the reasonable sum of £1,300.
The early building continued at a rapid pace, so much so that Charles II was able to
inspect the work, including the partly completed chapel, just before his death in
1685.The whole project could have been jeopardised by James II’s ill-conceived
appointment of Richard Jones, the Earl of Ranelagh (1638? - 1712), as PaymasterGeneral of the Forces, an office he held from 1685 to 1702. Owing to his
mismanagement and embezzlement there was continued delay in completing the
building work and admitting the pensioners. Among his misdemeanours, he diverted
funds intended for completing the Royal Hospital to the building of a “small but
lavish” house (sadly demolished in the 19th Century) in the grounds and he was
allowed to appropriate about 1/3 of the Royal Hospital’s land for his own uses at an
annual payment of £5. Following his dismissal from office in 1702 it was discovered
that he had been guilty of gross fraud and had misappropriated a total of £904,000 from
army funds. Such was his degree of mismanagement that the accounts for the period to
1702 were not closed until 1737.
In 1692 work was finally completed, and Ranelagh compelled to allow pensioners in.
The first In-Pensioners were admitted in February 1692 and by the end of March the
full complement of 476 were in residence.
James II (father of Mary) considered a “Chelsea” for sailors

RHG
GHS

&

The English Pilot by John Seller published
Royal Charter of Greenwich - planned to erect and found an Hospital within Our
Mannor of East Greenwich in Our County of Kent for the reliefe and support of
Seamen serving on board the Shipps or Vessells belonging to the Navy Royall...... who
by reason of Age, Wounds or other disabilities shall be unable to maintain themselves.
And for the Sustentation of the Widows and the Maintenance and Education of the
Children of Seamen happening to be slain or disabled....... Also for the further reliefe
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and Encouragement of Seamen and Improvement of Navigation.
In the Act for the Increase and Encouragement of Seamen, the benefits of the Hospital
were extended to include such mariners, watermen, seamen, fishermen, lightermen,
bargemen, and keelmen as shall voluntarily come in and register themselves in and for
His Majesty’s sea service.
Captain Sir William Gifford appointed first Governor (until 1714).
First 10 boys arrive and are accommodated in the King’s House (King Charles’s
Block).
Resolved: that as soon as the revenue of the Hospital shall be sufficient for that
purpose, the Corporation be at liberty to take in any number of children they shall think
fit, not exceeding 100 in the whole at any time and that no child be taken in before the
age of 14, nor kept in after the age of 18; and that during their continuance in the
Hospital they be instructed in writing, arithmetic and Navigation. Their maintenance
and education to be partially funded from the fees charged to visitors to the Painted
Hall, and the sale of old stores. Was 14 the normal school leaving age?
Admiral of the Fleet Lord Mathew Aylmer appointed Governor (until 1720).
Thomas Weston (former pupil of the Royal Mathematical SchoolRMS at Christ’s
Hospital, Assistant to the Astronomer Royal) founded his Greenwich Academy, and
taught there until 1729. John Flamsteed was Astronomer Royal at the time, and taught
at the Royal Mathematical School.
First GH pupils (12) sent to Thomas Weston’s AcademyTWA.
Thomas Weston confirmed as RHG teacher by Royal WarrantTWRW.
John Flamstead died, and his pupils from the RMS were transferred to Weston’s
Academy. First GHS regulations drawn up.
Royal Hospital School for daughters of RH Chelsea in-pensioners begins.
Admiral Sir John Jennings appointed Governor (until 1743).
Thomas Weston died. Academy then run by son John Weston
Greenwich Hospital Important group of nine printed Acts of Parliament 1729-1755 all
relating to the development of the Royal Hospital, Greenwich and the relief of
mariners Greenwich Hospital had been established in the reign of Charles II, but was
extended in the reign of George II. The present group of Acts includes the measure of
1752 for the final completion of the project as well as a number of Acts for providing
funds from various sources in order to finance the building work.
By now 60 boys in residence in Queen Anne’s block. On leaving school they were
“To be put out as Apprentices to Masters of ships and substantial Commanders, for
better improvements of their talents, and becoming Able Seamen and good Artists”.
Admiral Sir John Balchen appointed Governor

1696

RHG
GHS

1708
1712

RHG
CSRHG

30 Dec 1712

CSRHG

1714
1715

RHG
GA

Ca Oct 1715
Sep 1717
1719

GHS
GHS
GA

1720
1720
1729
1729-1755

RHS(G)
RHG
GA
RHG

1731

GHS

April 1744 –
June 1744
June 1744
Dec 1744

RHG
GA
GA

1746
1747

RHG
GHS

1754
1759

RHG
GA/GHS

1763
1765
1765
1765
January 1771
– July 1771
1771
1772

GA
GHS
RHG
RHMS
RHG

John Weston died. Academy then run by brother-in-law James Rossam.
James Rossam1 died. Rev Francis Swinden (Rossam’s son-in-law?) took over running
the Academy.
Admiral Lord Archibald Hamilton appointed Governor (until 1754).
The number of GHS boys rose to 100, and so it was decided to build them their own
purpose built school on the site of Weston’s Academy. The Academy moved 300
yards west and became known as Burney’s Academy. GHS boys continued to attend
the Academy until their own school buildings were completed.
Admiral Isaac Townsend appointed Governor (until 1765).
RHG boys removed from Weston’s Academy into their own school. They continued to
sleep in Queen Anne’s block, and eat in a room beneath the Painted Hall. ?? becomes
Headmaster. The number of GHS boys at GA exceeded 100 at this time.
Rev Bracken took over running the Academy.
Rev Thomas Furbor became Headmaster (until 1800)
Admiral Lord Rodney appointed Governor (until 1771).
Royal Hibernian Military School, Phoenix Park founded, Any connection with RHK?
Admiral Francis Holburne appointed Governor.

RHG
GA

Admiral Sir Charles Hardy appointed Governor (until 1780).
Rev Grant took over the academy.

1 Rossam mentioned in: Equitable Assurances: The Story of Life Assurance in the Experience of the… by Hogborn, and Joseph Highmore of Holborn
Row (both in BdeN ownership).
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5 Dec 1775
1776
1778

RHG
GA
GH

1779

1780
1783

RHG
GHS

1793
1796
1799 - 1800

GA/BA
RHG
BNE

Royal Charter granted to Greenwich Hospital. <For what purpose?>
Rev James took over running the academy.
Captain Thomas Baillie, Lt Governor, wrote in 1778: The case of the Royal Hospital
for Seamen, at Greenwich; containing a comprehensive view of the internal
government: in which are stated the several abuses that have been introduced into that
great national establishment, wherein landmen have been appointed to offices contrary
to charter; the ample revenues wasted in useless works; and money obtained, by
petition to Parliament, to make good deficiencies; the wards torn down, and converted
into elegant apartments for clerks and their deputies; the pensioners fed with bull beef,
and four small beer, mixed with water; and the contractors, after having been
convicted of the most enormous frauds, suffered to compound the penalties, - and
renew their contract. With an appendix; ... And also a memorial ... from the Lieutenant
Governor of the said Royal Hospital, in behalf of the pensioners, &c.
Captain Thomas Baillie, Lt Governor, wrote in 1779: A solemn appeal to the public,
from an injured officer, Captain Baillie, late Lieutenant Governor, of the Royal
Hospital for Seamen at Greenwich; arising out of a series of authentic proceedings in
the Court of King's-Bench on six prosecutions against him, for publishing certain libels
(as it was alledged) in a printed book, intitled the Case and Memorial of Greenwich
Hospital, addressed to the General Governors, in behalf of disabled seamen, widows,
and children; and the evidence given on the subsequent enquiry at the Bar of the
House of Lords, in consequence of the several prosecutions being discharged with
costs (London, 1779)
Admiral Sir Hugh Palliser appointed Governor (until 1796).
Decision taken to enlarge the school by constructing a new building in the site of the
old building (logistics seems to demand that the old building remained whilst the new
was under construction – or may be it was incorporated into the new building.). James
“Athenian” Stuart was the architect. The building was 146’ in length, 42’ in breadth.
On the ground floor was a classroom 100’ long capable of containing 200 boys. Above
were two floors of dormitories fitted with hammocks. Adjoining were rooms for
attendants and nurses, and nearby a good house for the schoolmaster. It continued as a
self contained GHS until 1821 when it became federated with the RNA.
Rev C.P. Burney took over and it became known as Burney’s Academy.
Admiral Viscount Hood appointed Governor (until 1816).
The British National Endeavour for the Orphans of. Soldiers and Sailors Charity, was
started by a Mr Andrew ThompsonAT, in response to the recent British landings and
Battle of Callantsoog (sometimes also called Battle of Groote Keeten) in the
Netherlands (27 August 1799), and the subsequent advance on Den Helde. A boarding
school at Clarence House, Paddington Green2, was begun funded by public
subscription, following public concern at the loss of life and injuries sustained to
British soldiers and sailors during recent years. Lord Nelson was a sponsor, and
according to A New and Universal Dictionary of the Marine by William Falconer,
(modernised by William Burney, Master at the Naval Academy, Gosport, 1830), its

2

The RNA occupied a rented house prior to its move to Greenwich in 1807. [Lysons, Environs (Suppl.), 244; M.L.R. 1803/4/451; Accounts relating
to the Royal Naval Asylum, H.C. 227, p. 6 (1809), x.]
G
GOLDSMID, the name of a family of Anglo-Jewish bankers sprung from Aaron Goldsmid (d. 1782), a Dutch merchant who settled in England
about 1763. Two of his sons, Benjamin Goldsmid (c. 1753—I 808) and Abraham Goldsmid (c. 1756—1810), begat’ business together about 1777 as
bill-brokers in London, and soon became great powers in the money market, during the Napoleonic war, through their dealings with the government.
Abraham Goldsmid was in 1810 joint contractor with the Barings for a government loan, but owing to a depreciation of the scrip he was forced into
bankruptcy and committed suicide. His brother, in a fit of depression, had similarly taken his own life two years before. Both were noted for their
public and private generosity, and Benjamin had a part in founding the Royal Naval Asylum. Benjamin left four sons, the youngest being Lionel
Prager Goldsmid; Abraham a daughter, Isabel.
Their nephew, Sir Isaac Lyon Goldsmid, Bart. (1778—1859), was born in London, and began in business with a firm of bullion brokers to the Bank
of England and the East India Company. He amassed a large fortune, and was made Baron da Palmeira by the Portuguese government in 1846 for
services rendered in settling a monetary -dispute between Portugal and Brazil,’ but he is chiefly known for his efforts to obtain the emancipation of
the Jews in England and for his part in founding University College, London. The Jewish Disabilities Bill, first introduced in Parliament by Sir Robert
Grant in 1830, owed its final passage to Goldsmid’s energetic work. He helped to establish the University College hospital in 1834, serving as its
treasurer for eighteen years, and also aided in the efforts to obtain reform in the English penal code. Moreover he assisted by his capital and his
enterprise to build part of the English southern railways and also the London docks. In 1841 he became the first Jewish baronet, the honour being
conferred upon him by Lord Melbourne. He had married his cousin Isabel (see above), and their second son was Sir Francis Henry Goldsmid, Bart.
(1808—18 78), born ill London, and called to the bar at Lincoln’s Inn in 1833 (the first Jew to become an English barrister; Q.C. 1858). After the
passing of the Jewish Disabilities Bill, in which he had aided his father with a number of pamphlets that attracted great attention, he entered
Parliament in 1860 (having succeeded to the baronetcy) as member for Reading, and represented that constituency until his death. He was strenuous
on behalf of the Jewish religion, and the founder cf the great Jews’ Free School. He was a munificent contributor to charities and especially to the
endowment of University College. He, like his father, married a cousin, and, dying without issue, was succeeded in the baronetcy by his nephew Sir
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1800
1800

GHS
BNE

5 Dec 1800

BNE

23 Jan 1801
1801
3 Feb 1802

BNE/NA
DYRMS
RHG

1803
1803

DYRMS

21 Oct 1805

NA/RNA

22 July 1806

LPF

1807

RNA

Mid-late 1807
5 Nov 1807

RNA
RNA

6 Aug 1816
1816
1818
October 1819

RNA
RHG
RNA
RNA

1821

RNA

origins are due “to the philanthropy of the late Messrs. Benjamin and AbrahamG
GoldsmidAG, chiefs of the Hebrew nation, aided by the public and professional skill of
Admiral Sir Sidney Smith”. The school rapidly outgrew its premises in Paddington
Green, which could only take 70 children. It was originally a small “industrial school”
for children whose fathers had fallen in action.
Thomas Lancey became Headmaster (until 1821), having been a pupil teacher in 1779.
The school was in a poor financial state, and was saved by an injection of money raised
by officers of the fleet blockading Brest. Rev W. Terrott appointed Headmaster &
Chaplain? (until 1821, when he became Headmaster of joint school).
A scandal alleging fraud arose shortly after it began and Mr Thompson was removed
from control, indicted for fraud, and according to some, jailed3. The school continued
under the presidency of the Duke of Sussex, and then the Duke of Cumberland..
BNE renamed Naval Asylum.
Royal Warrant for Royal Military Asylum
Anonymous gift of £10,000, plus similar amount to Chatham Chestchatchst. [Could this
have been Benjamin Goldsmid?]
Chatham Chest moved to Greenwich to become Greenwich Chest under control of
Greenwich Hospital
Royal Military Asylum begun in what is now the Duke of York’s Headquarters in
Chelsea.
By command of His Majesty King George III, a Royal Warrant changed the name of
the Naval Asylum to The Royal Naval Asylum in commemoration of the glorious
victory of Trafalgar. The Asylum later acquired the Queen’s House in Greenwich as
its headquarters. At a Thanksgiving following the Battle of Trafalgar the sum of
£77,170 was raised by Lloyd’s Patriotic Fund.
A sub-committee resolves that £40,000 be paid from the LPF to the Commissioners of
the RNA for the maintenance and education of children meeting the rules of the RNA,
and recommended by LPF. The donation was paid in the form of £61,000 3% Consols.
The naval flag is hoisted on the New Naval Asylum, Greenwich-park, although no
governor is yet declared ; the appointment, it is said, lies between Captains Penrose and
Dacres. [From The Naval Chronicle]
Capt Richard Dacres appointed Governor (until 1816? When he resigned).
The Royal Naval Asylum moved from Paddington Green to the Rangers’ (Queen’s)
House in Greenwich Park.
Capt Sir Thomas Lavie, KCB appointed Governor
Admiral Sir John Colpoys appointed Governor (until 1821).
The Royal Naval Asylum placed under the control of the Board of Admiralty
Governor Capt Sir Thomas Lavie asks LPF for a donation of £800 to fit up a chapel.
This was refused as the £40,000 already donated was considered enough.
Capt George McKinley appointed Governor. He was already 3rd Captain at GH, and in

Julian Goldsmid, Bert. (1838—1896), son of Frederick David Goldsmid (1812—1866), long M.P. for Honiton. Sir Julian was for many years in
Parliament, and his wealth, ability and influence made him a personage of considerable importance. He was eventually made a privy councillor. He
bad eight daughters, but no son, and his entailed property passed to his relation, Mr d’Avigdor, his house in Piccadilly being converted into the
Isthmian Club.
Another distinguished member of the same family, Sir Frederic John Goldsmid (1818—1908), son of Lionel Prager Goldsmid (see above), was
educated at King’s College, London, and entering the Madras army in 1839served in the China War of 1840—41, with the Turkish troops in eastern
Crimea in 1855—56, and was given political employment by the Indian government. He received the thanks of the commander-in-chief and of the
war office for services during the Egyptian campaign, and was retired a major-general in 1875. Sir Frederic Goldsmid’s name is, however, associated
less with military service than with much valuable work in exploration and in surveying, for which he repeatedly received the thanks of government.
From 1865 to 1870 he was director-general of the Indo-European telegraph, and carried through the telegraph convention with Persia; and between
1870 and 1872, as commissioner, he settled with Persia the difficult questions of the Perso~Baluch and Perso-Afghan boundaries. In the course of his
work he had to travel extensively, and he followed this up by various responsible missions connected with emigration questions. In 1881—1882 he
was in Egypt, as controller of the Daira Sanieh, and doing other miscellaneous military work; and in 1883 he went to the Congo, on behalf of the king
of the Belgians, as one of the organizers of the new state, but had to return on account of illness. From his early years he had made studies of several
Eastern languages, and he ranked among the foremost Orientalists of his day. In 1886 he was president of the geographical section of the British
Association meeting held at Birmingham. He had married in 1849, and had two sons and four daughters. In 1871 he was made a K.C.S.I. Besides
important contributions to the 9th edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica and many periodicals, he wrote an excellent and authoritative biography of
Sir James Outram (2 vols., I88o).
A sister of the last-named married Henry Edward Goldsmid (1812—1855), an eminent Indian civil servant, son of Edward Goldsmid; his reform of
the revenue system in Bombay, and introduction of a new system, established after his death, through his reports in 184o—I847, and his devoted
labour in land-surveys, were of the highest importance to western India, and established his memory there as a public benefactor.
3

BdeN can only find one specific trace of his trial, and he was acquitted. Andrew Thompsons (p-ossibly the Andrew Thompson) were subsequently
indicted for other offences, but they all were found innocenr!
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1821
Apr 1821

RHG
RNA/GHS

12 May 1821

RNA

Oct 1821
Sep 1825

RNA/US
RNA/GRHS

1825
June 1826

BA
LPF/GRHS

1828
1834
24 Nov 1834
c1835
1836
2 Nov 1837

GRHS
RHG
GRHS/US
LS
GRHS/US
RHG

After 2 Nov
1837

GRHS

1839
1840
12 Mar 1841
31 Mar 1841

RHG
GRHS/US
GRHS/LS
GRHS

31 Mar 1841
March 1841
8 Apr 1841
1 May 1841

GRHS/US/N
S
GRHS/US
GRHS/LS
RHG

26 Aug 1842
9 Mar 1843
27 Feb 1844
1844

GRHS/US
GRHS
GRHS/US
GRHS

1844
6 Dec 1844

GRHS/LS
GRHS/LS

28 Jan 1845
1847
1850

GRHS/LS
RHG
GRHS

4

1828 his title became Captain Superintendent of GH Schools.
Admiral Sir Richard Keats appointed Governor (until 1834).
At the recommendation by letter of Lord Melville the Royal Naval Asylum placed
under the administration of the commissioners and governors of RHG, and GHS
merged as the RNA with the old RNA as the Lower School, and GHS as the Upper
School. The old GHS building eventually becoming the joint schools’ Infirmary.
Captain George McKinlay (McKinley) appointed Superintendent of the joint schools.
(McKinlay, born c1760, was appointed a Captain at RHG in Jan 1818, continued in
post until at least 1828, became Rear Admiral in July 1830, (he appears to have retired
in Oct 1830)4 and Vice Admiral in Nov 1841.) Rev William Terrott appointed
Headmaster & Chaplain of joint school
Rev W. Terrott demoted to Headmaster of Lower School. W.Boyd became
Headmaster of Upper School.
Boyd relieved of his post. Edward RiddleER appointed Master of the Upper School.
Use of the term Asylum dropped. Schools known as Upper and Lower Schools of the
Royal Hospital.
Moved to Coldharbour, Gosport, Hants to become Royal Academy.???????????????
LPF committee protested about the interpretation made by the Directors of RHG, of the
conditions relating to the £40,000 donation, and asserted that all children nominated by
them shall gain immediate access to the school and shall not await vacancies.
Capt George McKinley becomes First Captain Superintendent. (until 1830?)
Vice-Admiral Sir Thomas Masterman Hardy appointed Governor (until 1839).
Rev George Fisher appointed Chaplain and headmaster of US
John Goldsmith headmaster (author of Geography/Navigation book)
Rev George Fisher ceases to be headmaster of Upper School
Lieutenant John Wood Rouse appointed Lieutenant in RHG on a salary of £230, with
apartments, stores, etc
Lieutenant John Wood Rouse also appointed Lieutenant Superintendent of GRHSs on
an additional salary of £100. In addition he received a pension of £91-5-0 (£91.25) for
the loss of his leg in battle, making a total of £421.25 – making his total pay higher
than that of a Captain in RHG!
Admiral The Hon. Charles Fleeming appointed Governor (until 1841).
Edward Riddle appointed Headmaster of Upper School.
Thomas Irvine appointed Headmaster of Lower School (until Dec 1844)
Upper School divided into Nautical School and Upper School; Lower School reduced
in size. [Nautical School to be superior to Upper School]
Edward Riddle appointed Headmaster of Nautical School – relinquishes headship of
Upper School
William Graham appointed Headmaster of Upper School (until Feb 1844)
Girls’ school closed except for one girl.
The Hon Sir Robert Stopford, GCB, GCMG, KRE, Admiral of the Red, appointed
Governor (until 1847).
J.R. Campbell appointed Second Master
Henry R Baillie (HM of Section C in 1870)
Rev James Hill appointed Headmaster of Upper School (of Section A in 1870)
£8.000 grant paid to Schools by Lloyd’s Patriotic Fund for “twelve boys in perpetuity
in the Royal Naval School, boarded and educated gratuitously, and admitted on our
nomination, and secured by an act of parliament”.
James Rossam Headmaster.??????
Edward Hughes appointed Headmaster of Lower School. On 18 January 1856 in the
Manchester Guardian there is an advertisement for: “Goldsmith’s Grammar of
Geography”, edited by E. Hughes, FRGS, Head Master of the Royal Naval Lower
School, Greenwich Hospital. Author of “A New School Atlas of Physical, Political,
and Commercial Geography”.
Edward Purcell appointed Second Master (HM of Section B in 1870)
Admiral Sir Charles Adam appointed Governor (until 1853).
Re Prince of Wales (see 1851 GRHS below): David Lyon in “The Sailing Navy List”
mentions a yacht Prince of Wales converted in 1850 from a 38’ launch to a miniature
22 gun corvette – “purpose unknown but probably for Virginia Water”. Fate is also
unknown but plans exist. The hull plan is reproduced in the book. Peter Beeston,

See History of the families of Larcom, Hollis, and McKinley by Mantagu Borrows, Oxford, 1883. Also papers in NMM
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1 July 1851

GRHS/NS

1851

GRHS

1853
1855
1856
1862
1 Jan 1863
1863
1869
1870

RHG
RHG
GRHS
CRHS
GRHS
GRHS
RHG
GRHS

1871

GRHS

1887
1888
18901892
1892
1892
1899
1899
1902
?
1907
1909
1914 - 1918
1921

GRHS
GRHS
GRHS
BA
RNA/GRHS
DYRMS
GRHS
GRHS
GRHS
GH
GRHS
DYRMS
GRHS
GRHS

1922

GRHS

1923
1924

GRHS/RHS
RHMS

ionia@halenet.com.au
John RiddleJR took over as Master of Nautical School from his father (to 1856). Henry
R. Baillie appointed Second Master.
The school yacht The Prince of WalesPoW moved to the Serpentine 27 April 1851. [In
1851, between 1st May and 11th October, more than six million people visited the
“Great Exhibition of Industry of All Nations” which represented the pinnacle of Prince
Albert’s short life.] {Royal Adelaide needs investigation too. Royal Adelaide was
sailed upon Virginia Water from 1834 – 1877. She was a complete miniature frigate,
armed with 22 x 1pdr brass cannons, with a coppered bottom, and was sailed for the
amusement of the Royal Family. Built in Sheerness Dockyard, and broken up in 1877;
figurehead now on display in the Royal Naval Museum, Portsmouth. Her dimensions
were 43’ x 15’ x 8.5’. The entrance to Cowes harbour is dominated by the famous
Royal Yacht Squadron, housed in what was the original Cowes Castle. The polished
brass cannons that came from William IV yacht Royal Adelaide are still used to start
the yacht races and are much admired. Who manned her?}
Admiral of the Fleet Sir James GordonJG appointed Governor (until 1869).
Albert Escott appointed senior pupil teacherAE.
Rev George Fisher, FRS, Chaplain, appointed Principal (to 1862).???????
Chelsea RHS closed5
George S Bourne appointed HM, Nautical School
(Rev. Robert Holme, M.A. appointed Chaplain & Principal (to 1870).
Last in-pensioners left the Royal Hospital.
Commander (according to preface to his book Boy’s Manual of Seamanship and
Gunnery Compiled for the Use of the Training Ships of the Royal Navy by Commander
C. Burney, RN, FRGS, Superintendent of Greenwich Hospital School. Fifth Edition,
1871. Therefore not Captain.) Charles Burney appointed Headmaster/Superintendent
(until 1887). [Albert Escott headmaster Nautical School].
As a consequence of the closure of RHG to “in-pensioners”, the figurehead of Anson’s
Centurion was removed from Anson Ward and erected in the schools’ playground,
where the weather got the better of it and it rapidly deteriorated.
George Carter Pulsford 6appointed Headmaster (until 1890)
Capt William Collins appointed Superintendent (until 1898)
Charles John Isaac appointed Headmaster (until ?)
Academy acquired by Rev F.G. Johnson.
Schools called Greenwich Royal Hospital School.
RMA renamed the Duke of York’s Royal Military School.
Cdr George Huntingford appointed Superintendent until 1901?
E.W. Evans appointed Headmaster (until 1922)
Capt Walter V. Anson appointed Superintendent until 1906?
Sir George Thomas Lambert, CB appointed of RHG (died in service?)(until 1918)
Captain Edmund M.C. Cooper-Key appointed Superintendent until 1922.
Moved from Chelsea to Dover.
442 Old Boys and three Masters were killed.
900 acre estate at Holbrook, Suffolk given to the Admiralty by Gifford Sherman Reade
in thanks for the protection of all his tea ships in World War I. Arthur Smallwood
appointed Director of RHG (until 1934).
Captain (later Rear Admiral) L.R. Oliphant appointed Superintendent (until 1933).
Stephen R. Hewitson appointed Headmaster (until 1938, then again 1941-45).
Decision taken to move school to Reade estate.
Royal Hibernian Military School disbanded and remaining children transferred to
Shorncliffe7

5

From http://www.chelsea-pensioners.co.uk/music: An informal Choir was probably been formed in 1729 by the girls of the Royal Hospital School.
The first formal Royal Hospital Choir, of six In-Pensioners was formed in 1834. When the Royal Hospital School closed in 1862 boy choristers were
trained by the Organist. Ladies were introduced in 1940 when the boys were evacuated from London. Appears to have been founded by a merchant
of Newcastle-on-Tyne, who in 1720 founded a School for In-Pensioners daughters. This early protagonoist of women’s education, who had lived in
Clelsea for nearly half a century, was assisted in this worthy project by Lady Coventry and others, but especially by Lady Catherine Jones and Lady
Elizabeth Hastings, both of whom left the School small ? From “The Royal Hospital Chelsea” by Capt CGT Dean, Hutchinson, 1950. When did
CRHS begin? Any history?
6
See for some details “Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical”, 1900, [see
http://books.google.co.uk/books?id=xpMOAAAAIAAJ&q=%22George+Carter+Pulsford%22&dq=%22George+Carter+Pulsford%22&pgis=1]
7

See http://www.achart.ca/hibernian/index.html
7
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26 Oct 1928

RHS

1929

GRHS

23 Mar 1933

GRHS

27 Apr 1933

RHS

1934
1938

RHG
RHS

1939
1940
1941
1942
April 1943
September
1943
1944
1945
1946

RHG
RHG
RHS
RHG
RHS
RHS

1947
1948
1949

RHS
RHG
RHS

1949
1951
1954
1955
1956
1959
1960
1964
1969
1971
1973
1974
1977
1982
1983
1985

RHS
RHG
RHS
RHG
RHS
RHS
RHG
RHS
RHG
RHG
RHG
RHG
RHS
RHG
RHS
RHS
RHS

1987
1992
1994

RHG
RHG
RHS

1996
1998
2002
2004
2007

RHS
RHG
RHG
RHS
RHG

Foundation stone of the new school buildings at Holbrook laid by HRH The Duke of
York (later King George VI).
Residuary estate of Reade passed to the Admiralty and used to constructRHSCon the
magnificent buildings and campus of RHS, Holbrook.
The old school closes as the boys march out through the main gates for the last time to
the sound of the school band.
School recommences at Holbrook, Suffolk as The Royal Hospital School. Captain
E.V. Bruce-Gardyne appointed Superintendent (until 1945). Commander Benson
appointed Chief Officer (until 1949).
Herbert Needham Morrison appointed Director of RHG (until 1938, then 1948-51).
A.E. Sheldrake appointed Headmaster (until 1941). He died in service and Stephen R.
Hewitson was recalled.
T. Fry appointed Director of RHG (until eo1939).
Admiral Sir H.J. Studholme-Brownrigg appointed Director of RHG (until 1941).
Stephen R. Hewitson appointed Headmaster (until 1945).
Norman Macleod appointed Director of RHG (until 1944).
Bruntisfield Committee to consider the post-war development of the school.
Bruntisfield committee report published.

RHG
RHS
RHS

&

Sir Sidney Barnes appointed Director of RHG (until 1948).
A.J. Price appointed Superintendent/Headmaster (until 1946).
Following the recommendations of the Bruntisfield report the stipulation that all boys
leaving RHS should enter the Royal Navy abandoned.
Major N.E. Lee appointed Headmaster (until 1951).
Herbert Needham Morrison re-appointed Director of RHG (until 1951).
Major Arthur Henry Rede Buckley, RM, appointed Chief Naval Instructor (until
1959/60?).
Mast on parade ground removed.
Charles Blake Coxwell appointed Director of RHG (until 1954). J.H. Babbington, GC,
appointed Headmaster (until 1954).
Robert Miller appointed Director of RHG (until 1959).
T.A. Lumsden, temporary Headmaster (for Autumn term?).
N.A. York appointed Headmaster (until 1974).
Herbert Dawkin Samuel appointed Director of RHG (until 1964).
Commander J.R. Lamb appointed Chief Naval Instructor (until 1985).
Philip Newell appointed Director of RHG (until 1969).
Alan Shillito appointed Director of RHG (until 1971).
Gerald Whittuck appointed Director of RHG (until 1973).
Bob Lewin appointed Director of RHG (until 1977).
N.B. Worswick appointed Headmaster (until 1983).
Pat Kelly appointed Director of RHG (until 1982).
Michael George Power appointed Director of RHG (until 1987).
M.A.B. Kirk appointed Headmaster until 1996?
Commander A. Hogarth appointed Chief Naval Instructor (until 1990, when post
ceased).
Ken Pritchard appointed Director of RHG (until 1992).
Dr Gordon Mungeam appointed Director of RHG (until 1997).
Tercentenary of Greenwich Hospital celebrated at National Maritime Museum in the
presence of HM The Queen, who reaffirmed the RHG Charter, and Painted Hall.
Nicholas Ward appointed Headmaster. (until 2004)
David Heyhoe, CB, appointed Director of RHG (until 2002).
Rear Admiral John Chadwick, CB, appointed Director of RHG (until 2007)
Howard Blackett appointed Headmaster
Martin Sands appointed Director of GH (until 2011?)

Table of abbreviations
Abbreviation

Name
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BA
BNE
CRHS
CSRHG
DOYRMS
GA
GH
GHS
GRHS
LPF
LS
NA
NS
RHC
RHG
RHK
RHS
RHS(G)
RMS
RNA
US

Greenwich Academy under the ownership of Burney – sometimes known as Burney’s Academy.
British National Endeavour Charity and School
Chelsea Royal Hospital School
Charity School of the Royal Hospital for Seamen at Greenwich
The Duke of York’s Royal Military School.
The Greenwich Academy founded by Thomas Weston and sometimes known as Weston’s
Academy
Greenwich Hospital (interchangeable with RHG latterly)
Greenwich Hospital School
Greenwich Royal Hospital Schools
Lloyd’s Patriotic Fund
Lower School
Naval Asylum
Nautical School sometimes known as the Nautical School of the Upper School.
Royal Hospital, Chelsea
Royal Hospital for Seamen, Greenwich
Royal Hospital, Kilmainham
Royal Hospital School, Holbrook
Royal Hospital School for daughters of CRHS pensioners
Royal Mathematical School of Christ’s Hospital School
Royal Naval Asylum
Upper School also erroneously called Upper Nautical School

Books & references on RHS
Dan Turner
Dan Turner
Des Morris
Philip Newell
Sir Henry Felix Woods
Christopher Lloyd
D.L. Summers
E.C. Millington
Paul Wardie
Jim Taylor

The Cradle of the Navy
The Royal Hospital School Greenwich
The Royal Hospital School, Holbrook, 1933 – 1993
Greenwich Hospital – A Royal Foundation 1692 – 1983
Spunyarn – Strands from a Sailor’s Life
A History of the Royal Hospital School
HMS Ganges – Boys Training for the Royal Navy
Seamen in the Making
Ghosts and Kippers
http://www.hmshood.com/crew/biography/jimtaylor_bio.htm

The following needs investigating by examining the buildings: To the west of the (now) National Maritime Museum in
Greenwich are some buildings within the curtilage of Devonport House, the nurses’ home built for the former
Dreadnought Hospital. This land is divided off from the NMM by an iron-railed fence. Currently (June 2000)
Devonport House is being refurbished as students’ accommodation for Greenwich University. Immediately to the west
of the railing is a Greenwich Hospital mausoleum that needs protection and repair. Then comes Devonport House
which fronts onto Romney Road and to its rear on the west side fronting onto King William’s Street and abutting
Devonport House is an older building that happens to be the James “Athenian” Stuart (this is denied by John Bold in his
book on the buildings) built (approx 1783) Greenwich Royal Hospital School. The first purpose-built GRH school must
have been close by this building, and may even be incorporated into the Stuart building. Certainly the original building
must have been in use whilst Stuart’s building was under construction, and since such construction was timeconsuming, it is likely that the old building continued to be used in some other guise. In 1807 the Royal Naval Asylum
moved from Paddington Green to the Queen’s House and Grounds, and in 1821 the two naval schools were merged as
the Greenwich Royal Hospital Schools with the old GRHS as the Upper School and the RNA as the Lower School.
Stuart’s school building then became the Infirmary of the joint schools. Part of Stuart’s building was demolished to
make it a wing of the new Devonport House much later. Examination of maps confirms that 70 – 80% of the Stuart
Building is still extant. I believe that the RHSA should take steps to mark this building out in some way, perhaps a
plaque, so that its history is not forgotten now that it is under the control of Greenwich University. Two of GRHS’s
greatest and most influential teachers taught in the Stuart Building, viz. John and Edward Riddle.
Rev F (Francis?) Gisborne (d 1821), whose family held at various times Gisburn Park in Yorkshire, and tracts of land in Derbyshire and London, left
GH £10,000 and £20,000 to St Peter’s College, Cambridge. When?
[1944 Doodle Bug Attack!
During the years of WWII most of the intake at RHS came from the seaports of Chatham, Portsmouth, Plymouth and Liverpool. All of them cities
devastated by the 'blitzkreig'. RHS, set in acres of rolling countryside was an idyll of pastoral tranquillity.
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Perhaps tranquil is not strictly correct. Day and night there was the drone of aircraft flying overhead. In 1944, when I joined the school, those aircraft
were invariably 'ours' and the sight and sound of them was a welcome assurance the 'we' were winning the war. On D-Day, June 6th 1944, the skies
over Holbrook were literally black with aircraft. I am not sure that we noticed, or cared, that on the return journey the numbers were considerably
fewer.
It was the policy of the school to shield the children from news of the war as much as possible. We had no radios or newspapers. Masters invariably
kept 'stum'. The invasion of France was one of those rare periods when the reticence to inform was relaxed. I recall one geography teacher excitedly
drawing maps on the blackboard to illustrate the landings and the progress being made. For the first time I realised, as I studied these sketches of
Normandy, that geography was more than simply opening an atlas to admire the patches of 'red'.
This blackout on news could not be absolute. The war always found ways of intruding. The Stour estuary had become a training ground. The
Americans set up a target on the mud flats a little up river opposite Stutton. They used that target to practise 'dive-bombing'. One Saturday afternoon
we saw two of their aircraft break up in mid air as the pilots pulled out of their dive. The following weekend we saw another meet the same fate. Boys
in the classrooms on the upper floor, who had a view of the river, reported that two more had disintegrated in a similar fashion mid week.
I have one old boy contact who tells me that the famous 'Damn Busters' also used the Stour to practise their 'bouncing bomb' technique. I did not
witness this myself and, although I have done a little research into that saga I have found no reference to this location. Maybe some other old boy can
corroborate this episode.
The only other time I saw a master break the 'veil of silence' concerning the war was when a group of us were on a supervised walk. We had reached
that area where the sewage plant is. Suddenly two aircraft were over our heads, flying very low. The second aircraft we could identity as a British
fighter from its 'roundels'. It was firing its guns at the leading plane. A second or two after they disappeared from our sight there was a loud explosion.
We all started cheering. The master in charge called us together and told us that it was not what we had thought. He nervously explained that a couple
of days earlier the Germans had commenced their V1 assault on London. What we had seen was a 'doodlebug', an unmanned flying bomb. We were
shepherded back to our houses, there to 'take cover' under our beds. In the following days and weeks there were a few more occasions when we heard,
but did not see, doodlebugs.
I believe that this was the closest that the school came to enemy action. I cannot report on the earlier years of the war since I spent those elsewhere but
an old boy senior to me states that the rumour circulating during those early years of bombardment was that the RHS was 'spared' attention because
Goering had earmarked it as a future HQ for the Luftwaffe. That does not seem a likely story. Whatever the reason, RHS did come through the war
unscathed .... at least physically. The scarring on the minds of its pupils is a different matter.
1946. The End of Military Rule.
If there is any date in the time line that brought about significant change in school policy or purpose, I would argue that it is 1946. It is more important
than the change of location from Greenwich to Holbrook. Less exciting perhaps than the later introduction of girls but 1946 heralded a new direction
for the school.
I speculate on the causes of this change. With the war over the Royal Navy was scaling down. It had less need for its 'nursery' of young seamen. There
was a new government in office determined to raise the educational standards of the masses. School leaving age was to be increased progressively
from 14 years to 16. At RHS the leaving age had been 15. After that age the further education of the children was the responsibility of the
administrators of Ganges, Raleigh and Fisgard.
Captain Gardyne had served the school well. All of his students will remember him kindly as a caring man who worked beyond his duties and well
beyond normal retirement age. But the challenges for the future would be very different to anything the school had experienced before. Academia was
now in. Seamanship was to be relegated to 'tradition'. Goodbye Captain Jardyne and heartfelt thanks for all that you did for us.
Welcome Dr. Lee. The first civilian head had arrived, charged with the responsibility of improving educational standards. Prior to Dr. Lee's arrival
there had been considerable rivalry between the Naval Instructors and the civilian teachers. This antipathy was thinly disguised and we students were
able to pick up on it and sometimes exploit it to our advantage. It happened that at about the same time as Captain Gardyne's departure we also lost
the services of Commander Benson, another stalwart supporter of the naval tradition. Our naval instructors were now leaderless. The civilians were in
control.
Dr. Lee was anxious to raise the profile of the school in academic circles. It had long irked many of the masters that the school was not a 'public'
school. One master explained to me that the definition of a public school in those days was 'a boarding school teaching to school certificate standard'.
'School Certificate' was the precursor of the 'O' level. One of the first tasks of Dr. Lee was to set up a 'school cert' form. In that first year, to do that he
had to persuade a small group of students to stay on an extra year. He managed to find five willing guinea pigs. In 1947 the school achieved that first
tiny milestone. Those five boys passed the examination. Subsequent years saw further and greater successes. The Royal Hospital School had arrived.
That the school took pride in its achievements can be seen on the 'merit' boards prominently displayed under the clock tower. When I looked at those
boards a few years ago they seemed to be saying 'Didn't we teach well!' rather than 'well done that boy!'. And why not? The school did teach well.
Congratulations Dr. Lee.
Dr. Lee's achievements did not end in the classroom. Dramatic changes were made throughout all school life. It may seem trivial to mention that
'cleaning duties' were abolished. We kids no longer had to spend our Saturday mornings scrubbing the school collonades, dining halls etc. And, as the
cleaning duties receded, so did the institutional bullying that accompanied them. You see, in those days, the PO boys in charge of the cleaning parties
kept control with the aid of a knotted wet towel or floor-cloth.
It was also noticeable that the cane was no longer administered as a punishment. Whether this was 'abolished' or simply suspended for a period I do
not know. Entries in this bulletin suggest that caning was common practice long after the date I mention. Maybe it was simply that with so many new
teachers taking up posts following the war there was a period when they were uncertain of their powers and needed to 'find their feet'. Whatever the
reason, I do recall some instances of gross misconduct that in earlier years would have earned a severe beating but were now dealt with by another
new tool .... 'detention'.
There was change on the sports field too. Prior to Dr. Lee the school had just two major sporting activities. Cricket in the summer, 'Soccer' in winter.
The minor activities consisted only of compulsory boxing and an annual cross country race. The new order introduced us to rugby (sadly, completely
the wrong sort, ie. Union and not League but Dr. Lee could not be expected to get everything right!) . Athletics came in and every boy was expected
to attain a certain 'standard' in all disciplines. For the first time this 'naval' school got a boathouse and boats.
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If there was one man who changed RHS irreversibly that man was Dr. Lee. If there was one year that marked the commencement of change it was
1946. From The RHS Bulletin Board by Scrumdum]
[Ken Knott timeline:
Time Line updated: 11/3/03:
1875 - Order in Council of 4th February sets out Regulations for the Admission of Boys to the Greenwich Hospital School.
1918 - King George V presented the King's Banner to the school.
1928 - The Duke of York (later to become King George VI) laid the foundation stone for the new school at Holbrook.
1931 - The Duchess of York (later to become the Queen Mother) presented the prizes at Speech Day.
1933 - School moved from Greenwich to Holbrook. Modern RHS was born.
10 houses each accommodating approximately 60 boys.
The eleventh house, Nelson, was used for the (6 week) induction of new boys. (When did it become like the other 10 houses?)
1939/45 - Old pensioners replaced younger teachers who went off to fight in WWII.
Day rooms became the dormitories for safety reasons. Beds were crammed in 6 inches apart & boys slept head to toe! In an alert boys would take
cover under the beds.
Planes droned overhead most days and nights.
War news was largely kept away from the boys with no newspapers or radios.
US bombing practice in the Stour could clearly be seen and heard from RHS.
1944 - D-day, June 6th, skies over RHS were filled with hundreds of aircraft.
1945 - an extra ration of one slice of bread per boy at break time was introduced to improve nutrition.
1946 - Major Lee replaced Captain Jardyne as the first civilian Head of RHS.
Major Lee introduced sweeping changes which changed RHS from a naval training school into an academic institution.
Saturday morning scrubbing of dining room, collonades etc was abolished.
Detention was introduced as a punishment.
Athletics and Rugby were introduced. Cricket and Soccer had only been taught previously.
A boathouse was erected and boats purchased.
1947 - First five RHS boys achieved their "School Certificate" after having stayed on at school for an extra year.
1948 - The large dining room was partitioned to make room for The Jellicoe Library.
1952 - 6th form started with 4 boys.
1953 - January 31st, Great East Coast Flood. River Stour level reached half way (more like quarter) up playing fields. (to be confirmed).
1958 - Bread rush protest over quality of food.
1960 - Louis Mountbatten was principal guest on Speech Day.
1963(?) - New housemaster's flat built across south side of boarding houses. Old housemaster's flat converted into offices for assistant masters and
senior boys (I think).
1965 - First television sets installed in houses for viewing of Churchill's funeral.
1965 - 'Songs of Praise' in school chapel broadcast on July 25th having been recorded earlier in the year.
1967 - Badge boys no longer allowed to slipper boys as a punishment. (to be confirmed)
1968 - Queen Mother principal guest on Speech Day. She presented the school with the Queen's Banner on behalf of her daughter (Queen Elizabeth
II) which replaced King George V's King's Banner.
1968 - New 6th form block opened in East Quadrangle.
1970 (?) - Red lights removed from dining room.
1971 (?) - Dining room window blown in during a gale.
1971 - End of nude bathing in swimming pool.
1971 - October 13th. Gas explosion in store room to right of dias. Luckily no-one was injured.
1972 - September, flannels and blazers replaced serge shorts (Years 1 - 4) and bell bottoms (Years 5 &6).
1988/9 - Nelson was converted into the 6th form house.
1990 - Hawke was the first house to be converted in preparation for the arrival of girls, although Hawke was to remain an all boys house. Hood,
Cornwallis, Blake and Howe were to become girls' houses. (Did they?).
The conversions involved turning the outside toilets into showers, filling in the arches of the cloisters and converting the old upper shower room
(containing about 40 showers in lines) into an Assistant Housemaster's flat. Other smaller shower rooms were dotted about the house.
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1991 - First girls arrived.
2000 - Hamilton Wing of Nelson House opened by Admiral Sir Peter Spence. The wing provides en-suite study bedrooms for 6th formers.
2002 - The Reade Centre with increased 6th form teaching space and facilities was opened by Ester Rantzen.
2002 - Hardy Wing of Nelson House (a replica of Hamilton Wing) was opened by HRH The Duke of York.
2009? – Reade Music Centre opened
Here are some questions that might prompt some contributions:
When was the slice of bread at break time phased out?
When was the requirement to join the Royal Navy on leaving school removed?
When were the original downstairs showers removed?
When were the boot rooms changed into quiet rooms/libraries?
When was the last Saturday night film?
When did Prince Andrew visit the school?
When did Prince Philip visit the school?
When was the last school train?
What were the names of the Headmasters and when was each appointed?
When was the last person caned?
When was the last person slippered by a badge boy?
etc. etc.]

[(G)RHS is founded upon the merger of at least two schools (one can easily justify three). The first Greenwich Hospital
pupils were educated in King Charles' Block of Greenwich Hospital, and their tutors paid from monies collected by
Greenwich Hospital pensioners who showed visitors around the Painted Hall. In 1715 the then pupils were entered in
Weston's Academy in Greenwich (an ex-pupil was General James Wolfe, 1727 - 59 of Quebec fame). By 1747, the
number of GHS boys rose to 100, and so it was decided to build them their own purpose built school on the site of
Weston’s Academy. The Academy moved 300 yards west and became known as Burney’s Academy. GHS boys
continued to attend the Academy until their own school buildings were completed. All costs were paid for out of
revenue generated by the pensioners themselves. In 1783 the decision was taken to build a larger school on the old site
- this building still mainly exists as part of Devenport House, now part of the University of Greenwich. This original
Greenwich Royal Hospital School was provided by the efforts of Greenwich Hospital pensioners, who contributed
sixpence a week during their sea service into the "Greenwich Chest" (successor to the "Chatham Chest" that was
eventually incorporated into the "Greenwich Chest"). The pupils of this school received an education second to none,
and many became navigators and ships officers. The RN noted rather sourly at one time that, although it had no priority
over the futures of its pupils, the school's best pupils entered the Merchant Service. The minimum age of attendence
was 14, and pupils normally remained for three years.
In 1798 in an independent development, The British National Endeavour, a boarding school in Paddington was
established, with fervent public support and subscription, following public concern at the loss of life and injuries
sustained by British seamen during recent battles. The school rapidly outgrew its premises on Paddington Green, which
could only take 70 children. Originally it was a small “industrial school” for children whose fathers had been seamen in
the Royal Navy, and had fallen in action. Lord Nelson was an early patron, as were the brothers Abraham and
Benjamin Goldsmid. Following the news that the French and Spanish had been defeated at Trafalgar it was renamed
under a Royal Warrant backdated to 21st October 1805 as The Royal Naval Asylum. The Asylum acquired the Queen’s
House and its estate and moved to its new home in Greenwich. The new facilities (presently occupied by The National
Maritime Museum) were formally opened on 21st October 1807. Only the children (boys and girls, orphans or
motherless, or the father disabled or serving on a distant station) of sailors and marines were admitted to the Asylum
aged between 5 and 12 and presumably left at normal school leaving age (14?). Because of a generous donation valued
at £61,000 by Lloyd’s Patriotic Fund, Lloyd’s were permitted to nominate children from other seafaring backgrounds
for attendance at the Asylum. The RN had "first refusal" on all boys leaving the RNA. Thus, rather loosely, the
Asylum corresponded to today’s primary schools, whilst the GRH School corresponded to a secondary school, however
their purposes were much different.
The two schools operated independently side-by-side at Greenwich until 1821 when it was realised that it would reduce
administrative overheads to merge the schools and their sites as, eventually the Greenwich Royal Hospital Schools. In
the merger the old Greenwich Hospital School became the Upper School, and the Asylum the Lower School. Later the
Upper school was increased in size at the expense of the Lower School, and a third even higher school established
called the Nautical School, principally for teaching navigation and nautical astronomy. Under the guidance of Edward
Riddle, and in succession his son John, the Nautical School became the globally acknowledged leading school in the
instruction of navigators.]
[Impersonating a pensioner of Greenwich Hospital was a hanging offence in Georgian Times (1724).
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It is worth noting here that, apart from a few anomalies, it was only during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in
this country that the death penalty became widely used for numerous and often minor crimes. For example prior to 1823
a person could be hanged for stealing 5 shillings from a shop, forty shillings from a dwelling house, for theft from a
navigable river and for even impersonating a Greenwich pensioner.
As the poor of England buckled under the weight of the Corn Laws and heavy taxation, the case for reform gathered
strength under the leadership of Cobbett and others. The radical’s demand for lower taxes, cheaper food and a reform of
a parliament met with stiff opposition from the establishment of which Wilberforce was a leading member. As the
clamour for reform grew louder so the measures designed to resist it grew even more oppressive. For example, under
the reign of George III there were more than seventy capital offences. These ranged from impersonating a Greenwich
pensioner to highway robbery. The latter had wide reaching connotations, indeed a woman in Manchester was executed
for the crime of stealing potatoes from a cart.
Peel’s reforms of the penal code in 1823 marked the first real move by the Tory party to improve and modernise the
legal system. This has been generally noted as a liberal reform and commented on by Historians such as Beales. ‘In
1823 Peel took up the cause [judicial reform] and abolished the death penalty for a further 100 offences ….. These were
the years of ‘Liberal Toryism’. However, although Peel did significantly change the legal system in 1823 and in further
amendments in 1825, 1826 and 1827 his reforms were based on the Utilitarian ideas of efficiency and not Liberalism.
Peels amendment of the penal code replaced thousands of custom laws with one statute, this greatly increased the
efficiency of the system and meant more criminals could be quickly convicted .The abolition of the death penalty for
over 100 offences also increased the efficiency and strength of the legal system. Previously , Juries had been unwilling
to convict criminals for minor offences which carried the death penalty .In 1822 a man could be hanged for stealing
from a shop, taking two pounds from a dwelling house or even for impersonating a Greenwich pensioner. By reducing
the sentence these crimes received the courts were able to convict many more people, in 1830 for example 12,805
people were convicted compared to 9318 convictions ten years earlier, before the system was rationalised. Peel not only
increased the efficiency of the legal system in 1823 but with the Combination laws of 1824 sought to legalise Trade
Unions. They had previously been banned in 1799 and this new law, it was hoped, would help air workers opinions and
create a fairer working environment. However, once again Peel was not reforming solely for a liberal cause. In
legitimising these organisations Peel used the Combination laws to ‘ neutralise working class subversion’ preventing
them from going underground .In this way the government always had control over the actions of Trade Unions, this
law in a way reduced the rights of the working class man. Peel further enhanced government power over Trade Unions
in the amending act of 1825 after a series of Trade Union strikes. Harsh penalties were given for anyone using violence
in forcing people to strike and a significant decline in Trade Union activity followed. Peel again demonstrates his use of
reform to maintain law and order.
In 1700, about fifty offenses rendered the criminal liable to the death penalty. By the year 1800, somewhere between
220 and 230 offenses were punishable by death. Nobody was quite sure how many there were, but they included such
crimes as stealing turnips, associating with gypsies, cutting down a tree, damaging a fishpond, writing threatening
letters, being a "soldier or mariner wandering without a pass", and "impersonating an out-pensioner at Greenwich
Hospital". Whatever you did wrong, the penalty was death by hanging. This state of affairs gained English law of the
time its name of "the Bloody Code", as Sheldon pointed out in his article.
The emphasis was strongly on property crimes, and the vast majority of those guilty of such crimes perpetrated them
because they had no property at all. A large number of these crimes -- not all, of course -- were committed out of sheer
survival needs. People were hanged for stealing vegetables to eat, or a loaf of bread from a doorstep.
What was most terrible of all was the enormous number of children, many of them very young, publicly executed for
petty crimes. The age of criminal responsibility was seven years. In 1801, Andrew Brenning, aged thirteen, was
publicly hanged for breaking into a house and stealing a spoon. And in 1808, a girl aged seven was publicly hanged at
Lynn, in Norfolk.
The official argument for retaining such Draconian punishments was usually the same.]
Also:
Hanging in chains, or gibbeting, is particularly associated with pirates and seafaring offenders. It was the tradition that
those whose hanged bodies were exhibited on a gibbet at Execution Dock in East Wapping near Globe Wharf, were left
until three tides had washed over them. But there were other gibbets all along the Thames, one of which was
ornamented for five years, by the body of a Captain James Smith, which hung, increasingly the worse for wear, from
1708 to 1713 (Potter 1965, 61). One nineteenth-century historian of gibbeting records that ‘in the windows of the waterside taverns at Blackwall, “spy- [75-6]-glasses,” or what Robinson Crusoe calls “perspective glasses,” were fixed for
people to enjoy the spectacle; similarly the Greenwich pensioners on the Hill used to exhibit the gibbeted pirates on the
opposite side of the river, in the Isle of Dogs, through telescopes’ (Hartshorne 1891, 75-6).
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Hartshorne, Albert (1891). Hanging in Chains. London: T. Fisher Unwin.
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<From: http://mcs.open.ac.uk/dac3/ournavy/ExtantFilms.htm

‘Our Navy’
Surviving Films

Sea Salts and
Celluloid

Though it was believed for a long time that all of Alfred West’s films had been lost
at the outbreak of the First War, a number of clips and titles have survived.
Here is a list of those fragments currently known to be preserved at the British Film
Institute, cross-referenced to their descriptions in A.J.West’s printed catalogue ‘Life
in Our Navy and Our Army’ which is held at the British Library.
Cat. Page

Cat. No.

West’s Description and Length

8

63

‘Picturesque Swedish Drill’ (The Navy’s Cradle – The Royal Greenwich
Hospital School) (215ft)

>
<From: http://www.eagle.ca/~chart/DYRMS/
This site deals with the little researched historical record of boy soldiering in the British and Canadian armies.
Published accounts on the subject are few and far between. John Shipp’s Memoirs of the Military Career of John Shipp
(1843), Robert Blakeney’s A Boy in the Peninsular War (1899), John Laffin’s book Boys in Battle (1967) and A. W.
Cockerill’s Sons of the Brave (1984) are all now out of print. More recently, Dr Patricia Y.C.E. Lin’s doctoral
dissertation Extending Her Arms: Military Families and the Transformation of the British State, 1793-1815 (1997) is an
excellent, scholarly study of military families during the Great War with France and the creation of the Royal Military
Asylum, Chelsea.
The Royal Military Asylum (1803-1895), which later became the Duke of York’s Territorial Headquarters, was sold by
the Ministry of Defence to commercial developers in 1998 at a cost of about £250m. Its history, beginning in 1801,
forms a major and separate part of this web site. Equally important, and the forerunner of the military school experience
in the British and Canadian armies, is the Royal Hibernian Military School (1765-1924), Dublin, which occupied
premises in Phoenix Park, Dublin, until it was disbanded, the children remaining were transferred to Shorncliffe and,
later, became part of the Duke of York’s Royal Military School, Dover.
Numerous institutions for training young soldiers followed what in fact were institutions for the orphans of fallen or
impoverished soldiers. These include The Queen Victoria’s School, Dumblane, Scotland; the army apprentice schools at
Arborfield and Chepstow; the Royal Artillery, Royal Engineers and Royal Signals at Woolwich, Fort Darlan and
Caterick respectively. The Canadian Technical Training Corps had two training establishments for its boy soldiers in
addition to those who, as their counterparts in the British Army, served in infantry regiments such as the Royal
Canadian Regiment.
Because the subject of boy soldiering in all its forms is large, this web site has separate entries for material in the
various categories discussed: for the RHMS, RMA, QVS, DYRMS, ATS (Arborfield), ATS (Chepstow) and, of course,
Canadian boy soldiers.
Regarding sources of information, a considerable body of material is available from the Public Records Office, Kew,
from old, bound copies of The Hibernian, a hand-written history of the RHMS, regimental records, correspondence and
data available from various government departments
From: http://www.eagle.ca/~chart/DYRMS/appdx-e.html
The Royal Naval Asylum at Greenwich was instituted for the reception of 100 sons of officers of the Royal Navy &
Marines of Wardroom Rank, and 300 sons of officers of the above or inferior rank, and of private seamen and Marines
who have served, or are serving in Her Majesty’s Ships, and of Officers or Seamen of the Merchant Service; these boys
form the upper school and are taught mathematics and the construction of charts upon geometrical principles. The lower
school consists of 400 boys and 200 girls; the children of warrant & petty Officers and Seamen, and of noncommissioned officers and privates of Marines who are educated upon Dr Bell’s System in reading, writing and
arithmetic, the number of children now in the establishment is not mentioned; the system of education pursued is
founded upon the principles of the established church and all person belonging to the institution are required to attend
the school chapel at morning and evening service every Sunday.
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Commandant’s Report on religious instruction
provided by various public charitable institutions

As a result of the application in 1939 by the clergy at the Roman Catholic chapel at Cadogan Place
to obtain access to the children of Roman Catholic parents in the RMA, the Commandant was
required to report on the practice of public charitable institutions regarding the religious instruction
given to their children. Lieut. Colonel J. Williamson duly submitted his report to the Board of
Commissioners on 16 March, 1839.
Sir,

In obedience to your Directions I have visited the following Public Charitable Institutions in
London and its vicinity.
The Foundling Hospital; Christ’s Hospital; St. Ann’s Society Schools, The Caledonian
Asylum; The London Orphan Asylum; The Benevolent Society of St. Patrick; The Welch
School; St. Paul’s School; The British Orphan Asylum; and The Female Orphan Asylum.
The Foundling Hospital in Guildford Street has 460 Children on its Foundation, and is
supported by Voluntary Contributions: The Children are educated upon Dr. Bell’s System,
and are strictly brought up in the doctrines of the established Church.
Christ’s Hospital in Newgate Street has 1200 Children on its Foundation, 700 in London
and 500 at Hertford (70 of them being girls) the boys are instructed in the Physics, writing,
arithmetic, Mathematics and French and Drawing; they are strictly brought up in the
Doctrines of the Establish Church, and before a child of Roman Catholic parents an be
admitted it must be baptized by a Minister of the Church of England.
St. Anne’s Society Schools are situated in Aldergate Street, and at Brixton, and are
supported by Voluntary Subscriptions; the School in London is a day School for about 60
children, and there are about 60 more in the Brixton Establishment who are wholely
maintained and educated; Dr Bell’s System of Education is pursued and they are strictly
brought up in the Doctrines of the Established church.
The Caledonian Asylum situated in Copenhagen Fields, Islington, was instituted for the
reception of the children of Scotch Soldiers and Sailors, and of indigent Scotch parents
residing in London, who are not entitled to parochial relief, there are 64 Boys on its
Foundation, who are educated upon Dr Bell’s System, are strictly brought up in the
doctrines of the Church of Scotland; it is supported by voluntary contributions.
The London Orphan Asylum at Clapham was instituted in 1813 for the reception of the
orphan children of decayed tradesmen, and person who had seen better days, and is
supported by voluntary contributions, there are 340 children on the Foundation who are
educated upon Dr Bell’s System, and are strictly brought up in the doctrines of the
established church.
The Benevolent Society of St. Patrick in Stamford Street, Blackfriars, is a day School
supported by voluntary contributions for the education of Children of poor Irish parents,
who have been born with the bills of Mortality, they are educated upon Dr. Bell’s System,
there are 520 who partake of this advantage who are nearly all Catholics, the are taught to
read the Old and New Testaments, but are not required to learn the Church of England
Catechism; they are allowed a whole holiday on Mondays for the purpose of being
instructed in their religious duties by their priests, who are not allowed to attend in the
schools for that purpose.
One of the supplemental regulations of this is that the Teachers be desired to see that the
children attend to the religious duties (according to their parents’ wishes) the Protestant
children to Protestant worship, the Catholic to Catholic worship; and all others to their
respective modes of communion. The principles and protection of this Institution extending
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without prejudice or distinction to all forms of faith, but that no religious controversy or any
tendencies to proselytism be ever allowed in the Schools – the Teachers being hereby most
strictly enjoined to cultivate in all their pupils the utmost good will to each other and the
entire extinction of all religious bigotry.
The Welch School in Grays Inn Road was instituted for the reception of the orphan
children of Welch parents residing within 10 miles of the Royal Exchange, there are 160 of
these children on its foundation who are educated upon Dr Bell’s System, and are strictly
brought up in the Doctrines of the established church.
St. Paul’s School in St. Paul’s Church Yard is a Classical free day school founded by
Dean Gold for 153 boys, who are strictly educated in the principles of the established
church.
The British Orphan Asylum at Clapham Rise was instituted for the reception of destitute
orphans who are wholely maintained, clothed and educated, they have 67 children on the
foundation, who are taught upon Dr Bell’s system and are strictly trained in the principles of
the established church.
The following is an analysis of the Royal Naval Asylum and the different Garrison and
Regimental Schools at Woolwich, Chatham, Portsmouth and Devonport.
The Royal Naval Asylum at Greenwich was instituted for the reception of 100 sons of
officers of the Royal Navy & Marines of Wardroom Rank, and 300 sons of officers of the
above or inferior rank, and of private seamen and Marines who have served, or are serving
in Her Majesty’s Ships, and of Officers or Seamen of the Merchant Service; these boys form
the upper school and are taught mathematics and the construction of charts upon geometrical
principles. The lower school consists of 400 boys and 200 girls; the children of warrant &
petty Officers and Seamen, and of non-commissioned officers and privates of Marines who
are educated upon Dr Bell’s System in reading, writing and arithmetic, the number of
children now in the establishment is not mentioned; the system of education pursued is
founded upon the principles of the established church and all person belonging to the
institution are required to attend the school chapel at morning and evening service every
Sunday.
The Royal Marine School at Woolwich consists of 39 boys and 27 girls, the boys are
taught reading, writing & arithmetic as far as decimals; the girls reading, writing & plain
needlework, they are educated in the doctrines of the established church and both boys and
girls attend church every Sunday morning.
The Barrack school of the Royal Marines at Chatham consists of 70 boys and 25 girls all
the children of non-commissioned officers, drummers and privates and they are all (except a
son of a Serjeant and a Son of a private who are Catholics) brought up in the Protestant
Religion and are taught the church catechism.
The Barrack School of the Royal Marines at Plymouth for the children of noncommissioned officer, drummers and privates of the Corps is conducted upon Dr Bell’s
System of education and the children are brought up in the doctrines of the established
church.
The Barrack School of the Royal Marines at Portsmouth consists of 51 boys the children
of non-commissioned officers, drummers and privates of that Corps, no girls are received
into the Barrack school, provision being made for the instruction of 40 at the National
School in Portsmouth, the boys are taught the church catechism and are brought up in the
doctrines of the established church and partly educated upon Dr Bell’s System.
The Regimental Schools at Chatham are as follows viz.
Regimental Schools in Chatham

Boys

Girls

Total

Provisional battalion

32

22

54

East India Company & Royal Sappers & miners

46

27

73
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11th Regt’l Depot (T. North Devonshire Regt.)

15

9

24

Fort Hill School

16

10

26

109

68

177

Total

These children are educated upon Dr Bell’s System as far as circumstances will allow, and with the exception
of the children of Roman Catholic parents (17 in number) they are brought up in the doctrines of the
established church.
`The Regimental Schools at Portsmouth consists of the following number of children belonging to the
different Corpus in that garrison, viz.
Regimental Schools in Portsmouth

Boys

Girls

Total

18th Regt’l Depot (Royal Irish)

12

12

24

24th Regt’l Depot (Warwickshire Regt. 2nd Batt.)

17

12

29

60th Regt’l Depot (Duke of York’s Rifle Corps)

15

10

25

67th Regt’l Depot (South Hampshire Regt.)

15

17

32

84th Regt’l Depot (York & Lancaster Regt.)

-

-

50

89th Regt’l Depot (89th Foot – no county affiliation)

-

-

15

59

51

175

Total

The total number of children in these several schools amounts to 165 of which number 82 are
children of Roman Catholic parents and are not required to learn the catechism of the established
church, they are all education upon Dr Bell’s system.
The Regimental Schools at Devenport consist of the children of the non-commissioned officers,
drummers and privates of the following Corps viz.

Regimental Schools in Devonport

Boys

Girls

Total

29

13

42

8

14

22

29th Regt’l Depot (

19

12

31

46th Regt’l Depot (

9

7

16

85th Regt’l Depot (

19

6

25

Total

84

52

136

1st Royal Regt.
15th Regt’l Depot (Yorkshire East Riding Regt.)

53 are the children of Roman Catholic parents and are not required to learn the catechism of the established
church, they are all educated upon Dr Bell’s System under the lmost itary ce of the Garrison Chaplain,
when the children of Roman Catholic parents partake of Protestant instruction it is voluntary and with the
knowledge and consent of their parents, and the Chaplain reports when scruples on this point have existed,
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they have for the most part on a short time passed away.
The regimental schools of the Royal Artillery consist of 178 boys and 111 girls, who are educated upon Dr
Bell’s system under the lmost itary ce of the Garrison Chaplain, and with respect to religion it is strictly
Protestant, the children attend regularly the regimental chapels excepting when the parents being Presbyterians
or Catholics, make a request that their children may be allowed to attend with themselves (for which the are
held responsible – their own place of worship, but in all cases throughout the week they attend the
lmost itar and instructions of the Chaplain in the school.
I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant,
J. Williamson.
>

<From The Planet Mars: A History of Observation and Discovery by William Sheehan:
[http://www.uapress.arizona.edu/online.bks/mars/chap08.htm]
The year that Lowell recovered the spoke system on Venus, thereby going against the grain of most observers of the
planet before and since, Maunder and J. E. Evans made a significant contribution to the canal debate with their paper
entitled “Experiments as to the Actuality of the `Canals’ of Mars.” The paper summarizes the results of an experiment
in which boys at the Royal Greenwich Hospital school were asked to reproduce a disk on which no canals had been
drawn but only “minute dot-like markings.” Maunder and Evans found that when the disk was viewed from a certain
distance, the boys drew “canals.” Lowell, as might be expected, was unimpressed by the “small boy theory” and argued
that the canal question ought to be decided not by experiments but by “actual observation directed to that end,”
expressing confidence that “if England would only send out an expedition to steady air . . . it would soon convince itself
of these realities.” Ref: E. Walter Maunder and J. E. Evans, “Experiments as to the Actuality of the `Canals’ of Mars,”
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society 58 (1903): 488—499, at p. 498.
And from Scientific American – August 5 1905
Are the Canals of Mars Illusions?
In Knowledge, Mr. E. W. Maunder and Mons. E. M. Antoniadi both contribute illustrated articles to show that the
Martian Canal system, as figured by Schiaparelli and others, is largely an illusion. Mr. Maunder has made experiments
at the Royal Hospital School at Greenwich and thus describes the results:
"A class of about twenty boys, from twelve to fourteen years of age, were seated in four or five rows at different
distances from a carefully-lighted diagram, which they were told to copy. The diagram was reproduced from some
published drawing of Mars, but in nearly every experiment the canals were omitted. The diagram was generally about
six inches in diameter, and the distances of the boys from the diagram ranged from fifteen to forty feet, except in two
experiments where the range extended up to sixty feet....
"The general result was striking. In several of these experiments nearly all the boys drew "canals" on their copies,
though there were none on the original from which they were copying. And these "canals" were not placed at random:
they were just in the very places where canals are seen in the charts of Schiaparelli and Lowell....
"When did the "canals" come which were drawn by the boys of the Hospital School? One cause was the prolongation
of dark indentations invading the brighter regions.... A more fruitful source of the "canals" was the introduction of
regions slightly darker or slightly brighter than their surroundings.... [N]o one could wish for straighter and sharper
"canals" than were drawn by a good proportion of the boys to express these regions.... But the cause which was the
most effective within the limits of our experiments with the Hospital School boys was the way in which the eye
summoned up together minute irregular markings, each too small to be separately perceived as straight streaks....
"The general distribution of the true markings on the planet must approximate to that shown on the charts of
Schiaparelli and Lowell, and the details if not straight lines in their ultimate conceivable resolution are at least straight
lines to the eye.... Lines so straight, so formal, so uniform in width, so regular in their intersections, so symmetrical,
with dark spots so inevitably marking their intersections, must be accounted, as [Mr. Lowell] accounts them, artificial;
the handiwork of intelligent beings. But if actual details of perfectly irregular and unsymmetrical character, details
having no sign of artificiality about them, can present exactly the appearance, and make just the impression which the
network of the canal system does, the argument for the existence of inhabitants on Mars has vanished.
"We are freed, too, from the necessity of considering such bizarre theories as would make out the planet to have been
scored into its present form by grazing meteorites, or to have assumed it through crystallization. To have been set free
from the grotesque in observation is to have been freed also from the grotesque in speculation. This service I think the
drawings of the Hospital School boys have effectually rendered to us. They have shown that perfectly unbiased
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observers will see and draw the Schiaparellian canals when the actual markings presented to them are as little regular
and artificial as any which our own earth might present to an outside spectator." >
<Phillip, Arthur (1738-1814), was the first governor of New South Wales, Australia. As governor, he established
European settlement in Australia. He also followed a career in the navy, reaching the rank of admiral.
Early life. Phillip was born in London, the son of a German-born language teacher. His mother was previously married
to a naval officer. Through her connections, a place for Phillip was found in the Greenwich Royal Hospital School for
the sons of seamen in 1751. He served his apprenticeship as a merchant seaman aboard the Fortune.
Phillip joined the British Royal Navy during the Seven Years’ War. He served during the British capture of Havana,
Cuba. In 1763, he retired on half pay as a lieutenant. From 1763 to 1774, Phillip spent his time farming. From 1774 to
1778, he served with the Portuguese navy in the war with Spain. In 1781, Phillip was promoted to the rank of captain in
the British Royal Navy.
In 1786, he was appointed as the first governor of New South Wales and given command of the First Fleet. The site
selected for the new settlement in New South Wales was Botany Bay. The First Fleet consisted of H.M.S. Sirius and
H.M.S. Supply, six transports to carry the convicts, and three supply ships.
Botany Bay. The First Fleet arrived in Botany Bay between Jan. 18 and Jan. 20, 1788, after an eight-month voyage
from Britain. The fleet carried convicts and marines to guard the prisoners. It also carried provisions, including seeds
for planting, livestock, and food supplies to sustain the colony until the first crops were harvested.
Unfortunately, Botany Bay proved to be a poor site to establish the new colony. It had a low-lying, marshy foreshore.
The bay close to the shore was too shallow to provide safe anchorage for the ships, and there was no protection from the
wind. There was little fresh water. On January 21, Phillip took three long boats north along the coast to search for
another site for the settlement.
Port Jackson. Later on January 21, Phillip entered Port Jackson. There he found a natural deepwater harbor that was
protected from the wind. Rowing north, he eventually landed at Sydney Cove. It had a good natural harbor and a
running stream of fresh water, which was later to be called the Tank Stream. The cove was named in honor of Lord
Sydney, the secretary of state for the home office.
Phillip returned to Botany Bay and began to arrange for the fleet to sail north. Arrangements to move the fleet to
Sydney Cove had been completed by January 26. The male convicts and most of the marines went ashore on January 27
and 28. The convicts were set to work cutting down trees and clearing an area for the new settlement. By early
February, the settlement had taken shape. On February 6, the women convicts were brought to the site. Phillip’s
commission was read on February 7, and the colony was proclaimed. A European settlement had been established in
Australia, but its hold on the new country was far from strong.
The colony’s early years. Phillip’s major task was to make sure the colony would survive. It was an extremely difficult
job. Buildings had to be erected, crops planted, and discipline maintained.
As governor, Phillip was, in effect, the government of the colony. He performed administrative duties that ranged from
writing reports for the home government to making appointments and ordering punishments for those convicted of
committing offenses. He only had the assistance of the convicts. Most convicts were city or town people with few of the
skills needed to establish a new colony, and according to observers, most were also lazy. Phillip’s job was made even
more difficult by the inexperience of many of the officials and the refusal of the marines to undertake lmost itary
duties, such as supervising convicts at work.
The first problem Phillip faced was the supply of food. The colony had enough supplies to last about a year. By that
time, the first crops were to have been harvested. But the first crops of wheat, rice, and barley failed. Farm animals died
or vanished into the bush.
Some native animals were killed for food, but the settlement relied mainly on the salt meat brought with the fleet. By
late 1788, supplies were running low. Phillip sent the ship Sirius to the Cape of Good Hope to buy more food. He also
introduced rationing, which limited the amount of food each person was given at each meal. Everyone, including
Phillip, received the same ration.
Phillip was not prepared to wait for supplies coming from outside the colony. In late 1788, he led expeditions looking
for land better suited for cultivation than that at Sydney Cove. He chose Rose Hill, near Parramatta, as the site for a
government farm. The farm was established by mid-1789, and new crops were planted.
Severe food shortages continued throughout 1789, and rations were further reduced. The harvest at the end of 1789 was
successful, but it did not produce enough grain. By early 1790, starvation threatened the colony. In April, Phillip sent
the Supply to Batavia (now Jakarta) to buy food supplies. The arrival of the Second Fleet with its supply ships in June
helped relieve the food shortage. With the return of the Supply in October, there was no longer a threat of starvation in
the near future. Conditions improved slowly during 1791. By 1792, the colony was on the way to self-sufficiency in
most basic food-stuffs.
Ill health among the colonists was also a major problem facing the new governor. Scurvy, a disease caused by lack of
the vitamins in fresh fruit and vegetables, had been contained during the voyage from Britain by providing the convicts
with fresh food. But scurvy struck soon after landing, as rationing reduced the quality of the diet. Dysentery, an illness
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affecting the digestive system, was also a problem. A tent hospital was erected in the colony, but treatment of the sick
was difficult because there was not enough medicine. The arrival of the Second and Third fleets made the situation
worse. A large proportion of convicts were seriously ill on arrival.
Canvas tents were the main means of shelter in the colony for its first two years. Phillip’s attempts to build better
buildings were frustrated by a severe shortage of carpenters and other skilled builders. Stores had been built by mid1788 to protect supplies. The first roughly made huts for the marine officers had been finished by December.
Temporary barracks were not completed until 1789. A kiln (an oven for baking bricks) completed in 1790 helped
Phillip’s building program. But permanent barracks were not completed until 1794.
Phillip’s policies were shaped by both immediate problems and a long-term vision of what the colony of New South
Wales could become. To convict administration, he brought a belief in the need for reform, which was expressed in his
system of rewards for good behavior. His method of discipline was firm, even harsh by today’s standards. But
generally, the convicts responded well to his administration. Phillip hoped to establish good relations with the
Aborigines, though the policy failed. He encouraged the development of agriculture and the building of Sydney.
Phillip also saw much more in the future of New South Wales. Although few would have shared his view, he saw the
colony as a new outpost of the British Empire. He saw the transportation of convicts as only one purpose for the colony.
He also actively encouraged free immigrants to come to New South Wales. He believed free immigrants would be
beneficial for society, would help with convict administration, and would establish a sound economy in the colony. To
encourage their migration, he proposed free land grants with the promise of free convict labor for two years.
Phillip was a capable and efficient administrator. He steered the new settlement through its most difficult years. When
he left, the population of New South Wales had grown to about 6,000 people. Free settlers were about to arrive in the
colony and his land grant and convict assignment proposals had received official approval.
Later life. In 1794, Phillip settled in the city of Bath, in England. Phillip returned to the navy in 1796 as captain of the
Alexander. He reached the rank of admiral a few weeks before his death. He was buried in the church of St. Nicholas, in
the village of Bathampton, near Bath. A memorial to him was placed in Bath Abbey.
Further Note Arthur Phillip was born in 1738 in London, the son of Jacob Phillip, a language teacher who came from
Frankfurt, and Elizabeth, nee Breach. He attended the Greenwich school for the sons of seamen and was apprenticed to
the Merchant Navy, graduating in 1755, after two years at sea. He transferred to the Royal Navy and was promoted to
lieutenant in 1762 before being retired in 1763 when the Seven Years War ended.
Phillip spent the next 15 years farming in Hampshire, returning to the sea during the Spanish-Portuguese war when he
served with the Portuguese navy from 1774 to 1778. During the American War of Independence in 1778, he returned to
the English navy and became a post captain in 1781. After the war, Phillip was doing survey work for the British
Admiralty when he was appointed as first governor of New South Wales in October 1786. He had risen in the navy by
his own effort at a time when patronage was the norm, and was considered reliable and trustworthy. His knowledge of
farming may have also influenced the decision.
Unlike the British authorities, he was seized by a great vision of a new British outpost to be established in the southern
seas. He wanted free settlement encouraged and proposed to try to reform the convicts and to treat Aborigines kindly,
establishing harmonious relations with them.
He also had good understanding of administrative detail and considerable foresight. He understood the difficulties
involved in transporting men and women from England to an unknown land on the other side of the world and lobbied
for sufficient equipment, food and clothing to enable a safe passage.
Phillip established the convict colony in Sydney Cove, which he governed in a sensible and humane way, despite
conditions which included poor quality food, largely infertile land and a lack of experienced farm labour which led to
near-famine. He requested a return to England in 1790, pleading ill-health, and eventually sailed for England in 1792,
leaving a colony with more than 1,700 acres of land under cultivation or cleared and ready for sowing and which,
within another year, was almost able to support itself.
Phillip had hoped to return to the colony when his health was restored. Instead he went back to active service in the
navy, commanding several ships during the Napoleonic Wars. In 1789 he was made a rear-admiral and continued his
progression in the naval hierarchy, becoming an admiral of the blue in 1814, the year of his death.
And further still:

Arthur Phillip
Defender of Colônia, Governor of New South Wales
When the British Government decided in August 1786 to found a colony in New South Wales, the man chosen to be
its first Governor was a naval captain, Arthur Phillip. He had served in the Portuguese Royal Navy in Brazil from 1775
to 1778, during the Third Colonia War, and the connexion between this service and his appointment in September 1786
as Governor of New South Wales has been traced by three Australian historians: Kenneth Gordon McIntyre,
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The Rebello Transcripts: Governor Phillip’s Portuguese Prelude1[1]; Alan Frost,Arthur Phillip, His
Voyaging1[2];and Maurine Goldston-Morris, OAM, The Life of Admiral Arthur Phillip, RN, 1738-1814.1[3]
Phillip was recruited to the small fleet commanded by the Irishman, Robert McDouall, which had been formed to
defend Brazil’s maritime frontier by Martinho de Mello e Castro, Portugal’s Minister for the Colonies and the Navy.
Phillip had attained the rank of lieutenant in the British Navy during the Seven Years War, and on entering the
Portuguese service in January 1775 was given the rank of capitão de mar e lmost.
Upon arrival in Rio de Janeiro he was given command of a 26 gun frigate, the NossaSenhora do Pilar, and in
September 1775 was sent to the frontier settlement of Colônia do Sacramento on the Rio de la Plata.1[4] Colônia was
then under close blockade by Spanish forces, although Spain and Portugal had been formally at peace since the end of
the Seven Years War in 1763. Colônia had been captured by Spanish forces in October 1762 but, although a Portuguese
attempt to re-take it in January 1763 had been rebuffed, diplomatic considerations had caused it to be restored to
Portugal under the peace treaty. On this voyage, Phillip in the Pilar transported a consignment of degredados (convicts
sentenced to forced labour) and some troops. During the voyage a severe epidemic of sickness broke out, and Phillip
was forced to call upon the degredados for help to save the ship (the troops having refused assistance). In return, he
promised to recommend an alleviation of their sentences, which was done after the Pilar arrived safely at Colônia.1[5]
There, the garrison troops were taken on board, and the Pilar sailed back to Rio de Janeiro. A change in policy then
caused the same troops to be sent back to Colônia in the Pilar, which arrived there for the second time in midDecember 1775. From then until his recall in November 1776, except for the period from the beginning of January to
mid-April 1776 when he was sent to cruise off the Rio de la Plata estuary, Phillip remained on station at Colônia as
commodore, for most of that time with only his own ship to command.
The Spanish had fitted out a number of sloops as guardacostas, to harry and capture Brazilian fishing and trading
vessels sailing to Colônia. Phillip saw it as his duty to act vigorously to keep off the guardacostas, even though the
Governor of the praça, Francisco José da Rocha, feared that this might provoke the Spanish land forces to attack in
retaliation. Phillip, however, did not hesitate to fire on the Spanish vessels when they refused to salute the Portuguese
flag, and the risk paid off as the guardacostaswere from then on more circumspect toward the Portuguese shipping,
causing some easing of the blockade.1[6] Phillip’s conduct at Colônia was praised by the Viceroy, the Marquis
de Lavradio, in a report on the officers of the fleet written on 22 October 1777: “When at Colonia, with only his own
Frigate, he made the Spanish respect that Praça as they ought to”.1[7]
Lavradio received a message dated 18 November 1776 from Phillip, advising that the praça badly needed provisions
and armed corvettes, stating that his ship was the only war vessel there. He added, “I do not speak to Yr.Excy. of the
danger to the ships which come to this praça from the Spanish GuardaCostas, which are always going around, nor of the
force which would be needed in this River if War breaks out, which Yr.Excy. knows better than I can say.”1[8]
The war of which Phillip spoke broke out in earnest as a result of Portugal’s re-capture of the vila of Rio Grande in
April 1776 from the Spanish forces which had captured it during the Seven Years War. An aroused Spain organized a
fleet of over 100 ships under the command of Admiral Casa Tilly, to convey an army of 10,000 men under the
command of Pedro de Cevallos from Cadiz, with the object of capturing the island of Santa Catarina and all the coast
south of it to the Rio de la Plata. The captured territory was to be added to the territory ruled from Buenos Aires,
and Cevallos was appointed first Viceroy of the enlarged province. To meet this threat, Lavradio ordered McDouall to
concentrate his fleet of nine warships, including Phillip’s Pilar, to defend Santa Catarina. When Casa Tilly’s armada
arrived off the island on 17 February 1777, McDouall declined to engage it. At a council of war McDouall called to
discuss whether to attack the Spanish fleet or not, six of his captains supported his decision not to engage, while Phillip
and José de Mello preferred to attack.1[9] The majority carried the day, and the flotilla retired to Rio de Janeiro, leaving
Santa Catarina and its capital, Desterro, to be taken by Casa Tilly and Cevallos. Although this preserved the squadron
for action under more favourable circumstances, Lavradio was exasperated by what he regarded as McDouall’s
cowardly conduct, and by contrast was favourably impressed with Phillip’s aggressive attitude. In his report on officers
of the fleet of 22 October 1777, Lavradio wrote of Phillip: “When the Fleet sailed from Santa Catarina upon receiving
news of the Spanish Fleet he made every effort to induce the Chief to attack the enemy; and finding that he did not do
so, he wrote a private letter to him imploring him, for the sake of his own honour and that of the Nation, not to refrain
from attacking them”.1[10]
McDouall’s squadron sailed again from Rio de Janeiro on 1 April 1777 with the object of cutting the Spanish supply
lines between Santa Catarina and the Rio de la Plata. On 19 April, the San Augustin, a Spanish battleship of 70 guns
coming from Montevideo, ran into McDouall’s ships off Santa Catarina. José de Mello in the Prazeres and Arthur
Phillip in the Pilar led the attack on the San Augustin, despite the superior armament of the Spanish ship, and both were
able to score hits. After an all-night chase, the San Augustin at dawn ran into McDouall with all his ships, and after a
short action struck her colours. Lavradio was impressed with Phillip’s audacity in attacking a 70 gun battleship with his
26 gun frigate, as he recorded in a despatch of 2 June 1777 to Mello e Castro: “Captain Arthur Phillips came up with his
Frigate, and was allowed by the enemy to get close, because they thought this vessel was one of their own, as they were
unable to convince themselves that a vessel so small and so weak in artillery would venture to attack a 70-gun Ship. It
was only when Captain Arthur gave them a broadside that they became aware that the Frigate was ours.”1[11] The
San Augustin was commissioned into the Portuguese Navy as the Santo Agostinho, and command of her was given to
Phillip.
The war came to an end in August 1777, when news reached Brazil that the courts of Portugal and Spain had agreed
on a truce, which on 1 October was converted into peace by the Treaty of San Ildefonso. The Treaty declared a
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comprehensive settlement of all territorial disputes between the two monarchies, in both the western and eastern
hemispheres. Santa Catarina was returned to Portugal, Portuguese possession of Rio Grande was recognized, and
Portugal resigned the claim to Colônia. In order to remove every cause of discord, “even with respect to the dominions
in Asia,” Portugal ceded to Spain all rights to the Philippines, Marianas and adjacent islands which might have been
claimed under the 1494 Treaty of Tordesillas or the 1529 Treaty of Zaragoza.1[12]
Spain was prepared to be generous to Portugal because of the looming prospect of war with Britain. Britain’s North
American colonies had declared their independence on 4 July 1776, and were already receiving secret aid from Spain
and France. France declared war on Britain in support of the Americans in July 1778. Phillip learned of this upon his
arrival back in Lisbon in August (he had been assigned to the escort of a convoy from Rio de Janeiro), and decided to
leave the Portuguese service and return to the British Navy. On 24 August he resigned his commission and a month
later took passage for England. He carried a letter from Mello e Castro praising his service, stating that the Queen had
been unable to refuse his “admirable resolve” to serve his country, and conveying her wish that he find promotion in the
British Navy.1[13]
Phillip’s confidence for his future in the British Navy would have been increased by his consciousness that besides
the letter of recommendation from Mello e Castro he carried with him items of more concrete value. These were the
charts of the coasts and ports of Brazil and the Rio de la Plata which he had made or copied during his period of service.
It may have been an expectation that he would return from Brazil with such valuable information that led Admiral
Augustus Hervey to recommend Phillip for appointment to the Portuguese service in 1774.1[14]Hervey, one of the Lords
of the Admiralty, had it seems already employed Phillip to spy on French naval facilities.1[15] The coasts and ports of
Brazil were little known in England at that time, and information concerning them could one day prove useful for
Britain. However, Hervey had retired by the time Phillip rejoined the British Navy, and it was necessary for him to
obtain a new patron. Spain’s entry into the war against Britain in June 1779 opened opportunities for Phillip to put his
knowledge of South America to advantage as the British Government took up plans to attack Spain’s possessions in that
part of the world.
Phillip wrote on 19 July 1780 to the First Lord of the Admiralty, the Earl of Sandwich, offering his services.1[16]
Sandwich responded positively, for Phillip had the information Sandwich needed to assist in planning a naval
expedition under the command of George Johnstone to capture the Spanish treasure fleet then assembling at Buenos
Aires. Phillip was thus drawn into contact with the highest ministers of state, for the task of Sandwich and the
Admiralty was to assist the Secretary of State for Home and American Affairs, Lord Germain, who had overall
responsibility for conduct of the American War. Germain, Sandwich and Johnstone also consulted Phillip’s former
commander in Brazil, Robert McDouall, who had also resigned from the Portuguese service.1[17] A letter from Phillip to
Sandwich of 17 January 1781 records Phillip’s loan to Sandwich of his charts of the Plata and Brazilian coasts for use in
organising the expedition: “In the Charts of the Brazil Coast, that I had the honor of shewing your Lordship, there are
three good harbours, where Ships that wanted to wood & water, would find only a few settlers, in case they were
unwilling to put into any port where there was a Garrison. The most material of these Charts are from regular Surveys”.
That Phillip expected to benefit if the attack on the treasure fleet was successful is clear from his request that his
ownership of the charts be acknowledged: “I make no doubt that when your Lordship shall please to Order them to
be deliver’d to any of His Majts. Ships, or to the India Company, but orders will be gave that I may that I may reap the
Credit & Advantage that will naturally arise from them. The Copyswch: Commodore Johnson [i.e. Johnstone] desired
might be taken are finished.”1[18]
The expedition sailed on 12 March 1781, with the additional object of first attempting the capture of Cape Town
from the Dutch, who had now joined the war against Britain. However, on the way to the Cape Johnstone’s fleet was
mauled at the Azores by a French squadron under Admiral de Suffren, who then sailed on to reinforce the Dutch at Cape
Town. Suffren’s action effectually blocked Johnstone from achieving the goals of his expedition.1[19] Despite this setback,
the strategy of making naval attacks on Spain’s American empire remained attractive to the British Government.
Robert McDouall had sailed with Johnstone’s expedition, but had been detached from it to sail to Rio de Janeiro in the
Shark sloop, where he had obtained information on Spanish defences from Captain William Robarts, one of his former
subordinates still serving in the Portuguese Navy.1[20] This information was used in planning the next expedition against
Spanish America, which Lord Shelburne, who had succeeded Germain as Secretary of State for Home and American
Affairs in a change of government, was determined to proceed with.
In July 1782, in a change of government, Thomas Townshend assumed the seals of office as Secretary of State for
Home and American Affairs, and therewith responsibility for organising an expedition against Spanish America. Like
his predecessor, Lord Germain, he turned for advice to Arthur Phillip.1[21] Phillip’s plan was for a squadron of three
battleships and a frigate to mount a raid on Buenos Aires and Monte Video, thence to proceed to the coasts of Chile,
Peru and Mexico to maraud, and ultimately to cross the Pacific to join Admiral Hughes’ East Indian squadron for an
attack on Manila. The plan incorporated a proposal made by Captain John Blankett to Lord Shelburne in August 1782:
“This expedition might proceed to the Isle of St Catherine’s or Rio Negro for intelligence or water, and failing of success at
the River of Plate to proceed immediately round to Callao. On success at the River of Plate, such force as could be spar’d
might be sent as a Reinforcement to India, or to the south Seas, as the circumstances of the case should make most
prudent.”1[22]
The plan bore a remarkable similarity to a plan promoted by Captain William Robarts, who in 1777 had been, like
Phillip, a British officer in McDouall’s squadron of the Portuguese Royal Navy in Brazil (he had commanded
the SãoJoãoBaptista).1[23]It is possible that the two had discussed such an operation at that time, when both were at Rio
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de Janeiro. Robarts had also been at Colônia, in January 1763 when he had commanded the frigate Ambuscade, which
formed one of a squadron of nine vessels under the command of John MacNamara which had attempted unsuccessfully
to re-take the settlement after it had been captured by the Spanish under Cevallos.1[24]
The expedition, consisting of the Grafton, 70 guns, Elizabeth, 74 guns, Europe, 64 guns, and the Iphigenia frigate,
sailed on 16 January 1783, under the command of Commodore Robert Kingsmill.1[25] Phillip was given command of the
Europe.1[26]Shortly after sailing, an armistice was concluded between Great Britain and Spain. Phillip learnt of this in
April when he put in for storm repairs at Rio de Janeiro. Phillip wrote to Townshend from Rio de Janeiro on 25 April
1783, expressing his disappointment that the ending of the American War had robbed him of the opportunity for naval
glory
in
South
America:
I have been under the necessity of putting into this port, and I can assure you Sir that the situation of the
Spanish Settlements are such as I always thought them.... All the Regulars in Buenos Ayres Monte Vedio,
and the different Guards in the River of Plate do not amount to five hundred Men. No ship of the Line, and
only two frigates in the River. You will Sir, easily suppose how much I must be mortified in being so near &
not at liberty to Act.1[27]

Rather than return immediately to England to be paid off, he decided to sail on to India by the Cape of Good Hope to
join Admiral Hughes at Madras.
By this time, mid-1783, Phillip’s patron, Lord Sandwich, together with the President of the Royal Society, Sir Joseph
Banks, was advocating establishment of a British colony in New South Wales.1[28] A colony in that part of the world
would be of great assistance to the Royal Navy in facilitating attacks on the Spanish possessions in Chile and Peru,
as Banks’s collaborators, James Matra, Captain Sir George Young and Sir John Call pointed out in written proposals on
the subject. Banks had great influence on government policy through his position as trusted adviser to the Home Office
and Admiralty.
After his return to England from India in April 1784, Phillip remained in close contact with Townshend (now Lord
Sydney) and the Home Office Under-Secretary, Evan Nepean. From October 1784 to September 1786 he was employed
by Nepean (who was in charge of the Secret Service relating to the Bourbon Powers, France and Spain) to spy on the
French naval arsenals at Toulon and other ports.
In mid-1786, a renewal of war with Spain, France and Holland appeared imminent as a result of civil war in Holland,
and the British Government took the decision to found a colony at Botany Bay in New South Wales. One of the reasons
for founding the colony was to provide a naval base for the British Navy in the Pacific. Lord Sydney, as Secretary of
State for the Home Office, was the minister in charge of this undertaking, and in September 1786 he appointed Phillip
commodore of the fleet which was to transport the convicts and soldiers who were to be the new settlers to Botany Bay.
Upon arrival there, Phillip was to assume the powers of Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the new colony. A
subsidiary colony was to be founded on Norfolk Island, as recommended by Sir John Call, to take advantage for naval
purposes of that island’s native flax and timber. Phillip’s fleet sailed from Portsmouth in May 1787.
The fleet called at Rio de Janeiro during its voyage to Botany Bay to obtain essential supplies. This stay apparently reawakened Phillip’s regret at the opportunity lost for naval glory caused by the failure of his 1783 expedition. From Rio de
Janeiro, Phillip sent word to Sydney and to Shelburne (now Lord Lansdowne) in a letter to Nepean dated 2 September
1787:

You know how much I was interested in the intended expedition against Monte Vedio, and that it was said
that the Spaniards had more troops that I supposed. The following account I have from a person who was
there all the war and I am certain that the account is exact:

One Regiment under

700

Four Companies of Artillery 400
Dragoons

400

Two Battalions of Infantry

700

These were divided on the north and south shores, and in different towns. Monte Vedio would not have been
defended, as half these troops could not have been drawn together. Of this you will be so good as to inform
the Lords Sydney and Landsdowne; it will corroborate what I mentioned before I left town.1[29]

In sending this letter, Phillip may not have been merely sighing for past disappointments, but reminding his government
patrons that the strategy behind the 1783 expedition would still be viable in the event of a renewal of hostilities between
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Britain and Spain. His recalling of discussion of the matter before he left London early in 1787 would indicate that Sydney
was thinking about such an expedition at that time.
The territorial boundaries of New South Wales which Phillip proclaimed when he formally founded the colony on 7
February 1788 would have reminded him of his days in Brazil. The western boundary of
his jurisdiction was set at the meridian of 135° East of Greenwich, so that New South
Wales was made to include the whole eastern half of Australia. That meridian coincided
with the reciprocal of the line of demarcation claimed by Spain under the Treaty
of Tordesillas. Dispute between Spain and Portugal over the location of the Tordesillas
line had led to much conflict between the two monarchies, including the Third Colonia
War which ended with a final settlement of the issue in both hemispheres by the 1777
Treaty of San Ildefonso. Ever hostile to Spain’s pretensions in the Pacific, Britain felt free
to disregard any claims the King of Spain might make to eastern Australia under ancient
treaties when the decision was made to colonize New South Wales.
When Phillip was designated Governor of the convict colony, the London press recalled,
in a rather garbled way, his transporting of degredadados from Rio de Janeiro to Colônia in
1776. An article in The World of 16 April 1789 stated: “BOTANY BAY.— Mr. Philip,
who has this command, has the aid of experience. He had a similar expedition entrusted
him by PORTUGAL, to carry convicts to South America.”
It was not, however his experience in transporting convicts which commended Phillip to the attention of Sandwich
and Sydney. His Brazilian service had shown him to be a daring and able naval officer, and had enabled him to become
knowledgeable about navigation in the waters of southern Brazil and the Rio de la Plata, and concerning the defences of
the Spanish empire in South America. This was what proved valuable in bringing him to the attention of Sandwich and
Sydney. His able administration as founding Governor of New South Wales from January 1788 until ill health forced
his premature retirement in December 1792 justified their faith in his abilities. During the Nootka Sound Crisis in 1790,
plans for attacking the Spanish empire in America were revived, and Phillip’s new colony was considered as a staging
point for an expedition from India. However, the crisis was resolved before these plans were put into operation.1[30]
Phillip’s contribution to the defence of Brazil was always remembered there and both when he called at Rio de
Janeiro in August 1787 as commodore of the fleet going to colonize New South Wales and during his return to England
in February 1793 he was honoured with extraordinary attention.1[31] The supplies his fleet received at Rio de Janeiro in
1787 were essential for the successful founding of the new colony, and no doubt the provision of those supplies was
greatly facilitated by Phillip’s good reputation. Watkin Tench, a Captain of Marines, observed of the fleet’s visit in
1787: “Some part, indeed, of the numerous indulgences we experienced during our stay here must doubtless be
attributed to the high respect in which the Portuguese held Governor Phillip, who was for many years a captain in their
navy and commanded a ship of war on this station, in consequence of which many privileges were extended to us, very
unusual to be granted to strangers.”1[32] Rio de Janeiro continued to be a vital port of call for British ships supplying the
New South Wales colony until well into the nineteenth century.1[33]
Robert J. King
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Governor Arthur Phillip (1738 - 1814)

Arthur Phillip was born in 1738 in London, the son of Jacob Phillip, a language teacher who came from Frankfurt, and
Elizabeth, nee Breach. He attended the Greenwich school for the sons of seamen and was apprenticed to the Merchant
Navy, graduating in 1755, after two years at sea. He transferred to the Royal Navy and was promoted to lieutenant in
1762 before being retired in 1763 when the Seven Years War ended.
Phillip spent the next 15 years farming in Hampshire, returning to the sea during the Spanish-Portuguese war when he
served with the Portuguese navy from 1774 to 1778. During the American War of Independence in 1778, he returned to
the English navy and became a post captain in 1781. After the war, Phillip was doing survey work for the British
Admiralty when he was appointed as first governor of New South Wales in October 1786. He had risen in the navy by
his own effort at a time when patronage was the norm, and was considered reliable and trustworthy. His knowledge of
farming may have also influenced the decision.
Instructions from the Home Secretary, Lord Sydney to Captain Arthur Phillip.
. . . We, reposing especial trust and confidence in your loyalty, courage and experience in military
affairs, do, by these presents, constitute and appoint you to be Governor of our territory called New
South Wales, extending from the northern cape or extremity of the coast called Cape York, in the
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latitude of 10° 37' south, to the southern extremity of the said territory of New South Wales or South
Cape, in the latitude 43° 39' south, and all the country inland and westward as far as the one
hundred and thirty-fifth degree of longitude, reckoning from the meridian of Greenwich, including all
the islands adjacent in the Pacific Ocean, within the latitude aforesaid of 10° 37' south and 43° 39'
south, and of all towns, garrisons, castles, forts and all other fortifications or other military works,
which now are or may be hereafter erected upon this said territory. You are therefore carefully and
diligently to discharge the duty of Governor in and over our said territory by doing and performing
all and all manner of things thereunto belonging, and we do hereby strictly charge and command all
our officers and soldiers who shall be employed within our said territory, and all others whom it may
concern, to obey you as our Governor thereof; and you are to observe and follow such orders and
directions from time to time as you shall receive from us, or any other your superior officer
according to the rules and discipline of war, and likewise such orders and directions as we shall
send you under our signet or sign manual, or by our High Treasurer or Commissioners of our
Treasury, for the time being, or one of our Principal Secretaries of State, in pursuance of the trust we
hereby repose in you.
Given at our Court at St, James's, the twelfth day of October 1786, in the twenty-sixth year of our
reign.
By His Majesty's Command
SYDNEY.
The transcript of Governor Phillip's instructions is taken from the Historical Records of New South Wales, Vol. 2, Part 2.

Unlike the British authorities, he was seized by a great vision of a new British outpost to be established in the southern
seas. He wanted free settlement encouraged and proposed to try to reform the convicts and to treat Aborigines kindly,
establishing harmonious relations with them.
He also had good understanding of administrative detail and considerable foresight. He understood the difficulties
involved in transporting men and women from England to an unknown land on the other side of the world and lobbied
for sufficient equipment, food and clothing to enable a safe passage.
Other instructions advised Phillip about managing the convicts, granting and cultivating the land, and exploring the
country. The Aborigines' lives and livelihoods were to be protected and friendly relations with them encouraged, but the
Instructions make no mention of protecting or even recognising their lands. It was assumed that Australia was terra
nullius, that is, land belonging to no one. This assumption shaped land law and occupation for more than 200 years.
Although they were instructed to establish themselves at Botany Bay, Phillip was separately authorised to choose any
other appropriate neighbouring territory. When the last vessel left for England in November 1788, a quantity of clay
from Sydney was consigned to Josiah Wedgwood on the suggestion of Sir Joseph Banks, and from this first export the
Wedgwood Sydney medallions were made.
A fleet of 11 ships -- with Arthur Phillip, the first governor of the settlement, in charge of 160 marines and 729 convicts
-- weighed anchor in Portsmouth, England, on May 13, 1787, and reached Botany Bay on the 18th January 1788.
Finding it too barren, sandy, and shallow for permanent settlement, fresh water was inadequate and the anchorages were
too open in the wide bays) Phillip investigated the next inlet to the north. There, spreading its fingers of deep water into
sheltered sandstone promontories, he found "one of the finest harbours in the world, in which a thousand sail on the line
might ride in the most perfect security." The harbor, which had been discovered and named by Cook earlier, was Port
Jackson -- now better known as Sydney Harbour. Sydney takes its name from Lord Thomas Townshend Sydney, the
British home secretary to whom Governor Phillip reported. Phillip's First Fleet was unloaded 8 miles (13 kilometers)
from the heads in what is now know as Sydney Cove on Jan. 26, 1788--now celebrated as Australia Day."
source - Compton's Encyclopedia

Phillip established the convict colony in Sydney Cove, which he governed in a sensible and humane way, despite
conditions which included poor quality food, largely infertile land and a lack of experienced farm labour which led to
near-famine. He requested a return to England in 1790, pleading ill-health, and eventually sailed for England in 1792,
leaving a colony with more than 1,700 acres of land under cultivation or cleared and ready for sowing and which,
within another year, was almost able to support itself.
Within six weeks after the arrival of the First Fleet in Port Jackson, Governor Arthur Phillip hopeful of finding better
grazing and agricultural land set out to explore the coast to the north of Port Jackson in a cutter. On the 2nd of March,
they arrived in Broken Bay and explored Brisbane Water and Cowan Creek and traveled up the Hawkesbury River as
far as Dangar Island.
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In August 1788 Phillip accompanied by an exploration party travelled overland from Manly Cove to Pittwater and back.
Not a little alarm was occasioned among the white population during April of 1789, by the discovery that small-pox had
broken out among the Aborigines, and was killing them off in numbers. The dead bodies of many of the natives were
discovered in various places about the shores of the harbour and in the bush, and upon two sick children and an adult
male being brought, by the Governor's orders, to the camp, the medical officers without hesitation pronounced the
disease under which they were suffering to be small-pox. The colonists were as much surprised as alarmed at the
appearance of this dreadful scourge among the natives; but the natives themselves showed they had some previous
experience of a similar nature as they called the disease "gal-ga-la". They could not have contracted the disease on this
occasion from the whites, seeing that it had not made its appearance among them, and fortunately did not subsequently,
although it raged with great virulence among the natives, who had been prepared for pestilence by dearth of food, and
who fell easy victims to the spotted curse. The two black children taken in hand by the Governor recovered, but the
adult died; and it was remarked as a most singular thing, that while all the whites escaped the contagion, it seized a
North American Indian who happened to be employed on board the Supply, and speedily carried him off. Hundreds of
the Aborigines were carried off by the dreadful scourge, and the remainder who had come in contact with the colonists
without hesitancy laid this extra calamity at the doors of the invaders, and became still more bitter against them. It may
be remarked en passant‡, that more than three quarters of a century after this, a similarly disastrous visitation fell upon
the black race in one of the South Sea Islands—Fiji—and depopulated whole villages.
Just over one year later, in June 1789, Governor Phillip and his men went out on a second exploratory trip of Broken
Bay. It was during this trip that he discovered the first and second branches of the river (the Macdonald and Colo Rivers
respectively). He navigated the river to a point upstream of Windsor. Governor Phillip and his party reached the
Windsor area on 6th July 1789 and named it Green Hills. He was impressed with its farming potential and quickly
arranged for food production to begin in order to relieve the shortages in Port Jackson. He gave the river its modern
name to honor Charles Jenkinson, First Earl of Liverpool, England and the Baron of Hawkesbury. The Aboriginal name
for the Hawkesbury River is 'Deerubbun. This led to the first contact between the white settlers and the Dharruk
Aboriginal people of the Hawkesbury district. Phillip immediately saw that the land he had seen along the banks of the
Hawkesbury held great advantages for future settlers. He found much of the land near Richmond Hill to be flat and, if
the abundance of trees was an indicator, fertile so Phillip had Captain Hunter produce a district survey.
One very pathetic story is related by Hunter, as occurring three months after the outbreak, when the Governor was on
the expedition refered to above, up the Hawkesbury River. When at the south branch of Broken Bay:—
....a native woman was discovered concealing herself from our sight, in the long grass, which was at
this time very wet, and I should have thought very uncomfortable for a poor naked creature. She had,
before the arrival of our boats at this beach, been with some of her friends, employed fishing for their
daily food, but were upon their approach alarmed, and they had all made their escape except this
miserable girl, who had just recovered from the small-pox and was very weak, and unable, from a
swelling in one of her knees, to get off to any distance; she therefore crept off and concealed herself
in the best manner she could among the grass, not twenty yards from the spot on which we had
placed our tents. She appeared to be about seventeen or eighteen years of age, and was covered with
wet grass, having no other means of hiding herself. She was very much frighten upon our
approaching her, and shed many tears, and with piteous lamentations, we soothed her distress a
little, and the sailors were immediately ordered to bring up some fire, which we placed before her;
we pulled some grass, dried it by the fire, and spread it round her to keep her warm; then we shot
some birds, such as hawks, crows, and gulls, skinned them, and laid them out on the fire to broil,
together with some fish, which she ate; we then gave her water, of which she seemed very much in
want, for when the word "baa-do" was mentioned, which was their expression for water, she put her
tongue out to shew how dry her mouth was. Before we retired for the night we saw her again, and got
some firewood laid within her reach with which she might in the course of the night recruit her fire;
we also cut a large quantity of grass, dried it, covered her well, and left her to her repose, which
from her situation I judged was not very comfortable or refreshing. Next morning we visited her
again; she had now got pretty much the better of her fears, and frequently called to her friends, who
had left her, and who, we knew, could be at no great distance from her, she repeated their names in a
very loud and shrill voice, and with much anxiety and concern for the little notice they took of her
entreaties to return; for we imagined, in all she said when calling on them, she was informing them
that the strangers were not enemies, but friends; however, all her endeavours to bring them back
were ineffectual while we remained with her; but we were no sooner gone from the beach than we
saw some of them come out of the wood, and as there were two canoes on the shore belonging to this
party, they launched one into the water and went away.
In 1789 Governor Arthur Phillip sent Dawes with a small party to reach the Western mountains. They crossed the
Nepean (later discoveries proved the Nepean to be an extension of the Hawkesbury) at Emu Ford, and keeping Round
Hill (now Mount Hay) in view and ascending and descending the gullies they pushed their way through the areas we
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now know as Mt Riverview, Warrimoo and Valley Heights and reached Springwood on the Bee Farm Road ridge. They
came to within nine kilometres of Mount Hay before they had to turn back with provisions running low.
After his voyage along the Hawkesbury in 1789, Phillip in a dispatch to Lord Sydney described his excursion:
After having been several times with the boats to Broken Bay, in order to examine the different
branches in that harbour, a river was found, but the want of provisions obliged us to return without
being able to trace it to its source, which has since been done and in the sixteen days we were then
out all those branches which had any depth of water were traced as the boats could proceed.
The river, which I named Hawkesbury, after the Lord Hawkesbury, is laid down in the chart from an
eye-sketch made by Captain Hunter, as we rowed up it. The breadth of this river is from three
hundred to eight hundred feet, and it appears from the soundings we had to be navigable for the
largest merchant ships to the foot of Richmond Hill; but as the water near the head of the river
sometimes rises, after heavy rains, thiry feet above its common level, it would not be safe for ships to
go far up; but fifteen or twenty miles below Richmond Hill they would lay in fresh water and
perfectly safe. I speak of Richmond Hill as being the head of the river, it there growing very shallow,
dividing into two branches.
The high rocky country which forms Broken Bay is lost as you proceed up the Hawkesbury, and the
banks of the river are then covered with timber, the soil a rich light mould, and judging from the little
we saw of the country, I should suppose it good land to a very considerable extent; the other
branches of fresh water are shoal, but probably run many miles further into the country than we
could trace them with our boats. On these rivers we saw great numbers of wild ducks and some black
swans; and on the banks of the Hawkesbury several decoys made by the natives for to catch the
quail.
Richmond Hill (near the foot of which a fall of water prevented our proceeding further with the
boats) is the southern extremity of a range of hills, which, running to the northward, most probably
join the mountains which lay nearly parallel to the coast, from fifty to sixty miles inland. the soil of
Richmond Hill is good and it lays well for cultivation. Our prospect from the hill was very extensive
to the southward and eastward, the country appearing, from the height at which we were, to be a
level covered with timber, there is a flat of six or seven miles between Richmond Hill and a break in
the mountains, which separates Lansdown and Carmarthen Hills, and in this flat I suppose the
Hawkesbury continues its course, but which could not be seen for the timber that, with very few
exceptions, covers the country wherever the soil is good.
The great advantages of so noble a river, when a settlement can be made on its banks, will be
obvious to your Lordship.
-A. Phillip to Lord Sydney, 13 February 1790, in Historical Records of Australia, series I, vol.-, pp. 155-6

Phillip established the convict colony in NSW, which he governed in a sensible and humane way, despite adverse
conditions which included poor quality food, largely infertile land and a lack of experienced farm labour which led to
near-famine. He requested to be allowed to return to England in 1790, pleading ill-health, and eventually sailed for
England in 1792, leaving a colony with more than 1,700 acres of land under cultivation or cleared and ready for sowing
and which, within another year, was almost able to support itself.
Phillip had hoped to return to the colony when his health was restored. Instead he went back to active service in the
navy, commanding several ships during the Napoleonic Wars. In 1789 he was made a rear-admiral, on the 11th
December 1792 Phillip sailed for England on the "Atlantic" to seek medical attention, & his health compelled him to
resign formally on 23rd July 1793. He continued his progression in the naval hierarchy, becoming an admiral of the blue
in 1814, the year of his death.
>
<From Ernest Shackleton NIMROD British Antartic Expedition 1907 1909
http://www.coolantarctica.com/Antarctica%20fact%20file/History/antarctic_whos_who_nimrod.htm
Ernest Joyce (32) - general storeman, dogs, sledges, zoological collections
Discovery expedition 1901-04
Born in 1875, educated at the Greenwich Royal Hospital School from where he entered the Navy in 1891 and rose to
the position of Petty Officer 1st class. He had served in South Africa with the Naval Brigade from where he joined
Scott's Discovery expedition in 1901 from Cape Town. He left the Navy in December 1905 to rejoin again in August
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1906 before leaving again by purchase order to join the Nimrod expedition in May 1907. Unmarried at the time of the
expedition.>
<From Diving – from the past into the future: www.secret-bottletop.com/diving/Script1/p4.html
DEANE BROTHERSDB
Today it is the National Maritime Museum at Greenwich, but in the year 1812 when Napoleon was retreating from
Moscow, it was the Greenwich Hospital School (RNA?) for boys. At that time two young boys from Deptford, John
(1800 – 1884) and Charles Deane, were studying here, and at the age of 14 they went to sea as merchant seamen for a
period of seven years before returning home to Deptford and settling down. Charles Deane took up employment as a
ship’s corker at Barnard’s Shipyard, during which time he discovered the problem of fighting fires within the holds of
ships. In 1823 he patented a smoke breathing apparatus or smoke helmet which enabled him to do down within the hold
of a smoke filled ship to fight fires. As he would not have had enough money to build the equipment himself he sold
his patent to his employer, Edward Barnard.
For several years nobody did very much about it, but in 1827 they manufactured their first
smoke helmets. They went along to see Augustus Siebe who had the skills to manufacture in the
requisite materials. The helmet shown here is an example of one of those first helmets, probably
one of only two or three that were ever made. The helmet has three visors so that the wearer can
see quite a wide angle around him, and in the front he has a small vent. This originally had a
small handle on it to allow the wearer to open and close it. When it was opened he would be
able to speak freely with his attendants and to breathe the outside air. Once shut the bellows
would have to be worked to allow the wearer to breathe fresh air. The fresh air was delivered by
a pipe or umbilical and delivered to this intake elbow at the back of the helmet. The air was then
tracked inside the helmet and then over the three visors to prevent misting of the visors. The air
was allowed to escape through an exhaust pipe, also at the back of the helmet, and to this was
attached a small flexible pipe. The remnants of the leather dress attached to the single row of rivets around the edge can
still be seen, as can the inside bolted flange, which connected the top of the helmet to the corselet.
Charles Deane had very little success in marketing this as a smoke helmet, so in 1828 he with his brother decided to try
and find another application and they converted it into a diving helmet. This was quite a revolutionary move. To convert
this into a diving helmet several modifications have to be made. Because this is a lightweight helmet it would have
been very buoyant and they therefore had to attach lead weights to it to keep it on the divers shoulder once underwater.
These many lead plugs appear to be there to cover up holes that they drilled in the corselet: perhaps to experiment with
allowing the air to bubble out from the corselet itself. A very much larger hole here suggests that this is where they
experimented with a special exhaust valve.
A recent discovery in France was this helmet. It was probably the very first dedicated diving helmet to be produced
based on the smoke helmet pattern. Remembering that this is primarily a smoke helmet that became the prototype
diving helmet it would be interesting to compare features from this helmet with what eventually became the most
popular hard hat diving helmet.
DIVING HELMET
This is a Siebe Gorman Standard Diver helmet and it evolved from the open helmet. One of the first customers to buy
the Charles Anthony Deane cum Barnard cum Augustus Siebe suit was George Edwards who was in charge of
Lowestoft Harbour. But he didn’t like the problem of the flooding of the helmet, every time the diver leaned forward.
He came up with the idea of making a watertight connection between the suit and the edge of the corselet. He achieved
this by a loose flange which clamped the suit to the corselet thus making the diver totally sealed within his suit and he
could move in any direction; lean forward, lean backward without any danger of flooding his helmet.
There are three visors which again give the wearer a wide angle of view. An additional feature this time is that the front
faceplate can unscrew. This gives the wearer the advantage of being able to talk to his attendant before and after leaving
the water. He could also have a cigarette if he wanted one. The additional buoyancy of the diver’s dress is compensated
for by attaching two large lead weights: one at the front and one at the back of the corselet. This helmet also has a split
at the neck which separates the top of the helmet from the corselet. It has a special joint which allows the helmet to be
removed by a 1/8th turn. The helmet now is heavy to compensate for the buoyancy of the air trapped inside.
A diver in Standard Dress may be thought of as a one man diving bell. Air flows freely around his helmet and occupies
the top part of his suit. In this way the fluctuations of breathing and pumping are absorbed in the volume of the dress.
Buoyancy is not affected because he is normally negatively buoyant. Because this is a closed or tight dress one of the
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dangers is that the dress can be over inflated. To prevent this happening we have a special valve which can be adjusted
by the diver.
Having invented what they called a safe and effectual means of working underwater the two brothers, John and Charles
Deane, began their commercial diving careers in 1829.
At this time they went to the Isle of Wight to recover the cargo of an East Indiaman, called the Carnbria Castle. Whilst
in the area they discovered the wreck of the Royal George. This particular ship was sunk in the prime anchorage of the
Royal Navy in the Solent and was causing considerable embarrassment to the anchoring of the other warships. There
was considerable interest therefore in the possibility of removing the wreck. John and Charles Deane commenced
operations on the Royal George in 1832 and they continued their operations through 1834/5 and 6. One of the most
wonderful artefacts that John Deane brought to the surface was a flintlock pistol. This and many other relics were very
carefully recorded by and painted for John Deane. Unfortunately the Admiralty decided that the Deane brothers did not
really have the resources for completely removing the wreck, so in 1839 they gave the job to Colonel Pasley of the
Royal Engineers. Much of the equipment, that is diving equipment, used on this salvage work consisted of both
Deane’s open diving dress and the new Augustus Siebe closed diving dress. As a result of this operation it may be said
that Augustus Siebe came to fame and his closed diving dress became adopted by the Royal Engineers and later by the
Royal Navy.
1836: Charles Deane publishes the first “how to “ diving manual.
Whilst working on the wreck of the Royal George in the Solent, John Deane was told by some local fishermen that
another wreck was fouling their nets. John Deane took the opportunity to investigate this foul and discovered that it was
the wreck of the Mary Rose. What he first saw were wooden spars protruding from the sea bed. On closer inspection,
amongst other items, he found a beautiful bronze cannon. Colonel Pasley’s diary notes for 22nd August, 1840 that he
visited John Deane to find that he had brought up a very curious brass sheave. This brass sheave would have formed
part of the rigging of that fine ship, the one-time flagship of the Royal Navy.
Augustus Siebe then became quite a wealthy manufacturer as a result of his enterprise in the diving equipment business.
He owed much to the Royal George and because his backgound was as a jeweller and chaser one of the things he
produced to commemorate this event was a special chalice. The wood has come from the wreck of the Royal George
and its fine casting and chasing was done by the hands of Augustus Siebe himself.
After his death in 1872 Augustus Siebe left his company to his son Henry Siebe and his son-in-law William Gorman
and the company was renamed Siebe Gorman & Company.
The early days
The inventors of the diving helmet and dress, John and Charles Deane, first introduced their revolutionary equipment to
the Admiralty in 1831. A special demonstration was provided for the Chief Engineer and Mechanist to the Royal Navy,
Simon Goodrich, with a dive at the entrance to Portsmouth Harbour. The Admiralty was singularly unimpressed.
A second attempt to open the eyes of the Admiralty to the potential benefits of using divers was made the following
year, when the Deane brothers visited Sheerness Dockyard and demonstrated their abilities to Sir James Beresford
himself. Again, the Royal Navy failed to see any merit in the diving equipment.
It was not until Colonel Pasley of the Royal Engineers saw the equipment in use in 1838 that the huge benefits of
helmet diving were appreciated by the military. When Colonel Pasley took on the awesome responsibility of clearing
the wreck of HMS Royal George in 1839, following the failure of the Royal Navy to clear it the previous year, he began
the project using civilian divers from Whitstable, Kent.
The Whitstable divers were so productive that the next year, 1840, Col Pasley decided the Royal Engineers should
adopt the technique. A small group, including some carefully selected Royal Sappers and Miners who were working on
the Royal George at Spithead, was introduced to diving. They were instructed by George Hall, a famous civilian diver
from Whitstable.
Three years later, when the wreck had been almost entirely removed, the Royal Engineers and Royal Sappers and
Miners had established themselves as competent and professional divers in their own right. Colonel Pasley’s next
initiative was to try (once more) to persuade the Admiralty to adopt the new art of helmet diving.
This time they did so, albeit reluctantly. Sir Thomas Hastings, who was then the captain of HMS Excellent, the floating
gunnery school at Portsmouth, bowed to pressure from the Admiralty. He grudgingly introduced a diving training
section into his gunnery school onboard Excellent in 1844. The first naval divers were subsequently trained by Royal
Engineers and Royal Sappers and Miners.
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Two Brits, Charles and John Deane, are credited with designing the first working diving helmet in 1828. There was
only one drawback – the dress was open, which meant that the helmet flooded if the diver fell over.
The Deanes’ work was improved by Augustus Siebe, a Prussian who worked for them, and improved on their invention
when he designed the first fully enclosed diving dress, a design which formed the basis for modern helmets.
The first real developments that were to lead to the modern diving suits were created by John and Charles Deane in
1823 when they patented breathing apparatus for firemen. The real innovation there was that it allowed air to be
forcibly pumped to the suit. By 1828 the fireman’s suit had evolved into the Deane’s Patented Diving Dress, and
allowed, for the first time ever, a continuous and never-ending supply of air to be delivered to the diver. From this point
on, the number of suits rapidly increased with various modifications and improvements being made.
In 1840 Siebe’s improved diving dress was the predecessor of the standard diving suit used for the open air system. In
the 1840s a Colonel Pasley was in charge of the salvage of the sunken vessel HMS Royal George which had gone down
just outside of Portsmouth. He used the opportunity to test all the various suits available, and the results if these tests
resulted in further developments.
Early American firefighters had to face not only fire and the effects of heat with little or no water supply, but also the
debilitating effects of smoke with nothing at all to protect them. As was the case for firemen all over the world, they
could not effectively operate under the heavy smoke conditions encountered during structure fires.
Fire service folklore recounts the practice of firemen growing long beards to help them breathe heavy smoke. The
theory was a fireman would dip his whiskers in a pail of water, then clinch his wet beard between his teeth and breath
through his mouth, using the wet beard as a filter.
As a practical answer to overcoming the difficulties of breathing smoke, many seemingly strange and unusual
inventions were tried. One of the earliest recorded attempts was in France, where the “Apparatus Aldini” was tested in
1825. This was a thick mask of asbestos worn over the head. Another mask made of woven iron wire was placed over
the first. The device provided a small margin of heat protection, provided the wearer was able to maintain the air space
between the two masks and not allow the iron mask to touch the inner mask. It is believed this mask provided the
wearer only the small amount of trapped air within for breathing.
The functionality of the mask left much to be desired, but the scientific testing by Aldini was ground breaking. He
conducted tests of his apparatus under actual fire conditions. This was the start of serious efforts to protect fire-fighters
from smoke as they operated at fires. Many strange and unusual-looking devices were invented, manufactured and tried
on the fire-ground with a wide range of results and effectiveness.
Two years before Aldini’s device was in use, a patent was issued to Charles Anthony Deane for a smoke and diving
apparatus. This system consisted of a closed helmet, flexible air tubes and a pump. The air was directed across the
glasses in the front of the helmet to clear breathing condensation. This apparatus was apparently used with some success
by fire-fighters in London and Paris.
Whitstable Harbour was built in 1832 to serve the new railway, the world’s first regular steam passenger railway from
Canterbury. Charles Deane wrote letters to the Admiralty in 1834 giving “Mary, Whitstable Harbour” as his address.
Mary of Ramsgate was William Edward’s boat and was later engaged in the work on the Royal George. During the
following century many diving vessels worked out of the harbour at Whitstable, as far afield as West Africa and the
Caribbean
The Deane Brothers’ helmet and dress of the 1820-30 period was perhaps the first truly commercially viable system,
with their suit and copper helmet (which was originally developed as a firemans’ breathing apparatus) the pair worked
on many important salvage operations and were responsible for finding the wreck of The Mary Rose the huge 16th
century battleship lost in 1545 off the English coast. The original Deane prototype helmet is preserved in a museum and
resembles in many ways the shape of the Hussite helmet, although it is interesting to note the relatively poor
workmanship of the early 19th century coppersmith compared with the fine work of a medieval helmet maker!
Augustus Siebe developed the concept further and the archetypal Brass helmeted “Deep sea diver” became the standard
of the underwater industry. Siebe’s company (later becoming Siebe-Gorman Ltd.) still exists today and have been
involved with much of the evolution of modern diving equipment. The invention of SCUBA and sophisticated oxygen
re-cycling apparatus known as “re-breathers” have rendered the surface air-feed systems almost obsolete except for
some commercial applications where air hoses are still used.
The Earliest Divers
Diving suits were first developed for marine salvage. Among the early pioneers were two brothers, John and Charles
Deane, who set up business as ‘submarine engineers’ in the Portsmouth area of England around 1832. This came about
in a highly unusual way. While trying to rescue a group of horses from a burning barn, they had the bright idea of using
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a helmet from a suit of armour, supplied with air via a hose and a hand pump, as a breathing apparatus. It was so
successful that they patented the device for fire-fighting. They soon realized that it would also be suitable for diving and
by 1828 they had perfected a diving apparatus consisting of a heavy open helmet, balanced on the diver’s shoulders,
which was supplied with compressed air via a leather hose from a pump on the deck of the support ship. Providing the
diver’s head was upright, the helmet acted as a portable diving bell and water was prevented from entering at the bottom
of the helmet by virtue of the air that was supplied from above.
Another great British engineer, James Rennie, designed a bell for use in Ramsgate Harbour. The year was 1812. The
bell, or “chest” inasmuch it was rectangular in a manner similar to that of Smeaton’s, was made of cast iron, again with
a force pump at the surface, operated by four men; unlike the Smeaton chest, the force pump was topside and not on the
roof of the bell. It weighed 4,200 lbs, and had twelve convex lenses to admit light. A hole in the roof housed a leather
hose, long enough to permit reaching depth, which was attached to the force pump. As with Smeaton’s bell, Rennie also
had a non-return valve in the form of a leather piece screwed to the air hole. Air entered in the spaces between the
spaces between the screws and was prevented from returning through the hose. The leather “non-return valve” also kept
water from entering the bell should the hose rupture. Rennie’s diving bell played a central role in the repair of the
collapsed Thames Tunnel, which was built in 1823. Rennie’s bell was featured in a famous repair operation, that of the
work following the flooding of the Thames Tunnel in 1827. Marc Brunel had built the tunnel in 1823, from Rotherhithe
to Wapping. Brunel was the inventor of the tunnel shield, used in the operation. The diving operations to inspect the
tunnel were centered in Rotherhithe, which was about a mile up-river from Deptford, where the Deane brothers lived.
Marc Brunel’s son, Isambard Kingdom Brunel, who was the resident engineer on the project, borrowed Rennie’s bell
from the West India Company. I.K. Brunel (“The Little Giant”) and his father were considered the great engineers of
their time. Isambard Kingdom Brunel was also the designer of the “Great Iron Ship”, the Great Eastern. John Bevan, in
his book The Infernal Diver writes: “It is seen suspended by a heavy-duty chain from a massive timber davit on the belllighter, all borrowed from the West India Company. A diver tender is shown working hard at a lever pump whilst
another, precariously perched on the davit, carefully guides the air hose clear of obstruction and snagging.” The barges
lying alongside are filled with hazel branches and bags of clay for the tunnel repair. As Davis notes, Rennie also
provided a limited amount of freedom of movement for his bell on the bottom by “suspending it from a four-wheeled
frame running on rails mounted on a platform, which in itself was mounted on another set of rails set at right angles to
those which it supported.” By the time Rennie had developed his bell, the open diving bell had essentially reached its
modern form. Later improvements in terms of electric lighting, ballasting, communication via telephone and a better air
supply made the use of the open bell more effective and safer, but the principle remained the same as in the earliest
bells.
In 1818 a farmer’s barn in Whitstable, Kent, caught fire. The owner attempted to extinguish the blaze using a small
hand-operated water pump, but the stream proved inadequate to quell the fire. He was unable to make his way through
the heavy smoke to save his horses. John Deane, then 18 years of age, removed the helmet from an old suit of armour
and placed it on the farmer’s head. He then operated the pump to furnish air to the helmet, and the farmer was able to
enter the barn and lead his horses to safety.
John and his elder brother, Charles Anthony, perfected the apparatus and in 1823 obtained a patent covering a device to
protect firefighters, supplying them with air in smoke-filled situations. The two brothers and their father (a shipbuilder)
adapted the apparatus for use under water. On his first attempt John, wearing the contraption, simply entered the water.
When the water level rose above his helmet, he promptly turned upside down! Their next invention, presumably, was
weighted shoes.
Five years later, a practical outfit was developed, helmet open at the bottom, fitted with breast and back plates. Weights
were tied to the plates with quick-release knots. Also worn by those early underwater explorers was a suit, or “dress”,
which was not connected to the helmet. The diver was forced to work in a close to vertical position or water would enter
the opening between helmet and suit. Inclining the head would cause the helmet to flood. The Deane brothers became
salvage divers, working many wrecks.
An important modification was made around 1830. This was the “closed suit” in which the helmet was sealed to the
suit. The diver, being completely enclosed, could work in any position. Although general credit for this innovation is
given to Augustus Siebe, according to one source the Deanes had invented it first, and Charles Deane had sold the
patent rights to Siebe. Siebe, however, is given credit for the “interrupted thread” on helmet and breastplate, whereby
the helmet can be locked in place by giving it a “half twist” (actually one-eighth of a turn). The closed suit design has
remained basically unchanged for over 100 years.
See also The Infernal Diver by John Bevan, Hardcover – 314 pages (27 May, 1996), Submex Ltd; ISBN:
0950824216>
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<From: http://members.nbci.com/tjm40/wgwagstaff.html
William George Wagstaff (1837-1918)
Born 03 November 1837 in Pembroke. Died 12 May 1918.
Married Sarah Amelia WEBSTER.

WHO WAS WHO, 1916 – 1928
WAGSTAFF, William George, C.M.G. 1898;
b. Pembroke, 3rd November 1837; e.s. of late William Wagstaff and Elizabeth d. of John Vaughn; m. 1st 1874, Marie
Louise (d. 1883) d. of George Nein of Fribourg, Switzerland; 2nd. Sarah Amelia, w. of William Brenan of Odessa, e.d.
of Richard Webster of Jersey, formerly of Leeds, Yorks, 1886; three daughters. Educ: Greenwich Hospital School. Was
present first bombardment of Sebastopol, 17th October 1854 (Crimean Medal and clasp, and Turkish medal); appointed
clerk to Consulate, Berdiansk, 1861; Vice-Consul, 1874; Vice-Consul Nicolaieff, 1876; Consul at Taganrog for
provinces of Ekaterinoslav, 1884, and ports of the Sea of Azoff; Consul for Governments of Voronetz, Saratof, Samara,
Ufa, Orenburg, Astrakhan, Stavropol, the Don Cossack country, and the Kuban and Ter districts, 1887; Consul at Riga
for provinces of Livonia and Courland, 1889; Consul-General at Rio de Janeiro, 1895; received the Jubilee medal,
1897; Consul-General for the States of Rio de Janeiro, Espirito Santo, Minas Ceraes and Matto Grosso, 1889; retired on
a pension, August 1900.
Address: Belmont, De Roos Road, Eastbourne.
Died 12th May 1918

Decorations:
In the photograph below:
Companion of The Most Distinguished Order of St Michael & St George
Turkish Medal
Crimean Medal and Clasp (Sebastopol)
Jubilee Medal 1897

William George WAGSTAFF, C.M.G. 1898
>

<GEORGE HENRY SARRATT;
(s/o Jacob,1 & Marie (PUIRVEAUX) SARRATT)
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His birthdate is unknown, [c. 1804 ..prs] but papers exist relative to his service in the Royal Navy as a Lieutenant. It
seems he was almost continuously afloat during the blockade of France in the Peninsular War (1803-1814). He served
on various ships and was appointed to command the H.M.S. Carnatic 1 July 1815. After the war, he entered the Coast
Guard and went to Ireland in that service. Alan SARRATT has an old letter which relates George was away so long he
had been presumed dead. On his return to London he went to call on an aunt and caused the maid, who opened the door,
to call out “Mr. George!” and fainted, falling through the glass door.
In 1823 George H. , a19y was stationed at Fort Redford, County Donegal, Ireland when he received permission from
George Davenport HUNT to marry his daughter, Frances HUNT; They were married about 1824-5, and had at least
one Son:
1.2.1 Son: Henry Davenport SARRATT, 1828HENRY DAVENPORT SARRATT
Henry was born 14 Jan. 1828 to George SARRATT and Frances Hunt.
He retired from the Navy and died at Southsea about 1899, a71y,
Buried: Location Unknown (to me)
He married (date Unknown) to Thomasina HACKETT
Who was a descendant of William de HACKETT who accompanied King John to Ireland. She was granted a Royal
Navy “Grace and Favour” House at Penge, London after Henry D. death where she lived with her two unmarried
daughters until her death in 1926. Their children were:
2. Frances,
2. Mary Adelaide,
2. Valentine,
2. Florence,
2. Mildred,
2. Henry Joyce,
2. William Davenport,
2. Digby,
2. May, and
+10. Edward Walter SARRATT, father to Alan SARRATT.
Henry D. SARRATT, was educated at Greenwich Hospital School (London) which he left in 1843 to enter the Royal
Navy in H.M.S. St. Vincent at Portsmouth.
The family possesses many records of his service in the Royal Navy, his campaign medals, and his sword. He had a
very distinguished career and fought in the China Wars for the Suppression of Piracy where he was severely wounded.
He was present at the Siege of Alexandria in 1882, a54y
Henry D. SARRATT was in command of the Royal Yacht which brought Princess Alexandra from Denmark to marry
the Prince of Wales—later Edward VII. He was offered a knighthood which he refused as he felt he could not afford the
standard of living expected on his Captain’s pay. He went to sea on sailing ships, saw the introduction of steam, iron
dads, and steel ships into the Navy and had he lived a few years longer (on pension) he would have known the
introduction of submarines.
He was one of the leading navigators of his day in the Navy. When Cleopatra’s Needle was being towed to England
from Egypt, the tow parted during a gale in the Bay of Biscay. From his knowledge of the area (and without any of our
modern aids) he pin pointed the spot where the tow would most likely be adrift which proved quite accurate. The
monument now stands on the Embankment of the Thames River in London.
EDWARD WALTER SARRATT
(s/o Henry D. & Thomasina (HACKETT) SARRATT)
He was born about 1877 and had been intended for the Royal Navy, but he became a mathematical scholar of Christ
Hospital School in London which he left in 1893. He came to Ireland to enter the firm of Messrs. A. Guinness Son Co.,
and became their statistician. He was a gifted painter in water colours and had won prizes while in school and had
several of his paintings accepted by Queen Victoria. He was for many years a Boy Scout Commissioner and held the
highest award, the Silver Wolf, for his services. He died in Dublin in 1951. He had worked in Liverpool for his firm
and there he met Eleanor Mary Sleath and they were married in 1903 and had two sons,
+1. Alan SARRATT and
2. Henry Davenport SARRATT who is unmarried and lives in Dublin.>
<Thomas Sinclair (born 1794, died 1865) attended the Greenwich Hospital School, before being sent out in 1808 by
Lord Hood, to join his mother in Cape Town. He carried on business as a ships chandler with his brother, John, and
was the man who wrote out the first notice calling for a meeting of interested parties which led to the formation of the
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South African Mutual Life Assurance Society in 1845 (now Old Mutual plc, a global financial services company that
was recently listed on the London Stock Exchange and included in the FTSE 100 Index).
Thomas Sinclair’s home in Bree Street, Cape Town, has been restored as the “Cape Town Heritage Hotel”, an
upmarket, historic venue in central Cape Town.>
<Malcolm Cooper – British marksman who won Olympic gold medals at Los Angeles and Seoul and beat or
equalled 15 world records
MALCOLM COOPER, who has died aged 53, was the finest marksman in the world during the 1980s. He won an
Olympic gold medal in the three-position smallbore shooting event at the Los Angeles games in 1984 and again at
Seoul in 1988, becoming the only person successfully to defend his title. An outstandingly single-minded and selfdenying competitor who always paid the greatest attention to detail, Cooper collected a total of 149 medals during his
career, 61 of them in Olympic, Commonwealth, European or world championships. He broke or equalled 15 world
records.
Malcolm Douglas Cooper was born at Camberley, Surrey, on December 20 1947. RHS Holbrook, 1959 – 61. He took
up shooting as a 13-year-old in New Zealand, where his father was stationed as a lieutenant in the Royal Navy. He soon
earned a place in the Auckland City team. On his return to England at the age of 16, he trained as a shipwright’s
apprentice in Portsmouth Dockyard, while continuing to practise his shooting for up to 25 hours a week at the HMS
Nelson Rifle Club. He quickly established himself as a marksman of national standard, and was chosen for the British
team in 1970. Between 1970 and 1984, he won the British three positions rifle championship at Bisley 12 times.
After being placed 12th in the Munich Olympic games in 1972, and 18th at Montreal in 1976, Cooper was convinced that
he could win gold at Moscow in 1980. He was bitterly disappointed therefore when the Shooting Association went
along with the government’s suggestion to boycott the Moscow games following the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
Cooper had to wait until the Los Angeles Olympics in 1984 to fulfil his dream, taking gold by nine clear points,
equalling the three-position world record with 1,173 points out of 1,200. The event, which took place in blistering heat,
involved firing 120 shots from prone, kneeling and standing positions in a maximum time of four and three quarter
hours, with just two 15-minute breaks in the middle. At Seoul four years later, Cooper’s defence of his title was nearly
thwarted when a BBC television crew contrived to knock his rifle over. The damage was repaired by a generous-spirited
Russian armourer, however, and Cooper went on to win gold again.
Cooper had won his first European gold medal in 1977, in the standing position; with 379 points he broke the European
record and equalled the world record. In 1980 he set a British 300 metres three-position shooting record in Oslo, scoring
1,150 points out of a possible 1,200. At the European Championship in 1985 he won all five individual titles, and at the
World Championships in 1986 he set five world records. He competed in the Commonwealth Games in 1974, 1982,
1968 and 1990, and with his wife Sarah, won gold in the team event in Edinburgh in 1986.
After retiring from shooting in 1991, Cooper concentrated on his precision engineering company Accuracy
International, which won the Queen’s Award for Export in 1998. He was appointed MBE in 1984.
Malcolm Cooper married, in 1974, Sarah Robinson, the British women’s shooting champion. Together, the Coopers
won numerous team events, and sometimes competed against each other. Dedicated to their sport, they owned no
television, and had no pets or children.>
<Historical Manuscripts Commission
UK National Register of Archives
George Fisher
(1794-1873) Headmaster of Greenwich Hospital School Astronomer
1811-65: log books, journals and papers
National Maritime Museum, Manuscripts Section
Reference FIS NRA 30121 1 record noted.
Where reference is made to an NRA number, a catalogue is filed in the National Register of Archives and may be
consulted in our public search room.
>

<Donald Adolphus Brown
Donald Adolphus Brown, born in 1874, was the youngest son of a black Jamaican Petty Officer in the Royal Navy, and
an Englishwoman. Donald was trained for the navy at the Royal Hospital School in Greenwich, and joined the
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Merchant Navy in 1889. He married Eliza Adelaide Knight who became a prominent East End suffragette. After he had
left the Merchant Marine he went to work in the Royal Naval Ordnance Depot at Woolwich Dockyard, and moved to
Bostall Lane in Abbey Wood. He was soon promoted to the post of Foreman and, in 1921, he was awarded the Edward
Medal for Bravery at Buckingham Palace for putting out a fire in an explosives’ store. The “Pioneer,” the newspaper of
the Woolwich Labour Party, printed a full account. He died in 1949. His daughter Winifred Langton has written an, as
yet unpublished, biography of her parents entitled “Courage”.
Edward Medal for Woolwich Man
Bravery at Woolwich Dockyard
(The Pioneer 11th March 1921).

For a deed of sterling bravery on January 17, 1919, the King has awarded the Edward Medal to Donald Aldophus
Brown, foreman at the Royal Naval Ordnance depot, Woolwich.
While a number of rockets and lights were being re-packed at the depot (says the London Gazette in announcing the
award) one of the rockets exploded, causing other rockets in the same case to explode.
Brown immediately threw water on the flaming case, opened the doors of the storehouse, and dragged the case into the
open. This he did single-handed, but as a result of his example, other employees came to his assistance, and the fire was
eventually extinguished by the use of fire-buckets and a portable pump.
The storehouse was full of fireworks and flares of every description, and there was a large store of detonators
immediately adjoining. Several hundred men and women were at work in the immediate vicinity. Had it not been for the
promptitude and determination shown by Brown, there is no doubt that a very serious explosion would have occurred.
Brown was fully aware of the fact that the store was full of explosives, and of the danger which he was running, and by
his courageous act he certainly saved many lives.>
<J. Felstead (1830? – 1834?), Lower School Greenwich Royal Hospital School, Royal Humane Society Silver Medal
(?) for Saving Life. Citation: On the afternoon of the 25th June 1834, as a young man named James Drew Mebbrey,
aged twenty-seven, was bathing in the Thames a little below Greenwich, he got out of his depth, and being but an
indifferent swimmer, he sank after a short struggle, and remained under water two or three minutes. A little boy, not
fourteen years, belonging to the Lower School of Greenwich Hospital, on being informed of the circumstances,
instantly plunged in with his clothes on, swam to the relief of the young man, brought him to the surface of the water,
and held his head up until the arrival of a boat. The conduct of the boy appears to have been highly meritorious, and the
foregoing circumstances detailed by him, and others who were present, are fully corroborated by Mebbrey himself, who
affirms that it was only by the exertions of the boy that his life was saved. From Acts of Gallantry by Lambton Young,
pub by Sampson Low, Marston, Low, and Searle, London, 1872.>
<Henry Lawson (1774 - 1855), astronomer, second son of Johnson Lawson, dean of Battle in Sussex, and Elizabeth,
daughter of Henry Wright of Bath. He was born in Greenwich on 23 March 1774, was a pupil of Dr Burney (Burney’s
Academy), and entered as an apprentice the optical establishment of his step-father, Edward Nairne of Cornhill. He,
however, never engaged in business, but devoted himself to private scientific study. He lived with his mother until her
death in 1823, when he married Amelia, daughter of Thomas Jennings, vicar of St Peter’s, Hereford. Fixing his
residence in that town, he equipped an observatory with a five-foot refractor in 1826, and with one of eleven feet in
1834, considered by Dollond the finest telescope he ever made. He observed there an occultation of Saturn on 8 May
1832, Galle’s first comet in December 1839 and January 1840, and recorded the falling stars of 12 – 13 November
1841. A relative having left him a fortune, he removed to Bath in 1841, and mounted his instruments on the roof of his
house at 7 Lansdowne Crescent. He published in 1844 a paper ‘On the Arrangement of an Observatory for Practical
Astronomy and Meteorology’, and in 1847 a brief ‘History of the New Planets’. The Society of Arts, of which he was a
member, voted him a silver medal for the invention of an observing-chair called ‘Reclinea’, and awarded him a prize for
a new thermometer-stand, described before the British Association in 1845. He made communications to the same
body in 1846 and 1847 on solar telescope work and published in 1853 accounts of a ‘lifting apparatus’ for invalids, and
of a ‘surgical transferrer’, both contrived by himself.
Lawson offered in December 1851 the whole of his astronomical apparatus, with a thousand guineas, to the town of
Nottingham, on condition of money enough being raised to build an observatory and endow it with £200 a year; but the
plan failed of realisation through disputes about the valuation of the instruments. His eleven-foot telescope was
presented to the Royal Naval School at Greenwich (GRHS), that of five feet to Mr W.G. Lettsom, and his
meteorological appliances to Mr E.J. Lowe of Beeston, Nottinghamshire. Lawson devoted much time to promoting the
scientific pursuits of young people, and dispensed liberal and unostentatious charity. He died at Bath in his eightysecond year, a few weeks after his wife, on 22 August 1855, and was buried at Weston. The last of his family, he
bequeathed to Miss Agnes Strickland several relics of his probable ancestress, Catherine Parr, which had been handed
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down as heirlooms for nearly two centuries. Lawson became a member of the Royal Astronomical Society in 1833, of
the Royal Society in 1840, and of the British Meteorological Society in 1850, and left each of these bodied £200. His
large fortune was divided by will among 130 persons, besides charitable institutions.
Lawson Place, Shenley Lodge, Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire, England, named after him.>
<From http://www.hmshood.com/crew/biography/jimtaylor_bio.htm
H.M.S. Hood Crew Information-

Autobiography of Jim Taylor
By Jim Taylor
Updated 16-Apr-2007

This article was written by Hood veteran and long time H.M.S. Hood Association member, Jim Taylor. It
covers his naval career, to include his time in Hood. Jim passed away on 15 April 2007 after a long illness.
He is sorely missed by his friends, loved ones and shipmates.

I was born at Portsmouth on 22nd September 1922. In 1934, when
I was just 12 years old my father died leaving my mother as a
widow with 5 children - myself and my four sisters. Times were
very hard in those days and in 1935, to help out I went to the Royal
Hospital School, Holbrook. I knew nothing of the Royal Navy when
I entered there.
Holbrook was a naval training establishment which had opened in
1933 - just a year before I joined. Entrants were mostly orphans of
ex naval and Marine personnel. The school had been formed as a
sort of extension to the Greenwich naval school. I remember that I
fought for top place in a lot of the lessons with a classmate called
McArdle who later went on to attain the rank of Rear-Admiral. We
were both particularly good at handwriting and, as our master was
also in charge of the local infant choir, we spent a lot of our time
copying out music for him that the children were sure to be able to read easily.
I was at Holbrook until I was 15 years and 5 months old - a typical age for boys to leave. I really
enjoyed the training as every day was different and I never knew what to expect. Discipline was
very strict but fair. A typical daily routine was as follows: 6.45am rise, shower and make one's bed.
Then to breakfast, school, PT and swimming. There were seamanship lessons, shooting and a lot
of different sports. At the end of the day was tea and another shower - we had two showers each
day. We were back in bed at around 8.15pm with "no talking."
Whilst I was at Holbrook I had the nickname "Spud" but that was later changed to "Buck" - the
nickname common to all Taylors.
In February 1938 I left Holbrook and joined the boys' training establishment H.M.S. St. Vincent at
Gosport. There we had a similar kind of training but with gunnery thrown in as well. This was now
my first paid job. As Boys 2nd Class we received 5 shillings 3d a week - approximately 41p in
today's money. We were paid fortnightly and were allowed to retain 9d per week - 1 shilling 6d a
fortnight in cash. The balance was paid into our "credit" which accrued into a lump sum paid,
without interest, on reaching 17 years old and being made Ordinary Seamen.
We were now allowed shore leave from 2pm to 6.30pm three times a week and 1 shilling 3d per
week in cash.
I left St. Vincent in February 1939 and joined H.M.S. Hawkins. There were about 40 boys in my
class and after about a month on Hawkins 20 of us joined H.M.S. Hood and the other 20 went to
H.M.S. Royal Oak. I joined H.M.S. Hood at Portsmouth dockyard in June 1939.
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The main thing that stuck me as different about life aboard a ship was that we were now allowed to
smoke - something which had been absolutely forbidden up to now. Although I was now in "man's
service" life was not nearly as hectic as it had been for me in the past and days became much
more relaxed easy I thought.
A big difference in the daily routine was that every morning first thing - before 7am - we boys had
to scrub the decks. The ship's company in charge had sea boots but we boys were bare footed. A
hose pipe was basically thrown over the side of the ship and sea water pumped over the decks
until it was nearly ankle deep. The water was dark and very cold, and as it washed into the
scuppers got colder still. Eventually one was left on a damp deck that was colder than you could
imagine. If your toes were knocked, as they frequently were, they were too cold to bleed. This deck
washing was probably my pet hate in the Navy.
As Boys we were still well looked after. We were studying and had a school room aboard. We had
about two hours' schooling and an hour's homework each day. The Boys had their own mess but
worked "watch about" with the rest of the ship's company. A typical day on board might be: rise
and shine at 7am, lash up and stow hammocks. Wash, breakfast and clean the mess decks. Then
hands to quarters, clean guns and assemble at one's part of the ship to be detailed off for one of
101 jobs. The Boys were not allowed to smoke except at specified times though I think that the
regime was not so strict for the men. On a lot of occasions the whole ship's company performed
"evolutions" such as streaming the paravanes or collision mats - this was all very hard work. After
dinner we had school then more jobs and exercises.
Once war broke out a different regime took over. We had no sports at all that I recall during the war
but we did have a harmonica band and I played in it. We could only practise when we were in
harbour though. We also had runs ashore to the pictures whilst in port.
Whilst I was in Hood my action station was in the aloft director. This was right at the top of the
foremast above the spotting top. What a journey it was to get up there. Normally one would have to
climb up the ladders on the outside of the mast struts. These could get very hot indeed from the
gasses coming from the funnels. On one occasion I remember that the hood of my dufflecoat blew
down off my head and the back of my neck was singed. Of course, apart from the risk of burning
there was the problem of staying on the ladder. Anyone who served in Hood will tell you how the
ship pitched and rolled. I can testify to how bad that was when you were towards the top of the
mast. Sometimes I would make my way up the inside of the mast struts. There were numerous
electrical cables, wires and iron junction boxes in there as well as the internal structure of the mast
to get around. Having arrived at the spotting top I had to get through its roof to finally arrive at my
action station.
During the war ladies throughout the country formed all kinds of clubs and support organisations
and made a big effort to provide "comforts for the troops." In November 1939 all the boys in Hood
were given a pair of mittens and a balaclava helmet which had been knitted and distributed through
these organisations. Pinned to mine was the name and address of the lady who had knitted them.
All these years later I can still remember that my benefactor was a Mrs. Grant of Congleton in
Cheshire. I wrote a letter of thanks to her and was quite surprised when I received a reply back
from here. This led to an incident which standout out in my mind from all of my days in Hood. I was
sitting in the Boys' Mess Deck when a Petty Officer Instructor complete with an armed Marine
Sentry arrived and announced that he was looking for Boy Taylor. I was marched off to the
Captain's Cabin - which I had certainly not visited before - terrified. I thought about what I could
have done to land myself in such trouble. I need not have worried though. It transpired that Mrs
Grant was a friend of Captain Glennie and, when last they had met, she had made him promise
that he would invite me to his cabin for a cup of tea! I got the cup of tea as promised but was so
nervous that I think I only managed to drink about half of it. Captain Glennie said that he would be
interested to follow my career and in those 5 minutes that I spent with him he made me feel quite
proud. He was a good man.
Shortly afterwards I was "detailed off" as Bow Boy on the Admiral's barge. I'm not sure whether this
appointment was linked to my interview with the Captain or not. The Admiral's Barge was a
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splendid craft having a crew of about six or seven: a Coxwain, a Chief Petty Officer, A Petty
Officer, a Stoker and Boys on Bow and Stern. As Bow Boy I had to ensure that the boat came
alongside smoothly and had a boat hook to ensure that this was done. I was, however, not entirely
free in the use of the boat hook as there was a series of defined movements to adhere to.
On one occasion I was asked to act as caddy to Admiral Whitworth when he played at
Helensborough Golf course just outside Glasgow. Having landed the Admiral drove to the course
whilst I was left to walk up a steep hill. I think he only played 9 holes that day as our main duty was
to attend the launch of the Queen Elizabeth later that same day. Funnily enough year later my
daughter and her family lived right opposite the golf course and I have often played there myself.
I also remember that the Hood was a bit old fashioned in that she did not have a proper crane.
Everything that came aboard had either to be brought on board by hand or by means of the main
derrick. Christmas 1939 sticks in my mind as we had lots of crates of turkeys to hoist aboard four
at a time and it took half the night to get them all aboard.
Towards the end of my time in Hood whilst in dock in Liverpool one of our Marine sentries shot a
dock worker (our main enemy seemed to be the IRA at that time). I was in the aloft director and
witnessed the episode.
Shortly after this I was taken ill and sent to Haslar. I was diagnosed as having kidney stones. They
tried various ways of getting rid of the stones but eventually I was told that I would have to go to
Stoke Mandeville for surgery.
Whilst at Stoke Mandeville I came into contact with the Churchill family. The Prime Minister's
daughter, Mary Churchill, was the librarian at the hospital. She had a car and I remember that she
occasionally took me and two other servicemen out in it.
Whilst we were in the wards we had a local chap come around selling newspapers. He also
brought around lovely Blenheim apples which he sold for half a penny each. One week Mrs
Churchill came around to visit us with Lady Rothschild. I had a mate in the next bed called
"knocker" White. He was a chatty fellow and used to pull Mary Churchill's leg at any opportunity
that arose so he thought that he would follow suit with her mother. After they had been chatting for
a while he offered Mrs Churchill and apple explaining how lovely they were and saying that he
wished his wife at home was able to get hold of such lovely apples for just half a penny each. We
noticed that we never again after that saw the newspaper and apple man and afterwards found
that Mrs. Churchill had been donating the apples to be given out free to the servicemen in the
hospital.
After I received and left Stoke Mandeville I was sent back to the Royal Naval Barracks at
Portsmouth. When I was there I met up with an old mate of mine from the Hood - Albert McDowell,
who had been sent to the RNB after breaking his leg. We also met up with another friend called
Moody. All three of us decided that we would put in to go back to the Hood. A while afterwards we
were told that our request had been granted and we went round to Mc Dowell's house for a party
before we left to rejoin the ship. Between the party and leaving for the ship I was again taken ill this time with a stomach ulcer. And was sent back to Haslar.
In 1942, having again recovered and still aged only 20, I was told that after two severe operations I
was no longer considered fit for active service and was invalided out of the Navy. I knew absolutely
nothing about civilian life and had to start again. But that's another story... >

<From 'The Illustrated London News', April 13th, 1850
GREENWICH HOSPITAL SCHOOLS - BEER
On Tuesday, April 9th, the official report of her Majesty's Inspector of Schools, respecting the Greenwich Hospital
Schools, was printed by order of the House of Commons. There are 800 boys in the schools, and according to a new
dietary table, the weekly cost of the whole 800 boys was £121 3s. 8¼d., or a little more than 5d. per boy, daily. A
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saving of some hundreds of pounds, annually, has been effected by leaving off beer. The Inspector adds: "The saving of
beer has moreover an important bearing on the morals of the Institution; although the allowance to each boy was not
enough to hurt him, yet several allowances clubbed together afforded the means of intoxication, and any cases of
intoxication which have occurred in the Institution have been supposed to have arisen in this way."
From 'The Illustrated London News', August 24th, 1850
GREENWICH ROYAL HOSPITAL SCHOOL – SOLES
The Commissioners of the Greenwich Hospital Schools authorised, at the beginning of the year, a trial of gutta percha
soles by the 800 boys under their charge, and after a severe test of six months, the gallant Superintendent, Lieutenant
Rouse, now reports that they are decidedly more durable and economical than leather and, from their peculiar power of
repelling wet, are promotive of the health of the wearers.>
<From Pigots 1840 Greenwich Etc
In describing the public edifices, the Hospital, that unrivalled monument of Christian benevolence and national
gratitude and munificence is pre-eminently entitled to precedence. It is a noble stone building, founded by William and
Mary in 1694 – seated on the bank of the Thames on an elevated terrace about eight hundred and sixty five feet in
length towards the river; it consists of four distinct structures, distinguished by the names of King Charles’s, Queen
Anne’s, King William’s and Queen Mary’s; the interval between the two most northern buildings (King Charles’s and
Queen Anne’s), forms the grand square, which is upwards of two hundred and seventy feet in width. In one of these
piles is a chapel which for neatness, elegance and real beauty, is not surpassed by any sanctuary in the kingdom; an
eminent connoisseur (the Rev James DALLAWAY) thus speaks of it: “for truly classical design in which no ornament
is applied but from antique example, the chapel of Greenwich Hospital, as restored by the Athenian Stuart, has no rival
in England – I had almost said in Italy.” The painted hall, governor’s hall, the several offices &c. have been similarly
enlogised. From its position immediately opposite to and on the margin of the Thames, the prospect from the Hospital is
one of the most delightful character, commanding the expansive course of this far famed river, with vessels in continual
motion on its ample bosom, and embracing an extensive line of the coast of Essex. To do justice to the beauty of this
universally celebrated institution, in a work necessarily limited as this is, would be impossible – indeed it must be seen
to be properly appreciated; and as an attempt at further description would be utterly futile, we must reluctantly decline
the task. To the south of the Hospital is the Naval Asylum, or school for education, maintenance and clothing of
children of seamen and marines; this is an extensive and truly liberal institution and comprises every requisite office
upon a scale uniformly grand – including large school rooms, refectory, dormitory, an elegant chapel, infirmary &c.,
encompassed by pleasant grounds, lawns and gardens. There are charities of the greatest magnitude here; but though
more limited in their operation, there are others of a highly beneficial nature. The seaman’s hospital is a floating ship
(formerly the Dreadnought of 98 guns), and is for sick, lame and distressed seamen of all nations, supported by
voluntary subscriptions. The charitable scholastic establishments are too numerous for minute detail; they comprise blue
coat, green coat and grey coat, also national and parochial schools, some of them amply endowed; they are likewise for
poor persons, Queen Elizabeth’s and Norfolk colleges and many almshouses; of the latter as well as the schools, several
are supported by the wealthy and benevolent trading companies of London.
The chief support of Greenwich is derived from the number of gentry, and opulent London merchants and others whom
its vicinity to the capital and local attractions induce to reside here. Although dependent on no particular trade or
manufacture, it possesses however some of consequence, embracing that of floor-cloth belonging to Messrs COBBETT
& JEEVES; the ingenious fancy comb manufactory of Messrs LEONHARDT & Co; and tanneries, roperies, steam
flour mills, chymical works &c. It receives a considerable addition to its general prosperity from the great resort of
visitors, especially in the summer season, and to the Fairs at Easter and Whitsuntide. Some idea may be formed of the
great influx of persons to the town, on Whit Monday 1839, when we state, (from official returns), that 75,000 persons
landed at and embarked from the pier, and that 35,000 were conveyed by the railway; what number arrived by the
coaches, and many other appliances, it is impossible to state accurately; but it has been estimated that Greenwich was
visited by upwards of two hundred thousand during the day and night. It is stated that five thousand persons paid to see
the painted hall, in the Royal Hospital, on Monday, and nearly half that number on Sunday. Having mentioned the
railway, we may here further observe, that this superb “line of way”, was opened from London Bridge to Deptford on
the 14th December 1836 and throughout to Greenwich, on 24th December 1838; the line is lighted with gas and its
appearance from the Old Kent Road, at night is truly brilliant.

ROYAL HOSPITAL
Naval Department
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Governor – Rear Admiral Sir Thomas M HARDY, Bart, GCB
Lieut Governor – Rear Admiral Sir Jahleel BRENTON, Bart, KCB
Captains – William EDGE; Robert LARKAN; Thomas HUSKISSON & Daniel WOODRIFF, CB.
Lieutenants – Frederick BEDFORD; William RENWICK; William RIVERS; Nicholas TUCKER; William VOSPER;
Michael FITTON; Edward de MONTMORENCY & John Wood ROUSE.
Civil Department
Commissioners – Right Hon Sir Henry PARNELL Bart; Right Hon Viscount DUNCANNON; Edward Hawke
LOCKER esq. FRS; George TIERNEY esq. & Hon William COWPER MP.
Secretary – John A LETHBRIDGE esq.
Chief Clerk – J L LAY esq.
Second Clerk – T B SLOW
Cashier – William PAINE esq.
First Clerk – W H KNOWLDEN esq.
Steward – Thomas F JESSEP esq.
First Clerk – Bolton CORNEY esq.
Clerk of Check – P Carteret Le GEYT esq.
First Clerk – J J LANGBY esq.
Architect – Joseph KAY esq.
Clerk of the Works – Mr C LEE
Chaplains – Rev Samuel COKE D.D. & Rev David LLOYD
Physicians – Sir W Beattie KNIGHT, (FRS, FLS)
Assistant – William GLADSTONE, MD
Surgeon – Sir Richard DOBSON, Knt, MD
First Assistant – James DOLVILLE, MD
Dispenser – Timothy DRAYTON
Assistant Surgeons – Mr BAKER; Mr MANSELL & Mr HAIGH
Matrons – Fanny FIGG; Elizabeth Ann ROBERTS & Mary TETLEY
Mates of Victualling – W BOULTON & James BROMLEY
Brewer – T C MORTON
Organist – Mr Edward C MAY
Solicitor – J BICKNELL esq.
*** 2710 pensioners – 105 nurses (Widows of seamen)
UPPER SCHOOL
Superintending Captain – Thomas HUSKISSON (RN)
Lieutenant – William VOSPER
Chaplain & Headmaster – Rev George FISHER
Mathematical Teacher – Edward RIDDLE (RN)
First Assistant – John B HARTNOLL
Matron – Mrs Mary HOOPER
LOWER SCHOOL
Master – Rev S E GALLON
Assistant – W J PASSINGHAM
School Mistress – Mrs Ann NORTHCOTE
Work Mistress – Elizabeth RAY
Messenger – Mr Francis SADGROVE
*** in both schools 800 boys & 200 girls>
<From Allen’s New Navy List 1855
ROYAL HOSPITAL FOR SEAMEN AT GREENWICH
MILITARY DEPARTMENT
Apptd
28Oct53
19Dec53

Governor, Admiral Sir James Alexander Gordon
Lieut.-Governor, Sir William Edward Parry, Kt, FRS
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Adj.Lieut George M. Monk
Secretary John L. Jay

6Sep53
9May54
Captains

George Moubray
Thomas L. Laugharne
William Cuppage
Mark Halpen Sweny

25Mar46
1May49
27Sep49
11Aug54
Lieutenants

Frederick Bedford
William Rivers
John Wood Rouse
Bassett Jones Loveless
Josiah Dornford
George M. Monk
John Pollard
William Valentine Lee

23Jun02
28Apr26
2Nov37
8May44
1Jun44
20Sep49
12Jan53
12Jan53
Master

Henry Smartly

24Nov46
Superintendent of Halls, etc

Joseph Allen

3Mar34
Chaplains

Rev. John Kellow Goldney
Rev. Edward Kitson

12Dec38
26Sep45
Medical Inspector of Hospitals

Sir John Liddell, Kt, MD

19Jun44
Deputy Medical Inspector of Hospitals

Alexander Nisbet, MD

12Jan44

Surgeon James McTernan
Dispenser John Whitmarsh
Asst.Dispenser Archibald Yair

12Jan44
2Dec44
22Apr43
Assistant Surgeons

James Rae, MD (Surgeon)
Andrew McClure
Charles E. Playfair
John R. Holman

22Mar54
31Aug54
15Aug54
30Oct54

Matrons Mrs Fanny Figg; Mrs Elizabeth Roberts; Mrs Mary Tetley

CIVIL DEPARTMENT
Commissioners
The Paymaster General (Right Hon Lord Stanley of Alderley)
Chief Commissioner of Works (Right Hon Sir William Molesworth, Bt)
Ex officio George Tierney, Esq
Ex officio Rear Admiral Sir Henry Hart, Kt
Ex officio Rear Admiral Sir Watkin Owen Pell, Kt
Secretary John W. Nicholls
Clerk 1st Class Thomas B. Stow
Cashier William Paine
Chief Clerk to Cashier W.H. Knowlden
1st Class Stephen R. Prowse
3rd Class James F. Wright; Henry F. Prowse
Steward John Elliott
Chief Clerk to Steward George Hann
2nd Class James L. de Montmerencey
3rd Class Horatio Elphinstone Rivers; E.A. Domville; William Monk
Clerk of the Cheque Richard Haig
Chief Clerk to Clerk of the Cheque John I. Langley
1st Class George Deane
2nd Class William Popham Lethbridge
3rd Class John Rouse; Francis Huskisson; Charles Loveless

21Oct53
?
23May29
23May29

13Dec50
19 Jan45

21Oct53
23May29

Inspectors of Works
Charles Lee
William Sivell
Clerk Edward George Pepper
Master Brewer Robert Aitken

1Oct44
1Oct44
30Nov52
---------------------------------------------------
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ROYAL HOSPITAL SCHOOLS
Superintendent Lieutenant John Wood Rouse
Chaplain Rev. George Fisher, MA, FRS
Master of the Nautical School John Riddle, FRAS
2nd Master of the Nautical School Henry R. Baillie
Head Master of Upper School Rev. James Hill, MA
2nd Master of Upper School J.R. Campbell, MA
Head Master of Lower School Edward Hughes, FRAS
2nd Master of Lower School Edward Purcell
Matron Mrs Mary Hooper
---------------------------------------------------

2Nov37?
24Nov34
1Jul51
1Jul51
27Feb44
26Aug42
6Dec44
28Jan45

GREENWICH HOSPITAL SCHOOLS
The Upper School
Comprises 400 boys, sons of Officers of the Navy or Royal Marines, and of Seamen and Marines; and of Officers and Seamen of the
merchant service. Every candidate for admission must have attained the age of ten, and not exceed eleven years of age; “must be free
from any impediment of speech, or other infirmity of body or mind; be able to read fluently, to write small text well, and to work the
three first rules of Arithmetic with facility and accuracy.”
The education embraces such Mathematical instruction as is necessary for a proper knowledge of the principles of Navigation,
Nautical Astronomy, the theory and practice of Marine Surveying, construction of Charts, and the practical use of Instruments for
Magnetical and Astronomical purposes; together with the usual elements of an English education, and a proper regard to religious
instruction.
It is necessary in all cases to produce the following Certificates:1. Certificate of the marriage of the parents; or, if not attainable, other satisfactory proof thereof.
2. Certificate of the day of birth, or a declaration thereof.
3. Certificate of the father’s servitude at sea; which, if in the Navy, will be procured by the Clerk of the Cheque, and if in the
merchant service, the Guardians of the boy are to procure it from the Collector of the Customs at the port out of which his father
sailed.
List of Patrons

For the first 100, who must be the sons of Commissioned officers of ward-room rank
The Board of Admiralty
The remainig 300 boys are nominated in rotation, as vacancies occur, by
The Lords of the Admiralty, individually,
The Secretary of the Admiralty,
Governor of Greenwich Hospital,
Lieutenant-Governor of Greenwich Hospital
Commissioners of Greenwich Hospital, individually.
To whom applications for presentations should be preferred.

The Lower School
Consists of 400 boys, sons of Warrant or Petty Officers or Seamen, and non-commissioned Officers or Privates who are serving or have
served in the Royal Navy or Royal Marines, and are admitted solely in reference to the father’s services and claims; and to the state of
distress of the parents of the candidate.
Forms and every particular may be obtained respecting the Upper and Lower Schools, by application to the Secretary or Clerk of the
Cheque of the Hospital.
--------------------------Livings belonging to the Estates of Greenwich Hospital in the Patronage of the Admiralty, and held by Chaplains of the Royal Navy:Living
Simonburn
Humsbaugh Chapel of Ease
Wark
Bellingham
Thorneyburn
Greystead
Fallstone
Alston

Value
£620
Meyricke Beebee
£135
Edward Brice
£347
John Marshall
£223
George Bellamy
£230
George Richards
£185
James Surridge
£311
Thomas Foster
£180
W.N. Snowe
The above Chaplains are also in receipt of their half-pay

Incumbent

>
<1851 Census, 30th. March

Name of Institution: 7th. Company - Lower School of GRHS.
Place: Ecclesiastical District of St. Alphege, Greenwich, Kent.
Name.
William AYLMER
Position. Drill Master
Condition. Married

Age.
50
Occ.
Head Drill Master Lower School

Born.

Lynn, Norfolk.
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Name.
Catherine
WOODROUGH
Position. Nurse
Condition. Widow
Age.
33
Occ.
Nurse
Born.
Chatham, Kent.
Name.
Elizabeth MURRAY
Position. Nurse
Condition. Widow
Age.
50
Occ.
Nurse
Born.
St. Georges in the East,
London.
Name.
Sarah BURNS
Position. Nurse
Condition. Widow
Age.
35
Occ.
Nurse
Born.
Deptford, Kent.
Name.
Jane HART
Position. Nurse
Condition. Widow
Age.
68
Occ.
Nurse
Born.
Greenwich, Kent.
Name.
Christian
CROCKFORD
Position. Cook
Condition. Widow
Age.
49
Occ.
Head Cook
Born.
Berwick Upon Tweed.
Name.
Ann HANSON
Position. Cook
Condition. Widow
Age.
55
Occ.
Cook
Born.
Kingston,
Herefordshire.
Name.
Mary HANYMAN
Position. Cook
Condition. Widow
Age.
57
Occ.
Cook
Born.
Woolwich, Kent.
Name.
Wm. H. HOLMES
Position. Pupil Teacher
Condition. Single
Age.
18
Born.
Newcastle,
Northumberland
Name.
Edw. N. SNELL
Position. Pupil Teacher
Condition. Single

Age.
Born.

18
Milbrook, Cornwall

Name.
Chas. LYNES
Position. Pupil Teacher
Condition. Single
Age.
17
Born.
Woolwich, Kent.
Name.
Thomas OBORN
Position. Pupil Teacher
Condition. Single
Age.
17
Born.
Stonehouse, Devon.
Name.
Wm. H. BATH
Position. Pupil Teacher
Condition. Single
Age.
15
Born.
Plymouth, Devon.
Name.
Wm. W. SULLAVAN
Position. Pupil Teacher
Condition. Single
Age.
14
Born.
Cross, Cornwall.
Name.
Arthur BASSETT
Position. Scholar
Condition. Single
Age.
14
Born.
London, Middlesex.
Name.
Joh. S. WAITS
Position. Scholar
Condition. Single
Age.
14
Born.
Plymouth, Devon.
Name.
Robt. L. STRIKE
Position. Scholar
Condition. Single
Age.
14
Born.
Plymouth, Devon.
Name.
William NORCROSS
Position. Scholar
Condition. Single
Age.
14
Born.
Bath, Somersetshire
Name.
Edward CURRAN
Position. Scholar
Condition. Single
Age.
14
Born.
Plymouth, Devon
Name.
Robt. T. JONES
Position. Scholar
Condition. Single
Age.
14
Born.
London, Middlesex.

Name.
Benjm. L. STIMS (?)
Position. Scholar
Condition. Single
Age.
14
Born.
London, Middlesex.
Name.
Jerh. DEELY
Position. Scholar
Condition. Single
Age.
14
Born.
Plymouth, Devon.
Name.
Geo. C. McKENZIE
Position. Scholar
Condition. Single
Age.
13
Born.
Flushing, Cornwall.
Name.
Wm. J. CURRANT
Position. Scholar
Condition. Single
Age.
14
Born.
Plymouth, Devon.
Name.
David S. HODGE
Position. Scholar
Condition. Single
Age.
14
Born.
Plymouth, Devon.
Name.
Joseph GAINES
(GARNER ?)
Position. Scholar
Condition. Single
Age.
14
Born.
Chatham, Kent.
Name.
James JACKSON
Position Scholar
Condition. Single
Age.
14
Born.
Woolwich, Kent.
Name.
Geo. C. SMITH
Position. Scholar
Condition. Single
Age.
13
Born.
Chatham, Kent.
Name.
James THOMPSON
Position. Scholar
Condition. Single
Age.
14
Born.
Falmouth, Cornwall.
Name.
Chas. E. COX
Position. Scholar
Condition. Single
Age.
14
Born.
Gosport, Hants.
Name.
Thos. C. CAMPBELL
Position. Scholar
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Condition. Single
Age.
14
Born.
Kingston, Island of
Jamaica.
Name.
Geo. A. ROBINSON
Position. Scholar
Condition. Single
Age.
14
Born.
Woolwich, Kent.
Name.
Geo. SCOTT
Position. Scholar
Condition. Single

Age.
Born.

14
Sheerness, Kent.

Name.
William TAYLOR
Position. Scholar
Condition. Single
Age.
13
Born.
Milbrook, Cornwall.
Name.
Thomas BALDWIN
Position. Scholar
Condition. Single
Age.
13
Born.
Woolwich, Kent.

Name.
Wm. P. EDWARDS
Position. Scholar
Condition. Single
Age.
13
Born.
Portsmouth, Hants.
Name.
Wm. G. THOMPSON
Position. Scholar
Condition. Single
Age.
13
Born.
Portsmouth, Hants.

==============
Source: Public Record Office. H.O.107/1587 (folio/piece No. are missing)
>
<
The Navy List 20 June 1844
Qualifications for the Upper School of the Royal Hospital, Greenwich

This School now comprises two Classes of Candidates.
1st - One Hundred Sons of Commissioned and Ward-room Warrant Officers of the Royal Navy and Marines.
2nd - Three Hundred Sons of Officers of the above or inferior rank and of Private Seamen and Marines who have served,
or are service, in the Royal Navy; and of Officers or Seamen of the Merchant Service.
The whole Four Hundred Boys are subject to the same regulations as to Education, Diet, Clothing, Discipline and
Destination.
Every Candidate must have attained the age of ELEVEN, and not exceed TWELVE years and be free from any
Impediment of speech or other infirmity of Body or Mind - be able to read fluently, to write small text well. and to work
the first three Rules of Arithmetic, with facility and accuracy.
The Education in this School is confined to Mathematics and Navigation, with a proper regard to Religious Instruction.
The Construction of Charts upon Geometrical Principles, is the only branch of Drawing taught in the School.
At the time of admission, two respectable Housekeepers (of whom the Father, if qualified, should be one) are to be
jointly bound in the sum of Fifty Pounds, that the Boy shall not abscond from the School, nor embezzle or injure any of
the Clothes, Books, Instruments, or other property of the Institution.
At the age of Fifteen (or sooner if the usual coarse of Education is completed)all the Boys in the Upper School shall be
sent to Sea, either in the Royal Navy or Merchants' Service, or otherwise disposed of as may be determined.
The following Certificate. are in all cases to be produced previous to admission into the School:
1. A Certificate declaring the Boy to be a proper Object for the Charity (for which see page 166).
2. A Certificate of the Marriage of his Parents or if not attainable, other satisfactory proof thereof.
3. A Declaration before a Magistrate of the date of Birth.
4. A Certificate of the Father's Servitude at Sea ; if in the Royal Navy, it will he obtained by the Clerk of the Check of
the Institution so soon as this Form is returned : if in the Merchants' Service, the Guardians of the Boy are to procure it
from the Collector of Sixpenny Duty, or of the Customs of the Port out of which the Father sailed.
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NOTE.
The Columns of the Table in p. 166 are to be filled up, and also the certificate.
Return this paper with the several Certificates above named, under cover, directed to the Clerk of the Check, and
marked "on Service."
All the above directions must be strictly observed, or the admission of the Child will be delayed, if not wholly lost.
------------N.B. Information to Parents as to the Patrons have Presentation, to this School, according to the description of claims
possessed by the Applicant, will be given by the Secretary of Greenwich Hospital.
When the Parents or Guardians of a Boy have obtained a Presentation for him, due notice will be given when he is to
appear at Greenwich Hospital for examination and admission
GREENWICH SCHOOL
Father's Name and
Place of Birth, and if
living or dead.

Boy's
Name.

Mother's Name and
Place of Birth, and if
living or dead.

When and
Where
married.

Names of Ships in which Father
has served.
Residence Royal Navy, and
year of Entry in
each ship

Merchant
Vessels

These are to Certify that ________ Son of ___________of this Parish, is a proper Object for the Charity.
Minister of the Parish of _____________
Church wardens in the County of _________________
------------QUALIFICATIONS for the LOWER SCHOOL of the ROYAL HOSPITAL., GREENWICH.
No. 1.
Royal Hospital Greenwich
Herewith you will receive the Rules and Regulations for the admission of Children into the Lower School of this
Institution ; and you are particularly desired to read the same with attention and comply therewith in every respect, as
far as relates to your case.
Great delay having. frequently happened, and in some instances the benefit of the Institution been entirely lost to
Children, by neglecting to send the whole of the Documents, and answer the several questions; you are hereby informed
that unless you comply with these directions, your claim must necessarily be rejected.
Clerk of the Cheque.
------------This School consists of Boys, the Sons of Warrant and Petty Officers and Seamen, and of Non-commissioned Officers,
and Privates of Marines, who have served or are serving in the Royal Navy : they are eligible from Nine to Twelve
Years of Age, and quit the Institution at Fifteen. They are to be sent to Sea if Situations can be provided for them ; and
any unprovided for at Fifteen to be taken away by their Parents or Guardians.
They must be free from any impediment of speech, or other infirmity of body or mind.
They are admitted, on application to the Governor, upon the following Scale:
1st - Those whose Fathers have been killed or drowned in Her Majesty's Service, and are destitute of Mothers.
2nd - Those whose Fathers have been killed or drowned in Her Majesty's Service, whose Mothers are living.
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3rd - Those whose Fathers have died in the Service, and have lost their Mothers.
4th - Those whose Fathers have died in the Service and have Mothers living
5th - Those whose Fathers have been wounded maimed in Her Majesty's Service, or after long Service, incapable of
further Service.
6th - Those whose Fathers are actually employed on board any of tier Majesty's Ships, and whose Mothers have died.
7th -Those whose Fathers are actually serving on board any of Her Majesty's Ships, and whose Families are numerous
and in need.
Cases not exactly provided for in the above Scale will be admitted at the discretion of the Governor or those he may
depute to investigate these claims, having reference to the Services and state of Distress of the Parents of the Applicant.
Any Boy of this School may be removed to the Upper School, if not exceeding Twelve Years of Age, on obtaining a
Presentation to the said School, and producing a Certificate of Character and Abilities from the Master of the Lower
School,
In all Cases the following Certificates must be produced, viz.
A Certificate that the Child is an Object of Charity ( for which see p. 167).
A Certificate of the Marriage of the Parents if not attainable, other satisfactory proof thereof.
A Certificate of the Father's Servitude at Sea, which will be obtained by the Institution, as soon as the form is returned.
A Register of Baptism.
If the date of birth is not officially stated in the Register of Baptism, a declaration of the day of birth before a Magistrate
must be produced.
FORM OF APPLICATION
The Columns below must be property filled up according to the circumstances of the case, and also the Certificate and
Engagement at the foot thereof. When this Form and the other Documents are returned due notice will be given, without
further application, if the Child is ordered for admission.
Any attempt to impose on the Institution - by false Information or Documents - by altering dates in Certificates - or the
fraudulent substitution of one Child in place of another - will entirely vitiate the Claim, and subject the parties to a
prosecution.
Return this and the other Documents to the Clerk of the Cheque under the accompanying Cover.

Form of Application

Names and
Ages of your
Parish in
other
which the
Children,
Father
Child'
Place of
maintained
and
s
Residence
by you.
Mother
Name.
.
have a
Settlemen
t
Year
Name
s
s
Old.

If the
Father
Killed or
Drowne
d in Her
Majesty'
s
Service.

If the
If an OutFather
If a
Pensioner,
Wounde
Marine,
state the
If the
d or
the
Number of
Father
Maimed Mothe
Divisio
his Ticket
died in
in Her r Dead
n in
and amount
Her
Majesty'
or
which
of Pension.
Majesty'
s Service living.
he
s
or unfit
enlisted
Service,
Amount , and
for
No
of
further
when
. Pension
Service.
.

State all the
Ships of the
Royal Navy
in which the
Father has
served, with
Date of Entry
near as can be
recollected.
Date
Ships'
of
Names
Entry
.
.
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State here whether you have had, or now have, any Child in the School, or have. before made application for the
admission of any
If Superannuated Warrant Officer, the amount of Superannuation Money.
The Parent or Guardian of the Child must sign the following Engagement before this Form is returned.
" I do hereby engage that if _________ be admitted into the Lower School of the Royal Hospital he shall remain there
as long in. the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty shall be pleased to direct; and shall serve in the Royal Navy,
Royal Marines, or Merchant Sea Service, if their Lordships shall think proper." I also engage to take him from the
School whenever required so to do.
Signature
These are to certify that ____________Son of ________________________ by ________________ his wife, of this
Parish, is a real object of charity.
Minister of the Parish of ___________________
Churchwardens in the County of ______________________
>
<
Navy List - June 1879 - Ratings Pensions - Greenwich Hospital Pensions - Entrance to Greenwich Hospital School

REGULATIONS FOR THE ADMISSION OF BOYS TO GREENWICH HOSPITAL SCHOOL

Established under Order in Council of 4 February 1875.
I. The School will consist of 1000 boys, the sons of petty officers and seamen, and of noncommissioned officers and privates of marines, who have served or are now serving in the Royal
Navy or Coast Guard, and of other seafaring persons.
II. All claims for admission to the school will be judged of by a Committee of Selection appointed
by the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, in the following order of precedence, special
consideration being given to length of service at sea :
1. Orphans, both parents dead.
2. Sons of fathers killed, drowned, deceased, wounded, or seriously maimed in Her Majesty's
Service, while employed by Her Majesty on board a merchant ship, or in action, with an enemy,
pirate, or rebel.
3. Those whose fathers having served in the Royal Navy or Marines, are dead.
4. Those whose fathers are serving, and whose mothers are dead.
5. Sons of Naval and Marine Pensioners. Sons of seamen and marines now serving, both parents
living.
6. Sons of seamen or marines entitled to the benefits of Greenwich Hospital, not included in the
foregoing classes.*
7. Sons of other seafaring persons.
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N.B.- The sons of commissioned and other officers are not absolutely excluded, provided that the
peculiar circumstances of their case render them eligible for this charity.
* Also the Royal Naval Reserve
III. Applications for admission are to be made to the Secretary of the Admiralty (Greenwich
Hospital Branch ), London, when the necessary forms will be sent, which, when properly filled up,
must be returned as directed, with the three following certificates
(a.) A certificate of the marriage of the parents; or, if not attainable, other satisfactory proof thereof.
(b.) A certificate of registry of the boys birth
(c.) A certificate, from the clergyman of the parish to which the boy belongs, or from the minister of
his denomination, or from the master of the school at which the boy has been educated as to his
character and moral conduct.
(d) . An agreement, signed by the boy and his parents or guardians, that he shall serve in the Royal
Navy for a period of ten years continuous and general service from the age of eighteen, in addition
to whatever period may be necessary until he shall have attained that age, if found physically fit and
up to the prescribed standard on his discharge from the school; - otherwise that he shall be bound
apprentice in the Merchant Service for four years, and enrolled in the Royal Naval Reserve.
IV. The services of the father upon which the claim is founded will be ascertained at the Admiralty,
and due notice will be given without further application should the boy be selected for admission
into the School.
V. Boys are eligible for admission between ten and a half and thirteen years of age; they must be
physically fit for fit for sea-service, according to the prescribed standard, able to read an easy
sentence, and possess a knowledge of the four simple rules in arithmetic.
VI. Applications will not be received until the candidates are ten and a half years of age.
VII After admission to the school, boys will be examined monthly by the Medical Officer, and
specially at thirteen years of age, as to their physical condition and if at any time found to be unfit
for further retention in the school, they will be at once discharged; - otherwise, they will be kept in
the school until they reach the age of fifteen and a half years, when they will be entered for
continuous service in the Royal Navy, if found physically fit, and up to the prescribed standard. If
found unfit for entry into the Royal Navy they will be bound apprentices in the Merchant Service
for four years, and enrolled in the Royal Naval Reserve.
VIII. Vacancies, occasioned by the discharge of boys found physically unfit at thirteen years of age,
will, as far as possible, be filled by selection from the sons of seamen and marines, who must be
thirteen years of age, fit and willing for service in the Royal Navy,* and able to pass a sufficient
examination in reading, writing, and arithmetic.
IX. Applications for the admission of boys at thirteen years of age, must be made one month
previously, in the same manner as directed in Clause III.
X. The nautical division is not to exceed one hundred and twenty boys, who will be selected from
the general school, by competitive examination, as a rule at thirteen years of age. They will be
educated to fill the positions of pupil teachers, writers, and ship stewards' boys in the Royal Navy.
No boy will be eligible to be transferred to this division of the school after fourteen and a half years
of age. Boys failing to come up to the prescribed standard at fourteen and a half years of age will be
bound apprentices in the Merchant Service.
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XI. The education of the boys in the general division will comprise the usual elements of a sound
English education, alternating with practical seamanship, and other industrial occupations designed
to prepare them for a seafaring life.
XII. In the nautical division, elementary mathematics and mechanics, navigation, nautical
astronomy, and French will be taught.
XIII. A thorough knowledge of the art of swimming, being one of the requirements for entry into
the Royal Navy, all boys in the school will be taught to swim, and be periodically examined as to
their proficiency.

* Prescribed Standard.
Age.

Years.
10½ and under 11
11 and under 11½
11½ and under 12
12 and under 12½
12 ½ and under 13
At 13

Height
(without
shoes).
Ft. Inches
4 3½
44
44
45
4 5¾
47

Measurement
round the
Chest.
Inches.
24
24¼
24½
24¾
25
25½

Weight.

lbs.
50
61
63
66
69
72

XIV. Children of Roman Catholics or of Protestants, not being members of the Church of England,
will not be required to learn the Church Catechism, and will be allowed to attend convenient places
of public worship in accordance with the religious persuasions of their fathers, provided application
be made to that effect at the time of admission by the father, if living; and if the father be dead at
the time of the child's admission then the marriage certificate of the parents or baptismal register of
such child, according to the rights and ceremonies of any established religious community of a date
previous to the said fathers death, will be received as evidence of the religious tenets of the father;
that is, provided no authentic document written by the deceased father be produced, expressing a
contrary wish or direction as regards the religions instruction of such child.
By Command of their Lordships.
ROBERT HALL.
Admiralty, S.W.,
Greenwich Hospital Branch,
30th November 1878.
>

<
Navy List - June 1879 - Ratings Pensions - Greenwich Hospital Pensions - Entrance to Greenwich Hospital School

REGULATIONS FOR THE ADMISSION OF GIRLS INTO SCHOOLS TO BE MAINTAINED AT THE EXPENSE
OF GREENWICH HOSPITAL FUNDS

Admiralty (Greenwich Hospital Branch,)
January 28, 1873.
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I. Daughters of warrant officers, non-commissioned officers, and petty officers and men, of the
Royal Navy or Marines, may be educated and maintained, wholly or in part, out of the funds of
Greenwich Hospital, in such schools as shall be approved by the Lords Commissioners of the
Admiralty, subject to the following restrictions:
(1.) The number of girls to be educated and maintained at any one time shall not exceed 200.
(2.) The amount to be expended on the education and maintenance of any girl shall not exceed the
rate of £20. a-year.
II. The claims of candidates for admission will be referred to a Committee of Selection appointed
by the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, who will adjudge them in the following order of
precedence, giving special consideration to length of service at sea:
(1.) Orphans, both parent, dead.
(2.) Daughters of fathers killed, drowned, or deceased, in Her Majesty's service, or while employed
by Her Majesty on board a merchant-ship, or in action with an enemy, pirate, or rebel.
(3.) Those whose fathers having served in the Royal Navy or Marines, are dead.
(4.) Those whose fathers are serving and whose mothers are dead.
(5.) Cases not specified in the above classes will be considered according to the services of the
fathers and the state of distress of the children.
III. Girls eligible for admission must be above 9 years of age.
IV. Applications will not be received until the candidates are 8½ years of age, not after 10 years of
age, except under very special circumstances.
V. The girls, provided their conduct and progress be satisfactory, will be retained in the school or
home to which they may be admitted until the completion of their education, according to the
regulations of such school or home.
VI. Applications for admission are to be made to the Secretary of the Admiralty (Greenwich
Hospital Branch), London, when the necessary forms will be sent, which, when properly filled up,
must be returned as directed, with the three following certificates:
(a.) A certificate of the marriage of the parents; or, it not attainable, other satisfactory proof thereof.
(b.) Register of the child's birth.
(c.) A certificate from the clergyman of the parish to which the girl belongs, or from the minister of
her denomination, or from the master of shoot at which the girl has been educated, as to her
character and moral conduct.
VII. The services of the father upon which the claim is founded will be ascertained at the
Admiralty, and due notice will be given without further application, should the child be selected for
admission.
By Command of their Lordships
ROBERT HALL.
>
<From Leigh's New Picture of London. Printed for Samuel Leigh, 18, Strand; by W. Clowes, Northumberland Court.
1819.
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Greenwich Hospital.
THE national hospitals about the metropolis constitute some of its most memorable buildings; and the objects to which
they are devoted greatly add to the celebrity of the country. Greenwich Hospital is a retreat for seamen, who, by age,
wounds, or other infirmities are disabled from service; and for the widows and children of such as are slain in the battles
of their native land.
King William and queen Mary had the good of such an hospital much at heart. They made a grant of the royal and
magnificent palace at Greenwich; a part of which, on the west side, was begun to be built for a royal palace by king
Charles II.
King William, after his queen's death, on the 25th of October, 1695, appointed a number of commissioners, for
directing the building and endowing the intended hospital; and he granted a large sum out of his civil list for that
purpose. His royal successors were also considerable benefactors to it. At length, annual sums were granted by
parliament for finishing this truly magnificent ornament and glory of Great Britain; and it was fully completed in the
reign of George II. By an act of king William, the privilege of admission to this hospital was granted to registered
seamen, when maimed or superannuated, and to the widows and children of those who were killed in the service. This
act for registering seamen was repealed by Anne.
Every seaman is required to allow, out of his wages, sixpence a month, for the support of this hospital; and by an act of
George II., a seaman absenting himself from his ship, without leave, shall forfeit, for every day's absence, two days' pay
to Greenwich hospital, to he deducted out of his wages, &c.
By an act of George II., the rents and profits of the vast estates, which were forfeited by the attainder of James, late earl
of Derwentwater, and of Charles Ratcliff, were applied to the completing of the building of Greenwich Hospital; and
the same act also provided, that all seamen in the merchants' service, who shall happen to be maimed in fighting, not
only against pirates, but against an enemy of his majesty, &c., shall be admitted into and provided for in this hospital, as
well as seamen maimed and disabled in the king's actual service.
The governors are empowered to grant out-pensions to decrepit seamen. The pensioners to this hospital are clothed in
blue, and allowed stockings, shoes, linen, and a shilling a week for other necessaries. The victualling is according to the
allowance of Chelsea Hospital, viz., four men to a mess, each mess containing four pounds of fresh meat, a gallon of
beer, &c.
The governors of this hospital are the great officers of state and persons in high employments under the king. It is under
the more particular inspection and government of twenty-four commissioners, a governor, a lieutenant-governor, and
other subordinate officers, with appropriate salaries.
The building is of an uncommonly noble character. There are four large buildings, of excellent stone work, which,
although they appear to be separated actually form one entire plan. It is on the banks of the Thames; and the towers of
the building, together with the grand divisions of the Hospital, and the spacious square in the centre, produce an
imposing effect. The terrace is near one thousand feet in length and in the square there is a statue of George II. The
architects employed in the building were, first, Inigo Jones, and next Sir C. Wren. There are a fine chapel, a grand
council-room, in which are some fine paintings, and an excellent infirmary.
The Naval Asylum recently built to educate at least 3,000 children of seamen, is an excellent structure, and well adapted
to the purposes for which it is designed: and the memorials raised to commemorate the name and actions of the great
NELSON are most appropriate. >

<From Canadian Coastguard Website [http://www.ccg-gcc.gc.ca/usque-ad-mare/chapter11-1.htm]:
When Jean Talon remarked that Canadians were improving their knowledge by taking to schools of navigation, he was
looking far ahead. In his enthusiasm for the young colony of New France one wonders whether he realized just how
long it would be before the struggle for existence in a harsh land would permit significant attention to be spared for
nautical education. Fittingly enough it was in Quebec City, in 1851, that an approach was made to Trinity House, by
Joseph Hamel, Esq., to establish a government school of navigation.
The Board of Trinity House supported Mr. Hamel’s proposal, suggesting that the school be modelled on the Royal
Hospital School at Greenwich. The Royal Hospital School, now housed at Holbrook in Suffolk, was then in Wren’s
magnificent buildings which adorn the banks of the Thames to this day and now form part of the Royal Naval College.
Founded to educate the sons of naval veterans and "seafaring persons", the Royal Hospital School gives a good
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education in pleasant surroundings. The decision to place the Quebec school ashore, rather than in a training ship afloat,
may have been dictated by climatic reasons but was, in any case, an advanced idea when it was widely held that boys
under training should be as uncomfortable as possible. In nautical education this was facilitated by the availability of
old wooden hulks, formerly sailing warships, which were used for a wide range of schools. The best of these, the cadet
training ships, were the equals of the English ‘public’ schools; the worst, which were correctional establishments, were
little better than the receiving ships used by the Royal Navy for indoctrination of recruits in the days of the pressgang.
The Rev. George Fisher, chaplain to the Royal Hospital School, was approached for assistance but was unable to find
anyone on the Greenwich staff who was willing to emigrate to Canada. He therefore undertook to look into the scheme
more deeply and make recommendations. As a first step, Fisher had a talk with the Astronomer Royal and it was agreed
that a salary of 400 pounds a year should be enough to attract a "gentleman of sound mathematical knowledge" to take
up the appointment on a four-year contract. It was arranged with Trinity House that the principal would be allowed an
assistant and a messenger to act as housekeeper. With the dollar rate of exchange at four shillings and four pence, and
with free lodgings and an assisted passage, the corresponding salary of $1,850 was an attractive proposition in the
values of the day.
Meantime, Trinity House had given more thought to the school and, if their decision to keep it ashore was advanced for
the time, their ideas on language might have been formed today. It was decided that textbooks should come equally
from England and France, and that tuition was to be given in both language; the chaplain at Greenwich was enjoined to
select the professor and his assistant with this in view.
On the practical plane, the Nautical School was to provide seamanship training through the medium of a ‘small naval
excursion’ in which the complement of 50 students was to be accompanied by the professor; in modern terms, there was
to be a bilingual college in permanent shore quarters, with a balanced academic and technical curriculum, and a
seagoing tender. With the addition of character training towards a full human development, it was a concept which
could hardly be bettered today.
With these arrangements made, the vacancy came to the attention of George Templeman Kingston, then on the staff of
the Royal Naval Hospital at Plymouth, most likely as a naval schoolmaster. Born at Oporto, in Portugal, in 1817,
Kingston was educated in England and came down from Cambridge with an M.A. degree in 1849. He accepted the
appointment as Principal of the Quebec Nautical School in 1852 and was granted an allowance of 40 pounds towards
his passage money; the arrangement was that he would be allowed 35 pounds towards his return passage, on completion
of the four-year contract, if he so desired.
Leaving England about August of that year, the new principal brought with him a boatswain as assistant, a retired naval
warrant officer, who was to be paid at the rate of six pounds per lunar month, and Corporal Thomas Reynolds, late of
the 54th Regiment, who was to be messenger and drillmaster on the understanding that his wife would do the
housekeeping. Instruments, to the value of 160 pounds, were purchased for the 50 boys and, thus equipped, the school
was established in premises converted from the Old Custom House. This building, of cut stone with a tinned roof,
fronted on Champlain Street where an entire row of buildings had been demolished, with the loss of 40 lives, when the
cliff collapsed in 1841.
With these beginnings it might have been thought that the Quebec school was off to a fine start but, in fact, it was far
ahead of its times. In England, the Royal Navy was then an ever open door for boys, and the merchant service, although
rough and ready, provided an attraction for some who made their future under one or other of the well known
houseflags. In Canada there was not the same call and, as neither in England nor in Canada had certificates of
competency yet been introduced, most boys went to sea direct, after a very modest education, to fight their way by force
of character and ability from the forecastle to the poop. Perhaps there was something in the idea of training ships which
"caught ‘em young and treated ‘em rough"; in 1852 the sea was a rough, tough life, from boy before the mast to mate or
master of a ship.
In 1854 the Old Custom House was sold to the Grand Trunk Railway and turned into a station house; the nautical
school then moved to 64 Lewis Street, formerly occupied by the Postmaster General. But it was already too late, the
School was unable to keep going, and the place was sold.
Not all was lost; G. T. Kingston went to Toronto in 1855 to occupy the Chair of Meteorology at Toronto University. We
have already met Professor Kingston, who was the father of the Marine and Fisheries Meteorological service. He too
was conscious of the way ahead and, if it was no fault of either party that the Trinity House School was dissolved,
Kingston had no hesitation in foregoing his rights to a return passage and in placing his talents at the service of the
young Canada.
With the demise of the Trinity House school at Quebec, nautical education all but vanished despite the introduction of
mandatory certificates of competency in 1869. Candidates for these certificates as mate or master depended on such
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practical navigation as they could pick up at sea—which was very little in an age when none but the ‘old man’ dared
look at the chart—followed by a period of communal cramming with a few shipmates in seaport lodgings before
presenting themselves for examination. The navigational theory, modest enough by modern standards, was difficult for
most seamen who had but little early schooling, and it is greatly to the credit of those who passed that their
determination was successful. As for seamanship, the daily toil in a wooden sailing ship provided more than enough
experience in the practical subjects so beloved of the old examiners: shifting topmasts, jury rudders, broken spars,
anchor work and the rudiments of stowage were then facets of life of no more concern then the changing of an
automobile wheel today. Rule of the road was learnt verbatim and woe to the luckless candidate who could not repeat,
in every syllable and inflexion, the sonorous phrasing of the ‘articles’. With glassy eye and far-off stare, many a man
retrieved the deficiencies of a clumsy and ill written navigation paper with faultless repetition of the lines beginning
"These rules shall be observed . . . . ."
By the turn of the century it was apparent that some scheme of formal education should be provided and, in 1902, the
Department of Marine and Fisheries granted a subsidy of $500 towards the maintenance of a private school at Montreal.
In the following year this school was absorbed by the Department and others were established at Halifax, Saint John,
Yarmouth and Victoria, under an annual budget amounting to just over $3,000. From this sum, even in those days
woefully inadequate for this specialized venture into education, local examiners of masters and mates were paid an
annual retainer of $250 to act as ‘professors’, and superintendents were engaged for a like figure. Despite the high
sounding titles of the staff, the curriculum consisted of the most elementary questions and answers in practical
seamanship and the merest whiff of pilotage. Tuition was covered by two short lectures each week, in a season running
from January till March, held in rented rooms equipped only with a few chairs, a blackboard, a box of chalk and ten
fathoms of rope. In pontifical vein, the professors were enjoined to "discourse upon subjects which would interest the
class of students attending."
Not surprisingly there was little public interest in most of these schools, for they were uninspired; while admitting to
this state of affairs, the general superintendent reported, in 1906, that he was at a loss to understand the reason. By this
time other schools had been opened at Lunenburg, North Sydney, Quebec, Kingston, Toronto and Collingwood, and
more followed, notably at Vancouver where the school was well supported. Training aids were introduced with the
addition of "first class up to date" lanterns for the projection of diagrams upon a screen and, in 1907, seamanship
models made their appearance. These models, usually representing the masts and rigging of a ship or barque, may still
be seen in the offices of some examiners of masters and mates. About this time emphasis began to be placed on
compass correction which, with the advent of many more steel ships, became an important subject demanding a
knowledge of applied magnetism; the deviascope dates from this period. With these measures the navigation schools
improved and one annual report went so far as to mention ‘eulogies’ from the press in Great Lakes ports and on the
Pacific coast. In a petulant closing phrase of the same report, this brief glimpse of sunshine was dispelled by complaints
of lack of support in Saint John and Montreal.
In 1910 the total appropriation for marine schools had risen to $8,000 but as little more than a quarter of this sum was
actually spent, there would appear to have been some malaise. Although then as now a certificate of competency was a
necessary passport to employment as an officer, education was limited in the opening years of the century and standards
were kept at the simplest level commensurate with the demands of safety and existing legislation. This standard was
difficult of attainment for many seamen and for others, to whom the sometimes nebulous benefits of the afterguard did
not appeal, professional education was a luxury which had little to do with earning a living at sea.
The actual certificate, until 1951 a parchment, is now produced in booklet style similar to a Canadian passport. This is
official endorsement as to the professional status of the holder and it can be cancelled or suspended, in cases of proven
neglect or incompetence, after due process of legal enquiry. In some cases the defaulter may revert to a junior grade of
certificate, in others he cannot hold certificated employment but may go back to sea on deck. Among the older files in
the Departmental archives there is one, reeking of dusty proceedings in long forgotten strandings and collisions,
wherein are kept ancient cancelled certificates. Once crisp and proud, then seastained and folded with the years of use,
these parchments are now reminders that there was another side to the romance of the sea in the sorrows and
disappointments of good men, long dead.
With the great uplift in general education of recent years, and in face of the growing complexity of marine technology,
surviving navigation schools were transferred to provincial authorities in 1961 under a federal provincial agreement on
vocational training as a whole. Courses of study for certificates of competency are now beyond the resources of the
former navigation schools of the Department, although these were greatly strengthened in their later years by help from
corporate bodies such as the Dominion Marine Association, the Shipping Federation of Canada, and from some of the
more prominent shipowning and marine firms. The purpose of these schools was to prepare candidates for mandatory
examinations, after they had spent qualifying service at sea, by providing instruction in the relevant specifics. In this
they differed from the Trinity House school of 1852 which, although shortlived, was an attempt to educate boys before
they went to sea. Today, as in most professions, there is an increasing demand for education, in the widest sense, in
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preparation for a career which, commencing with sea technology, may take a man to the realms of business or
administration. But before describing this aspect of marine education, mention must be made of engineering training.
We have already seen, in connection with steamboat inspection, how the ambitious engineer of a century ago, such as
William Morgan Smith, arrived at the top of the three after apprenticeship to a well known firm and years of
progressively widening experience. For most steamboat engineers, necessarily limited to more modest aspirations and
far removed from an environment more technical than the local blacksmith, the apprenticeship system was the
exception rather than the rule; there was seldom enough skill to go round and, if a man could do a job, most likely he
could have it. The early marine engineering examinations were entirely empirical; practical experience at firing a boiler
and handling the throttle valve was the best to be hoped for and, coupled with a keen observation, this was indeed
sufficient. As steamboats were used in almost every stretch of water in Eastern Canada, and as there were virtually no
Canadian seagoing steamers in early days, knowledge of this kind could be acquired on the job. With the coming of
larger steamers on the Lakes and elsewhere, many marine engineers came from the ranks of immigrants, some of whom
started private schools in the principal ports. This system was well established in Britain where commercial colleges of
this nature became well known and were able to operate at a reasonable profit while providing adequate instruction.
After the second world war many trained engineers left the sea and, with the attractions of an expanding economy on
shore, it was difficult to fill such berths as were available as the privately owned engineering colleges had closed. In
1954 the Department of Transport entered the field for the first time by the attachment of engineer instructors to their
existing schools of navigation at Toronto, Montreal, Halifax and St. John’s, Nfld. and to the Quebec Government school
at Rimouski, l’Institut de la Marine Marchande. The Departmental schools continued their traditional policy of
preparation of students for statutory examination, but both Rimouski and St. John’s conducted pre-sea training for
young men entering a marine career.

The way ahead.
A Canadian Coast Guard Cadet at work on the bridge.
No sooner had the Department disengaged from vocational training in general, than a particular problem demanded
attention. In the past, government ships were supplied with officers recruited from the Merchant Marine from which,
with the demise of old established seagoing companies, the Department had been well served until the stream dried up.
Apart from this source some officers came to Canada as immigrants, some worked their way up from the seaman
branch, and a few came from existing marine schools in various parts of the country. All these sources had limitations.
In 1964 it was decided to institute a Canadian Coast Guard College. Its aim was to provide full professional training in
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navigation and engineering to meet the needs of an expanding fleet of sophisticated ships and the demands of the new
age in mercantile shipping.
In preparation for this new phase of nautical education, which had been under consideration for some years, courses of
study were arranged for the new College which was opened, in September 1965, at Sydney, N.S. in premises formerly
occupied by the Point Edward Naval Base. Forty cadets were enrolled to commence a four-year course covering
academic and practical subjects to the standard of the examinations for master, foreign going, and engineer first class. In
addition the College is bilingual and provides a well balanced curriculum in fields related to the central marine purpose
including economic, scientific and administrative disciplines. Under the direction of Captain J. G. Brie, formerly
Director of the Provincial Marine School at Rimouski, the Canadian Coast Guard College has opened a new and
challenging phase in marine education. This broad training, available for the first time to young Canadians who wish to
follow a marine career, can only be compared to a university of the sea. Providing a stimulating immersion in the
philosophy of marine thought, the cadet phase of the modern officer’s experience replaces the drudgery by which men
with high potential capabilities were formerly obliged to fill their most impressionable years.
After graduation from College, by which time cadets have experience under training in ships of the Canadian Coast
Guard fleet, they may qualify by watchkeeping service to enter for the statutory examinations. With hard work and
enthusiasm the most senior qualifications can be reached in about eight year from first entry as a cadet. This period will
include some four years as an officer in charge of a watch at sea. The career envisaged is essentially seagoing but
graduates from the Coast Guard College, following their formative years in the fleet, may be expected to reach
eventually the senior positions of the Marine Services of Canada.
The advent of full-time professional marine education presents an intriguing prospect for young Canadians. As the
country expands, the calls upon her Coast Guard become daily more numerous and more complex. There was a time,
years ago, when the hardihood of the Canadian seaman and his inbred knowledge and experience was sufficient to carry
him through a long and successful career in the marine service. This is no longer possible and the Coast Guard officer
today, taking care to foster and maintain the best features of our three hundred years of history in marine transportation,
must now have a mastery of the scientific principles and techniques necessary for its continuation.
Above all, the advent of the Coast Guard College has reaffirmed those timeless qualities of heart and mind and integrity
of spirit without which all knowledge is but dust. In the future, as in the past, these are the pillars of a service which
exists to serve others; it can succeed only in proportion to that uplifting aim.>
William Wales, Astronomer and Mathematics Master at Christ’s Hospital School, and Samuel Taylor Coleridge,
King’s Letter Boy at Christ’s Hospital School and pupil of William Wales: In an explanation of the mystical and strange
tale The Rime of the Ancient Mariner it is stated: And even in the case of the explorers themselves, whose histories
Coleridge so avidly consumed, there is strong evidence of a connection closer than books: William Wales, who had
visited Hudson's Bay and later had sailed, as astronomer and meteorologist, aboard the Resolution with Captain Cook in
1772, was the mathematics master at Christ's Hospital during Coleridge's time at the school. It is impossible not to
believe that the experiences of this former world-navigator circulated widely through the school in many forms, from
the canonical pronouncements of William Wales himself all the way down to those unauthorised -- and no doubt
gloriously embellished -- versions that were passed from boy to whispering boy in the darkened dormitories after
curfew.
From Essays by Charles Lamb: King's boysKLB, as their character then was, may well pass for the Janissaries. They
were the terror of all the other boys; bred up under that hardy sailor, as well as excellent mathematician, and conavigator with Captain Cook, William Wales. All his systems were adapted to fit them for the rough element which
they were destined to encounter. Frequent and severe punishments, which were expected to be born with more than
Spartan fortitude, came to be considered less as inflictions of disgrace than as trials of obstinate endurance. To make his
boys hardy, and to give them early sailor-habits, seemed to be his only aim; to this everything was subordinate. Moral
obliquities, indeed, were sure of receiving their full recompense, for no occasion of laying on the lash was ever let slip;
but the effects expected to be produced from it were something very different from contrition or mortification. There
was in William Wales a perpetual fund of humour, a constant glee about him, which heightened by an inveterate
provincialism of north-country dialect, absolutely took away the sting from his severities. His punishments were a game
at patience, in which the master was not always worst contented when he found himself at times overcome by his pupil.
What success this discipline had, or how the effects of it operated upon the after-lives of these King's boys, I cannot
say: but I am sure that, for the time, they were absolute nuisances to the rest of the school. Hardy, brutal, and often
wicked, they were the most graceless lump in the whole mass; older and bigger than the other boys (for, by the system
of their education they were kept longer at school by two or three years than any of the rest, except the Grecians), they
were a constant terror to the younger part of the school; and some who may read this, I doubt not, will remember the
consternation into which the juvenile fry of us were thrown, when the cry was raised in the cloisters, that the First Order
was coming - for so they termed the first form or class of those boys. Still these sea-boys answered some good purposes
in the school. They were the military class among the boys, foremost in athletic exercises, who extended the fame of the
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prowess of the school far and near; and the apprentices in the vicinage, and sometimes the butchers' boys in the
neighboring market, had sad occasion to attest their valourKLB. The time would fail me if I were to attempt to
enumerate all those circumstances, some pleasant, some attended with some pain, which, seen through the mist of
distance, come sweetly softened to the memory. But I must crave leave to remember our transcending superiority in
those invigorating sports, leap-frog, and basting the bear; our delightful excursions in the summer holidays to the New
River, near Newington, where, like otters, we would live the long day in the water, never caring for dressing ourselves,
when we had once stripped; our savoury meals afterwards, when we came home almost famished with staying out all
day without our dinners; our visits at other times to the Tower, where, by ancient privilege, we had free access to all the
curiosities; our solemn processions through the City at Easter, with the Lord Mayor's largess of buns, wine, and a
shilling, with the festive questions and civic pleasantries of the dispensing Aldermen, which were more to us than all the
rest of the banquet; our stately suppings in public, where the well-lighted hall, and the confluence of well-dressed
company who came to see us, made the whole look more like a concert or assembly, than a scene of a plain bread and
cheese collation; the annual orations upon St. Matthew's day, in which the senior scholar, before he had done, seldom
failed to reckon up, among those who had done honour to our school by being educated in it, the names of those
accomplished critics and Greek scholars, Joshua Barnes and Jeremiah Markland (I marvel they left out Camden while
they were about it). Let me have leave to remember our hymns and anthems, and well-toned organ; the doleful tune of
the burial anthem chaunted in the solemn cloisters, upon the seldom-occurring funeral of some schoolfellow; the
festivities at Christmas, when the richest of us would club our stock to have a gaudy day, sitting round the fire,
replenished to the height with logs, and the pennyless, and he that could contribute nothing, partook in all the mirth, and
in some of the substantialities of the feasting; the carol sung by night at that time of the year, which, when a young boy,
I have so often lain awake to hear from seven (the hour of going to bed) till ten, when it was sung by the older boys and
monitors, and have listened to it, in their rude chaunting, till I have been transported in fancy to the fields of Bethlehem,
and the song which was sung at that season, by angels' voices to the shepherds.
Nor would I willingly forget any of those things which administered to our vanity. The hem-stitched bands and townmade shirts, which some of the most fashionable among us wore; the town-girdles, with buckles of silver, or shining
stone; the badges of the sea-boys; the cots, or superior shoe-strings, of the monitors; the medals of the markers (those
who were appointed to hear the Bible read in the wards on Sunday morning and evening), which bore on their obverse
in silver, as certain parts of our garments carried, in meaner metal, the countenance of our Founder, that godly and royal
child, King Edward the Sixth, the flower of the Tudor name- the young flower that was untimely cropt, as it began to
fill our land with its early odours- the boy-patron of boys- the serious and holy child who walked with Cranmer and
Ridley- fit associate, in those tender years, for the bishops, and future martyrs of our Church, to receive, or (as occasion
sometimes proved), to give instruction. –
But, ah! what means the silent tear?
Why, e'en 'mid joy, my bosom heave?
Ye long-lost scenes, enchantments dear!
Lo! now I linger o'er your grave. -Fly, then, ye hours of rosy hue,
And bear away the bloom of years!
And quick succeed, ye sickly crew
Of doubts and sorrows, pains and fears!
Of doubts and sorrows, pains and fears! Still will I ponder Fate's unaltered plan,
Nor, tracing back the child, forget that I am man. CHSL
The immediate predecessor of William Wales at Christ’s Hospital School was Daniel Harris, who was the immediate
successor to John Robertson.
Robertson (1712 – 1776) joined Christ’s Hospital School as Mathematics Master in 1748, and took promotion on being
appointed master at the Portsmouth Naval Academy (1755 – 66). Subsequently he became clerk and librarian to the
Royal Society. In 1774 he wrote and published Elements of Navigation which became popularly known as “the
seaman’s library), ran to seven editions, the fourth being edited by William Wales. He also wrote in 1757, A treatise
on such mathematical Instruments as are usually put into a portable Case. He is credited with designing an improved
slide-rule and was based upon an ordinary seaman’s 30” rule, with a brass runner attached which enabled scales to be
precisely matched.
Harris is thought to have been the maker of the so-called “Hariz dial”, of which an example signed “D. Harris, Londres”
is at Oxford. It was a string-gnomon dial.
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Naval Asylum.
Naval Asylum.
Naval Asylum. Accounts.
Naval Asylum. Accounts.
"The British National Endeavour" [a charitable organisation, later
incorporated in Greenwich Hospital].
Papers relating to Greenwich Hospital Schools, the Royal Naval Asylum
and the Royal Naval College.
Blackheath:purchase of the interest of the princess of Wales in
Brunswick House;Montague House; appropriation of the Ranger's Lodge
for the use of the Naval Asylum
KENT: Greenwich, Greenwich Hospital: Baptisms (Royal Naval
Asylum)

1801-1803.
1805-1821.
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1811-1821.
1800-1805

1805-1820
1822-1856

<Reference: Cooke, John, 1738-1823. A DESCRIPTION OF THE ROYAL HOSPITAL FOR SEAMEN, AT
GREENWICH: WITH A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THE ESTABLISHMENT, THE CHEST AT GREENWICH, AND
THE ROYAL NAVAL ASYLUM / J. COOKE, J. MAULE. [London?]: published by the Chaplains, J. Cooke, J.
Maule, 1812. WX .C772d 1812>

Blithe spirits
Clinging to the edge of Greenwich Park is a living museum piece with a wealth of Georgian
features - not to mention a few old souls. Kate Mikhail travels back in time
Kate Mikhail
Sunday May 5, 2002
The Observer
It's small wonder there's the odd friendly ghost floating around, given all the characters that have passed
through Maze Hill. First off, it was an infirmary, in the days when sedan chairs were used to ferry in the
poorly from the nearby Royal Naval Asylum school in 1812. Then in 1822 a cook's mate, shoemaker and
tailor moved in. Now it belongs to the Roberts.
When Nick and Pat Roberts bought their house in Maze Hill, London, in 1979, they were its first private
owners. They rewired it, replumbed it and sorted out the heating, but otherwise they say it is 'pretty
untouched'.
The hub of the house is the 14ft-high kitchen with a pantry, playroom and scullery running off it. The huge
dresser, built in 1822 for the cook's mate, which runs the width of the room, hasn't changed a bit, except for
additional licks of paint. 'The drawers are so heavy that you have to shut them with your hips,' says Pat.
For such a big room there's surprisingly little storage or workspace - not helped by all the doors running off it
- and, as Pat points out, the industrial-sized hot water pipes which originally ran 'octopus-like' around the
room suggest 'they didn't worry about kitchen aesthetics'. That said, the heavy wooden doors, wide wooden
floorboards, old-style chunky radiators, wall of windows out on to the garden and substantial beams, which
slice across the white ceiling, create an original, satisfyingly weighty aesthetic of their own.
'We've stayed in holiday places and the kitchens are so convenient,' says Pat rather wistfully. 'They have
sliding doors, are easy to wipe and they get it all into this minute space, whereas here we have to commute
between all the different spaces.' But it's here that the family loves to hang out, eat and chat into the early
hours, with up to 14 squeezed around the central dining table at any one time. 'There's a scruffiness about it
that makes people feel comfortable here,' says Nick.
The building is clearly unique. Outside, the flat-fronted, dark-bricked structure, which shoots straight up from
the road with only a narrow pavement between the two, is austere and imposing. While inside, the exhospital dorms have been transformed into luxuriously large living areas with little en suite rooms once used
for the nurses.
The scale, as Nick points out, is not domestic, something the elderly couple before the Roberts tried to get
round by pushing furniture into the middle of one room, creating a feeling of cosiness - if you ignored the
empty 10ft ring of space all around. The floors had been covered with layers of carpet samples for extra
warmth, but when the Roberts pulled these up, they found wide old pine floorboards, which they have left
bare, bar the odd rug.
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The late-Georgian building was originally built as an infirmary for the Royal Naval Asylum in 1808-12, in
Greenwich Park, to cater for the 1,000 children of naval casualties who were housed and educated by the
institution nearby in the building that is now the Maritime Museum. Consequently, the thick slabs of wood
used throughout Maze Hill were not something the builders were short of, since they had all the timber from
the navy shipyards at their disposal.
Architect Daniel Asher Alexander, who also designed the Maritime Museum, believed a well-ventilated, highceilinged, brick building (without plaster), built on high ground as this is, was a healthy building, and ideal for
patients looking for a speedy recovery. And an unexplained bandaged face which popped up at one of the
windows when Pat was in the kitchen suggests that some of the patients are still very much at home.
Fortunately, Nick and Pat like the idea of there being ghosts knocking around (both of them feel they have
passed someone on the stairs at different times), although they say the house's groans and creaks in the
middle of the night are obviously due to wood shrinkage. Either way, it has a tranquil atmosphere. As Pat
says, 'It is a benevolent house, with lots of creaks. But you can go into the cellar at night and not be
frightened.'
The old infirmary clings to the edges of Greenwich Park, on the north-east corner, on a plot which used to be
a disused cemetery - the old stone wall of the cemetery still survives, although now it's used to separate the
Maze Hill gardens from the park. Later, in 1821, Maze Hill was merged with the Greenwich Hospital and the
building turned into lodgings for naval staff. 'It's very Dickensian,' notes Nick, 'with people living in selfcontained rooms such as the cobbler's room and the tailor's room. All the servants from the naval college
were billeted here.'
Nick, an artist, and Pat, a potter, were drawn to the house by its studio-sized rooms. In fact, something of an
artists' commune has sprung up at Maze Hill, with all the neighbours in the five houses now firm friends,
constantly in and out of each other's homes, or heading off to museums together. And the Roberts have both
given up their respective teaching jobs to concentrate on their studio work.
The house is a living museum piece. And you can almost smell the building's history as you wander about its
sprawling, cavernous rooms with their soaringly high ceilings, joined higgledy-piggledy by interconnecting
rooms squeezed into corners here and there: little oddly angled bedrooms, a sewing room, a playroom off
the kitchen with a sofa bed and ancient, well-loved doll's house. There are doors all over the place, creating
a treasure trail of rooms and recalling rabbit-warren country piles and the best of London's flats before they
were chopped up into little profitable bits.
Flashbacks to the 1800s are helped along by all the original features - fireplaces, working shutters (pinned to
the sides by 6in nails when the Roberts arrived) and a sweeping, open-well stone staircase that stops you in
your tracks. This leads you from the exquisitely worn York stone tiles of the hallway, which tell the stories of
a thousand feet, up to an octagonal domed landing with its clean, perfectly proportioned lines, as pleasing as
any minimalist sculpture.
A comfy elegance reigns throughout. Upstairs in the living room, worn rugs and big, squishy sofas laden with
cushions create a relaxed, homely atmosphere. Handsome Georgian windows look out over the park (there's
the Naval College, the Observatory and, if you look to the far right, St Paul's can be spotted in the distance)
and flood the salmon-pink room with a wonderful light which makes you want to grab a book from one of the
cases and curl up in a sofa for the rest of the afternoon.
Out back, you feel as if you have stumbled across a miniature secret garden on an old, traditional country
estate. Crammed with well-established plants and a low box hedge around the beds, the garden is a heat
trap and an ideal setting for summer meals. And if the Roberts ever feel like stepping out of their tiny
hideaway and into the estate proper, they only have to open a door in their old garden wall and there, spread
out before them, is Greenwich Park.
Guardian Unlimited © Guardian Newspapers Limited 2002

>
<From the Trinity House Within, private publication, 1929 and the Merchant Shipping Bill of 1854
In 1842 a Bill was laid before Parliament, dealing with the granting of Certificates of Competency to Masters and
Officers in the Merchant Marine. This Bill was subsequently dropped. Later the Board of Trade sought the views of the
Elder Brethren (of Trinity House) as to the best method of granting certificates to persons who should present
themselves for voluntary examination.
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On 7th Jan 1845 the Trinity House submitted a series of recommendations to the Board of Trade as to Qualifications of
Candidates, Grades of Certificates, Syllabus of Subjects, Fees and allocation thereof, Suspension or Cancellation of
Certificates, Appeals to the Board of Trade, etc.
7th Oct. 1845. A Trinity House Court Minute authorised the Appointment of a Mathematical Examiner to assist the
Examining Committee, and ordered arrangements to be made for conducting voluntary examinations at Trinity House
on or after 1st Nov. 1845. Mr Boulter Bell was appointed Mathematical Examiner, a post he already held for the
examination of Masters and Masters Mates in the Royal Navy and for the Christ's Hospital Boys. (Trinity House
examined Masters of the Royal Navy up to 1875.) The awards of voluntary certificates in grades 1 to 3 mirrored the
naval examinations that were already undertaken by Trinity House.
In the first twelve months to 1st Nov. 1846, 90 candidates had presented themselves for examination and 70 certificates
issued for Masters and 15 for Mates. (A remarkably high pass rate.) The grading system was removed when the Board
of Trade took over.
2nd Feb. 1847. Letter from the President of the Board of Trade expressing his gratification on the success of the
scheme.
5th June 1849. The Directors of the Royal Mail Steam Packet Co. express their thanks for the examination of their
officers.
These voluntary examinations continued to be carried out until compulsory examination under the supervision of the
Board of Trade under the Act of 1850. This Act provided for the establishment of Local Marine Boards to carry out
examinations under the supervision of the Board of Trade to take effect from 1st Jan 1851; from this date certificates of
competency were issued by the Board of Trade.
Voluntary certificates issued by Trinity House could be exchanged for Board of Trade certificates without examination.
(Certificates of Service.) A Masters Certificate of Service was a certificate issued to enable a person to continue to serve
in a capacity in which he was already serving. For instance on the introduction of compulsory certificates of
competency in the 1850, Certificates of Service were issued to Masters and Mates already serving as such, certificates
obtained by voluntary examination between 1845 and 1850 were converted in to Certificates of Service under the new
compulsory scheme. This happened again in 1854 on the introduction of certificates for Home Trade Passenger Ships
and again in the 1970's on the introduction of certificates for non Home Trade Passenger ships. Certificates of Service
were also issued to Lieutenants of the Royal Navy who met certain requirements.
Extract from the Merchant Shipping Bill 1854
Section 129
that is to say,

Certificates of Service, differing in form from Certificates of Competency shall be granted as follows;

Every Person who before the First Day of January 1851 served as Master in the British Merchant Service, or who has
attained or attains the Rank of Lieutenant, Master, Passed Mate, or Second Master or any rank higher in the service of
Her Majesty or the East India Company, shall be entitled to a Certificate of Service as Master of a Foreign Going ship.
Every Person who before the First day of January 1851 served as Mate in the British Merchant Service shall be entitled
to a Certificate of Service as Mate of Foreign Going Ships.
Every Person who before the First Day of January 1854 has served as a Master of a Home Trade passenger Ship shall
be entitled to a Certificate of Service as Master for Home Trade Passenger Ships.
Every Person who before the First Day of January 1854 has served as a Mate of a Home Trade passenger Ship shall be
entitled to a Certificate of Service as Mate for Home Trade Passenger Ships.
Section 130.
No Foreign Going Ship or Home Trade Passenger Ship shall go to sea from any Port in the United
Kingdom unless the Master thereof, and in the case of a Foreign Going Ship the First and Second Mates or only Mate as
the case may be, and in the case of a Home Trade Passenger Ship, the First or Only Mate (as the case may be) have
obtained and possess valid certificates either of Competency or Service as appropriate to their several stations in such
ship or of a higher grade; and no such ship, if one hundred tons burden or upwards, shall go to sea as aforesaid, unless
at least one officer besides the Master has obtained and possesses a valid Certificate appropriate to the grade of Mate
therein or to a higher grade; and every person who, having been engaged to serve as Master or as First and Second or
Only Mate of any Foreign Going Ship or as Master or First or Only Mate of a Home Trade passenger Ship, goes to sea
as aforesaid as such Master or Mate without at the time entitled to and possessed of such a certificate as hereinbefore
required, or who employs any Person as Master, or as First, Second or Only Mate of any Foreign Going Ship, or as
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Master, or First Mate or Only Mate of any Home Trade Passenger Ship, without first ascertaining that he is entitled at
the time to such a Certificate, shall for each such offence incur a penalty not exceeding Fifty Pounds.>
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The history of the Tindale family is ancient, the IGI tells us that Hextilda Tynedale was born in about 1122 and her parents were Huctred Tynedale
(born 1096) and Bethoe BANE of Tynedale. At that time Tynedale was part of Lothian however in about 1249, following the death of Alexander II of
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Scotland the English crown regained possession of the lands. The original Lords of Tindale were, according to my records, of royal blood and
contained amongst them Bethoc (Beatrice) Princess of Scotland whose family were slain by Macbeth.
In the 13th century Adam de Tindale married Helwise de Tindale. Their son Adam’s daughter Phillipa de Tindale married Nicholas de Boltby , their
eldest daughter Isabella de Tindale married Thomas de Multon (who used his mother’s name of Lucy). The Tindale pedigree shows the Langley
Barons extending through three generation of Lucy thence through marriage to the Percy family (Earls of Northumberland) most of the nine Earls of
Northumberland (Percy) were either slain in battle, executed or murdered.
In 1572 the Langley Barony was forfeited to the crown following the death in the Tower of London of Henry Percy, 9th Earl of Northumberland,
sentenced to be executed for his part in an unsuccessful rebellion of northern earls three years earlier.
The Radcliffe family, who originally came from Lancashire, were wealthy Catholic landowners in Northumberland and Cumberland. Francis
Radcliffe (1563 – 1622) somehow managed to avoid the anti-Catholic penal laws of 1559 however in 1592 his affairs were examined and he was sent
to prison and had his extensive lands forfeited to the Crown, becoming a tenant only.
His eldest son spent some years at the Protestant home of Sir Oliver Cromwell and Francis Radcliffe was created a baronet in 1619. The Radcliffe
land ownership was increased following the marriage of his son Edward 2nd baronet (1589 – 1663), similarly Edward’s son Francis the 3rd baronet (
1624 – 1696). In 1631 Langley barony land was purchased by the Radcliffes.
Sir Francis was raised to the peerage in 1688 becoming Baron Tynedale of Northumberland, Viscount Radcliffe and Langley and Earl of
Derwentwater. It is interesting to note that this elevation occurred the year after his thirty-four year old son Edward’s (1653-1705) arranged marriage
to fourteen year old Lady Mary Tudor (1673-1726) the illegitimate daughter of King Charles II and actress Moll Davis.
The couple had four children James (1689-1716) , Francis (1691-1715), Charles (1693-1746), Mary Tudor (1697– 1756)
The Radcliffe brothers James and Charles were executed in 1716 and 1746 respectively for their part in the Jacobian uprising of 1715. Charles fled to
France in 1715 after escaping custody but was recaptured in the attempted 1745 Jacobite rebellion. In 1716 the barony lands were again confiscated
by the crown who transferred it them the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty which is how the Commissioners and Governors of the Royal
Hospital for Seamen in Greenwich came to be in possession of the land.
In the latter part of the 19th Century Greenwich Hospital started selling off the land in parcelled plots and in 1882 Cadwallader Bates purchased
former barony land together with Langley Castle which he started rebuilding. He did not live to see the completion, dying in 1903, his wife completed
the work. Following Mrs Bates’ death in the 1930’s the Castle was a girls school until 1972, it is now owned by an American family and used as an
hotel.
The Tindales are not on my list of seventy or so border reiver family names – nor would I expect them to be. I have no means of knowing if William
Tyndale the bible translator of Gloucestershire was of Northumberland Tindale descent. As a young man I lived in Gloucestershire and even then
wondered how the Tindales came to live near Berkley Castle – the place where, in 1327, King Edward II was tortured to death, using red hot irons. It
is said that his death screams can still be heard echoing through the castle. William Tyndale himself fared no better for in 1536 he was executed by
strangulation and his body burned at the stake – such is the lot of Martyrs!
What the writer finds intriguing is that James Radcliffe spent the first two years of his married life 1712 – 1714 in Hatherop, Gloucestershire where he
lived with his wife Anna Maria Webb the daughter of another prominent catholic Sir John Webb . The love-marriage settlement included a clause
stating that the couple should reside in accommodation provided by Sir John. His Hatherop manor house was empty at the time and Dilston Hall just
outside of Hexham was being rebuilt in preparation for James Radcliffe the 3rd Earl of Derwenwater and his bride. Hatherop is only about 22 miles
from the assumed birthplace of William Tyndale!

The ‘Gentleman’s Magazine Vol. 81-i (1811) does, I understand contain an article "Tyndales of Langley Castle." written by Thomas Prattent where
the reader may find further information about the Tynedale family.

<Gymnastics at Greenwich
Perhaps the best example of the growing influence of the classical ideal can be found in the work and body of Captain
Phokion Heinrich Clias (1782-1854), who arrived in London in 1822.29 Clias, an American by birth, was living in Bern
and training Swiss military troops when he was invited to come to England by members of the British military who
were impressed with the physical condition of Clias and his students.30 He was given the rank of Captain in the British
Army and made superintendent of physical training at the royal military and naval academies. During his time in
England, he also gave lectures and taught several courses of physical training to anyone who could afford to nav. One
of these courses was concerned with gymencourage spontaneity and fantasy; they were, rather, systematic activities in
which ranking and order were important.
As historian Richard Mandell put it, “The games could be seen as models, perhaps mirror images, of the order, sobriety,
and constructiveness that were the bases of the success of the bourgeoisie class from which almost all the pupils and
teachers came.”22 Not surprisingly, fellow Philanthropists in Germany as well as in other countries soon emulated
Salzmann’s school and GutsMuths’ gymnastic program. In 1798, for instance, Franz Nachtegall opened in Copenhagen
what is nastics for women. 31 Clias stayed in England only three years, returning to Switzerland after suffering a severe
injury when one of his students fell on him during a training session.
Although his tenure in London was short, Clias created a great deal of public interest in gymnastics.
Leonard reports, “. . . everywhere he seems to have given satisfaction.
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He was asked to apply his knowledge of medical gymnastics to cases of spinal curvature and others of similar nature;
noblemen sent him their sons to train; and even the ladies requested, and received, a course of lessons believed to be the
first pri- A farvorite exercise for women in the early Nineteenth Century was the use designed to meet their spevate
gymnasium devoted of the Giant Step or Flying Course. This illustration, from ananonymous cial needs.”32 In 1823, he
exclusively to physical 1830 French text is remarkable for the vigor displayed by the girls. reportedly had no less than
training.23 And during the They are clearly running, holding themselves up by strength of their arms. 1400 pupils in
London.
Clias’ own, unusually muscular physique contributed to his ability to “sell” gymnastics to the British. Already a
published author by the time he arrived in England, he brought out, in 1823, an English version of An Elementary
Course of Gymnastic Exercises; Intended to Improve The Physical Powers of Man. In its review of the book, the
Literary Gazette reported, “The form of Captain Clias [is] by far the most perfect of any man who has ever been
exhibited in England. In him we discovered all those markings which we see in the antique, and which do not appear on
the living models, from their body not being sufficiently developed by a regular system of Scientific Exercises, such as
Captain Clias’s [sic].”33 Clias’ exercise manual appears to have been heavily influenced by GutsMuths’ Gymnastics for
Youth. Writing in 1828, Franz Lieber notes that Clias’ book, “contains little that had not already been laid down in
Jahn’s treatise, and omits much already taught there.” Lieber goes on to note, “It is, however, much the best of the
numerous works on the subject, that have appeared since Jahn’s.”34 Clias’ system, a combination of remedial and
hygienic exercises, is described in four lengthy chapters. Chapter One describes exercises for the lower extremities as in
walking, running, jumping and dancing. Chapter Two contains arm or “superior extremity” exercises.
Chapter Three contains more complicated exercises such as parallel bar work, vaulting, wrestling, running and skipping
with a hoop, and the use of an apparatus called The Flying Course. The Flying Course [see page 8] consisted of a tall
pole, ropes and a series of trapeze-like handles.35 Those using the apparatus would grasp the handles as they ran or took
“giant steps” around the pole. It was an exercise method especially popular with the teachers of women students
because the handles allowed the runners to catch themselves if they began to fall. The fourth chapter discussed different
methods of swimming.
Clias’ work appeared originally in German (1816) and then in French (1819). Though the 1823 version of his book lists
him as, “Professor of Gymnastics at the Academy of Berne, “ the fourth edition, published in 1825, describes him as
“Superintendent of Gymnastics in the Royal Military College, Sandhurst; the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich;
Royal Military Asylum, Chelsea; Royal Naval Asylum, Greenwich; and in the Public School of the Charter House.”36
Clias published his second book on exercise, Calisthenics or Exercises for Beauty and Strength for Young Women,
from Berne in 1829.37 Leonard suggests that this book was inspired by Clias’ years in Britain.38 No copy of this latter
book could be found by the author in the United States. As to what Clias’ views on women and exercise may have been,
the best clue we have is a comment included in the fourth edition of his more comprehensive work.
‘We feel convinced,” he wrote in the introduction to An Elementary Course, “that, in order to render this instruction
practicable to the youth of both sexes, it is essential to present only the most simple movements; yet sufficient to
develop their physical faculties, without occasioning any additional expense to parents, and even without depriving the
children of one moment of time destined to their intellectual studies.”39 Information is scanty on Clias’ years in
Switzerland, but in 1841 he was invited to France to assist in the training of the French troops. He worked there with the
schools, as well as the military, and served for several years as Superintendent of Gymnastic Instruction in the
elementary schools of Paris.40 Clias included in his 1825 text several quotations which give some idea of the reception
his system found in England. The London Medical and Surgical Journal is quoted, for instance, as saying: “Captain
Clias has long been known on the Continent as the active promoter of all those exercises tending to develope and
increase the physical powers of man. The regular and systematic method, thus taught in England, by Captain Clias, is
not only well calculated to give the body its full degree of strength and activity, but, by the mode of teaching, precludes
every possibility of the occurrence of any accident.”41 The Dictionary of Medical Science is also cited by Clias: “The
Gymnastics of Captain Clias unite every advantage; and if considered minutely, will be seen to possess everything that
is essentially useful in correcting numerous deformities, and in eradicating obstinate diseases.
They are perfectly adapted to the exigencies of life, and to the rules of living economy.” 42 Though Clias did not add any
original material of significance to the growing body of gymnastic theory, his physical appearance and ability as a
master teacher did much to help create a climate of enthusiasm in Great Britain. He ignited a physical training
revolution which would reach across the Atlantic and spread like a firestorm throughout New England and the Eastern
Seaboard. Over the next decade, in fact, truly significant developments would bring the idea of physical training to the
front and center of America’s educational proscenium.
Following Clias’ departure from London, two new “professors” entered into the print wars. One of these was
“Professor” Gustavus Hamilton, who authored The Elements of Gymnastics for Boys and Calisthenics for Young
Ladies, in 1827. Heavily influenced by Clias’ efforts in England, and the Rousseauian appeal for the separation of male
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and female exercise experiences, Hamilton argues that women’s exercise should be substantially different from that of
men.43 >
The following notes relate to a “sister” school of GRHS/RHS
The following is about the MERCHANT SEAMEN'S ORPHAN ASYLUM, BOW ROAD, LONDON, is suggestive
that GH gave priority to RN & RM orphans.
>From 'The Illustrated London News', November 9th, 1850
On Tuesday, November 5th, the Committee of this excellent charity, assisted by their able and persevering friend,
Captain J. Warren, provided for the subscribers and friends of the Institution a most brilliant private display of
fireworks, which brought together a galaxy of fashion and beauty. A considerable number of clergymen, medical
gentlemen, and members of the legal profession were also present; with several gentlemen connected with the
mercantile and shipping interests honoured the ground with their presence, forming, in the whole, an assemblage rarely
witnessed on such an occasion.
The display was got up by subscription; the surplus funds, after paying the expenses, being for the benefit of the
Asylum; and we are happy to learn that the result more than met the expectations of the committee; and, what is still
more gratifying, several more subscribers have been obtained in consequence of the satisfaction and delight they
experienced in witnessing the superior order and regularity observable in every department of that establishment.
The fireworks, by Darby, were both novel and exceedingly appropriate to the occasion. Among those we noticed, in
particular, was a ship represented in lines of fire, in full rig, symbolical of Commerce; and another device was a clever
transparency of a shipwreck, with the motto in fireworks (as it were, coming from the sufferers) of "God Protect Our
Orphans."
The grounds were illuminated with variegated lamps; and, after the fireworks, coloured fires were burnt occasionally.
The children witnessed the display, and, in their healthy countenances, evidenced the delight they experienced.
WATER-BABIES
When that sweet little cherub who is traditionally amid lyrically represented as sitting up aloft to look out for the life of
poor Jack, is relieved by the next watch, and makes a short excursion for the purpose of stretching his wings, it may
reasonably be inferred that he hovers lovingly over the neighbourhood of Snaresbrook, in Essex, and perches
occasionally on the tall spiral tower of that magnificent building, where 136 children, the orphans of merchant seamen,
are maintained with loving care.
It may have occurred to the cherub in his flights to that tree-embowered part of the country near Epping Forest, that in
this island, whose rightness and tightness are so dependent on time exertions of time sailor, the sailor's orphan becomes
everybody's care, and that, of all destitute British babies, the water-baby has, perhaps, the most urgent claim.
This reflection was at least suggested to me as I stepped on to the platform of time new Snaresbrook station, on the
Great Eastern Railway; and its force was not diminished when I learned that the building, whose roof and tower I could
see above the trees a short distance down the Chigwell-road, had been built to accommodate 250 inmates, and could
easily be extended for the reception of 200 boys and 100 girls, many of whom had been left without either father or
mother, and all of whose fathers had done their duty in the merchant service, and had died without having been able to
provide for their families.
The limited number of children which the committee of this admirable charity are able to admit to the asylum at present
is scarcely more a matter for surprise than time fact that the institution itself was founded more than forty years ago,
when, in an ordinary tenement in St. George's-in-the-East, from five to ten orphan boys were received.
In 1829 a similar house was taken for the reception of girls; and both establishments were increased, until the number of
inmates became so large as to make it necessary to rent larger premises. A suitable building for the purpose was
discovered in time Bow-road, where boys and girls to the number of 120 were received under the same roof in a large
house standing in its own grounds ; but as the place was only held on a short lease, it was deemed advisable to
commence a building-fund, in order ultimately to secure a freehold and an appropriate establishment for so useful an
asylum. This was set on foot in 1850; and the appeal of the promoters having been liberally responded to by gentlemen,
and it may also be said by ladies, connected with the shipping interest in London, a plot of ground at Snaresbrook,
seven acres and a half in extent, was purchased in 1858, and the present building was commenced in 1860 ; the
foundation-stone being laid by the late Prince Consort, whose name is peculiarly associated with this asylum as the last
building of the kind which he inaugurated.
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On the 10th of July 1862, the orphans were brought to their new home, and since that time the grounds and much of the
interior fitting have been completed. The committee, the architect, the contractors, and, the patrons have done their
work well. It is not too much to say, that if those who are blessed with the means to help the sailors' orphans will do
their part of the work in a similar spirit, the subscription-list will soon warrant the managers of the charity in filling the
spare wards with little clean white beds, and in training up twice the present number of children into healthy, honest
English men and women.
To think of the fathers of these orphans meeting their death while in active service, is at once to try to realise what the
life of a sailor really is - of the tedious voyage, the long parting from children, friends, and home, the hard wearying
work, the unchanging monotony, the frequent suffering from hunger, thirst, and cold, the misery of a ship ill-found and
under-manned, the silent longing for the return-passage, the constant toil, the more terrible occurrence of sickness or
disablement, with only a damaged medicine-chest and a captain's remedies.
It is to remind ourselves that for almost every one of those luxuries which we have learnt to regard as necessaries and
take at every meal, we have to depend on our merchant seamen; and it is to reflect how many brave fellows are lost
every year within sight, as it were, of the very homes where they have left their little ones waiting.
Surely, if any children are a national charge - and all poor children have that claim - these poor orphans of the sea are
specially committed to us. How much remains to be done before we can say that we have tried to fulfil this trust, may
be learnt from the fact that in time last ten years more than 30,000 British seamen have died from various causes while
in active service; that two-thirds of this number left widows and orphans; and that at least one-fourth of the deaths
occurred from drowning; while another fourth may be directly attributed to accident or privation.
Imagine for a moment 70,000 children left fatherless from one section of our community - a section the very nature of
whose calling is at once eminently hazardous, and not so remunerative as to render the making of any provision an easy
task! Take off as large a percentage as you reasonably can of children not even comparatively destitute, and what a
startling number will be left!
Let all the resources of this great building be made available, and the 300 little ones, of ages from seven to fifteen, be
gathered within its walls, the light lofty dormitories be furnished with their complement of tiny white beds, and there
will still be work to do.
As it is, there has been added to the building only a large dining-hall, the first stone of which was laid by time Prince
and Princess of Wales in 1866; but the wing- occupied by the boys has yet to be completed; and the infirmary, now
occupied by healthy inmates, would be required in case of its provisions being rendered necessary by the serious
sickness of many of the children a calamity from which they have hitherto been mercifully preserved. As it is, only 250
inmates can be received, until the funds are increased. The original patrons, time committee, and the subscribers have
done their work well; but they want help.
That they have done their work, witness the building, which they determined to raise in the hope that it would soon be
filled. The building-fund was formed from special contributions; and those who formed it determined that it should be
worthy of the object for which it was designed: not by costliness, but by convenience; not by pretentiousness, but by
beauty. To use a good old seafaring phrase, they would not 'spoil the ship for time sake of a ha'porth of tar;' and they
have been justified by the result.
As I stand here by the iron gate in the high railing enclosing the grounds, I am
convinced that the managers have begun well by the exercise of a wise liberality with regard to their building. It is
certainly a splendid edifice, its broad frontage and North-Italian architecture being relieved by the handsome stone
dressings and courses of coloured bricks, which are scarcely likely to be turned to a dingy hue in that pure forest air.
Standing inside the gate, and, in answer to my summons, requiring to know my business, is an 'ancient mariner' of about
eleven, in a pilot jacket and a cloth cap. He fixes me with his glistening eye like that other ancient mariner in the poem;
but it is a very pleasant eye - a quiet, roguish, but yet respectful eye, which seems to wonder why I am staring so
earnestly at his house. He is evidently quite accustomed to its magnificent proportions; and after a farther scrutiny,
admits me, and runs away to call the matron to receive me at the door.
In the open space beyond, and a little behind, the building, a swing or two and a trapeze hanging from a tree denote the
playground; and beyond that a level space for cricket awaits the return of summer weather; but under the schoolroom is
a covered cloister, making a famous sheltered space for a score of games, and a drilling and practising ground for the
band of fifes and drums. For they are eminently harmonious at Snaresbrook, and the child who has a taste for music is
taught it without much ado.
I hear the sound of music as I enter the hall, and find that it proceeds from one of time rooms, where, in her play-time,
an elder girl is practising the harmonium, hoping, no doubt, to become some day as proficient as one of her late
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schoolfellows, who, besides being a school-assistant, acts as organist in the beautiful chapel, which has been built
entirely at the expense of Lady Morrison, 'to the glory of God, and for the use of the Merchant Seamen's Orphan
Asylum.'
This chapel, with its high roof of glistening pine, its polished granite lectern, and its plain but perfect appointments, is
but the record of the constant care and support which that benevolent lady has given to the institution, of which she may
be called the mother. I am not sure that the children do not speak of her tenderly and respectfully under that endearing
name.
I am sure that some of them love her well enough to use it with all the strength of their little orphan hearts.
It is very pleasant to go to the schoolroom where the boys are at work, and to notice how they rise - more to the matron
than to me, I'm sure – with a sort of manly courtesy very different indeed from the half-servile 'manner' that belongs to
the teaching of some institutions. I am no less struck with this than with the grave and unembarrassed modesty of the
girls.
About 100 of the 130 boys now in the institution are occupied with their slates under the care of one of the masters,
himself with a sea air upon him, and a salt-water cut about his dress. In the girls' school, in another corridor, about fifty
out of the seventy-nine blue-clad lasses are busy with their needles, the youngest of them pretty little creatures of seven
or eight years old.
In all the rooms, wards, and corridors, except the committee-room and some of the private apartments, the walls are left
just as they were built, evenly faced with gray-stock bricks, without paint or plaster, the uniformity being relieved by
bands of bricks of purple tint, and cut red-brick mouldings and window arches. The great height and noble size of the
different apartments render this arrangement far preferable to any attempt at plastering or colouring the walls; and the
large light windows, combined with the toned hue of the brick, give the whole place a delightful effect of cleanliness
and ventilation without the chilly sensation which is somehow always connected with wall composition, and even with
any but expensive and richly-coloured papers, in such large spaces.
The corridors, both on the ground-floor and in the upper stories leading to the dormitories, are brick-vaulted and
fireproof; the woodwork throughout the building being of varnished pine, without paint of any kind. The dormitories are
the most airy and spacious, and at the same time the most easily regulated with regard to temperature, that I have ever
seen in any similar institution, and are fitted with capital baths and lavatories, beside a series of foot-tubs, known to the
boys by the expressive name of 'trotter-boxes.'
The hospital is at present only a large apartment on the upper floor, with a nurse's room, and detached or enclosed beds
for severe cases of illness; but it is well contrived for the completeness of its arrangements. This hospital, however, has
not been used in any case of epidemic or other infectious disease.
The children here are singularly free from even small ailments – a condition which the pure air of that open country, the
perfect ventilation, and the abundant supply of good food and good water, will very well explain. Pure air, pure water,
and ventilation may all be appreciated by a visit to the top of the building under the main spire, where the two great
tanks are placed - for the supply of the establishment; and where I stand, as it were, in the lantern of a lighthouse,
looking out, not over sea, but above the tree-tops of that woody country towards Chigwell, Woodford, Wanstead, and
Epping: open spaces of green fields and embowered deeps, soon to be rustling with billows of green leaves, but now
only a tangled mass of bare branches. The boys occupy the south wing, and the girls the western portion of the building,
separated by the apartments of the matron, and reached by distinct staircases. The girls have a large space for out-door
games in front of the building; and the boys a cricket-ground and play-field at the back. Besides these, however, there is
an arched cloister under the boys' schoolroom, which is a famous play-place for wet weather, and where their band of
fifes and drums has plenty of marching-room; while the girls have a covered playground beneath the dining-hall.
The chapel, at which I have already peeped, is in the same exterior style as the main building, although detached from
it, and all its beautiful appointments are evidences that, besides the large sum of 5,000l. which she has devoted to the
general fund, Lady Morrison has added the chapel as a fitting crown to that labour of love which has constituted her the
mother of these little orphans, who regard her with so much gratitude and affection.
From the high-polished pine roof over the altar to the sparkling granite and marble of the lectern, the fittings of this
sanctuary are in complete harmony with the rest of the institution, which has been raised by the special contributions of
those who desired not to withhold their hands.
I should like to stay here and dream a little; but it is dinner-time, and I have yet to look in at the great dining-hall, where
the long tables will soon be spread.
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Of the kitchen, with its lifts to the great refectory and other rooms above, there is at least this much to say - that, with a
tolerably wide experience of kitchens in public and charitable establishments, I am delighted to see that there is
obviously no desire to substitute the mere cold unmeaning mechanical appliances of modern culinary science for that air
of comfort, that whisper of home, which is the chief charm of any kitchen worthy of the name. There are, it is true, great
iron steamers and boilers with patent lever-fitted lids; but there is no terrible evidence of everlasting boiling; and there
are evidences of pies and puddings as well as roast meats. Above all, there is a glorious dresser, bearing a still more
glorious dinner-service, which, although the children are served on neat metal and white-enamelled bowls and platters,
such as one sees in the windows of outfitters' shops, must be a cheerful, homelike, pleasant piece of furniture to every
boy and girl going in and out.
Only two more parenthetical remarks, which should be as suggestive as anything I can say on behalf of this admirable
asylum. It is fortunate in the services of Mr. Hackwood, an energetic, assiduous, and experienced gentleman, who
makes his secretaryship itself less an official duty than a labour of love. It spends all its subscriptions and contributions
from
wealthy
patrons,
from
sympathetic
friends,
from
captains
and
officers
and
passengers of ships far out at sea, and from former scholars who have succeeded well in the world, for the purpose of
maintaining as many present inmates as can be received; in other words, it has no endowment fund except that already
referred to, especially given on that condition, and devoted to special objects.
Before another year is past, may the long tables in the great dining-hall be full, and more sailors' orphans now destitute
find parents in a nation whereof the people have sea salt in their very blood!
The offices of the Merchant Seamen's Orphan Asylum are at 117 and 118 Leadenhall-street.
The school building in Bow Road was demolished shortly after the move to Snaresbrook.
<MEMORIES OF A SNARESBROOK BOY

I was born on 4th April 1909, the fourth child of George and Mary (Polly) Farquharson (nee Green). My siblings were,
in age order, James, George, Robert (who died in infancy), myself, Mary Ann and David. My father, whose family
originally I understood came from Invercauld near Balmoral, settled in Dundee and then moved, along with a brother
and sisters (Alexander, Agatha, Miriam / Marion? and Jessica) to live in Blyth, Northumberland. My father was
employed in the local shipyard and in dock work. He eventually went to sea during World War I, in a Plymouth owned
vessel, the Charles Goodanew. The vessel, loaded with weaponry, was sunk by torpedo in the North Sea on the 17th
April 1917. My father lost his life and there were only two survivors of the disaster.
My mother was left with five children to support, aged from one year old to fourteen. She was given a small war
pension supplemented by a small compensation by the ship owner. This was insufficient and she took up employment
in the local munitions industry.
We boys helped as much as we could by delivering newspapers, and my brother George, an entrepreneur at twelve
years, sold bars of chocolate to soldiers in their barracks, stationed at the now Ridley Hotel in Wensleydale Terrace,
Blyth.
In 1917 after my father's death, we were visited by some people on behalf of a charitable group consisting of well to do
ship owners, shipyard owners and others who felt they had to do something to alleviate the tremendous sea losses of
merchant seamen and the effect of the tragedy on their families. They had in mind the help they could give in the
educating of the children of bereaved families as one of their aims. My mother was asked whether she would like one
of our family to go to a school in the south of England and I was chosen to be the first in the family. I was shown a
brochure depicting the school and its various attractions. It was a time when my reading abilities were stirred by the
stories in The Gem, Popular and Magnet about their heroes Harry Wharton, Bob Cherry, Billy Bunter, Mr. Quelch - all
characters which lit me up.
So it was, at the age of eight I found myself with a small bundle of possessions, at the Royal Merchant Seamen's
Orphanage, Snaresbrook, Essex. Time has dimmed how I got there and who accompanied me, patted me on the head
and left me to my juvenile destiny to get on with it. I was utterly lost and bewildered. The school was a huge building,
with, I think, a tower, a number of dormitories segregated for boys and girls, and it had a big swimming bath which I
loathed after being pushed in and couldn't swim. Being a newcomer I was allocated the worst position in the
dormitory. Though there was a toilet at the end of a long corridor, for some reason a few pots were left under the beds
for night time use. These were moved around relative to status by the boys themselves and I found one under my bed.
It had all disadvantages, mostly fluid ones.
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Greyfriars had enchanted me. It had all those Forms (we called them classes at home) and dormitories where they had
fun fights but there was none of that in the forms and dormitories at Snaresbrook.
The country was in a life and death struggle with the enemy and the rigidities and strict disciplines that ruled wartime
life seemed to be markedly followed at Snaresbrook. The boys' daytime wear were jerseys and short trousers and
slightly more formal, a miniature sailor's uniform with the square blue collar banded with the three white bands
(commemorating Nelson's naval victories?). Lastly the most formal dress of a midshipman with an Eton short jacket,
topped with the peaked cap of an officer - shape of things to come - witness Richard Stannard, Captain of a naval vessel
deployed in action in the Second World War, at Narvik in Norway, who was awarded the Victoria Cross for his bravery
and leadership. Richard Stannard was at Snaresbrook and Bearwood, and was completing his education when I came.
(This was at Snaresbrook where I first went for about two years, before the school transferred to Bearwood around
about 1920). As a small boy I knew that he was the head boy and someone to look up to - a model hero in fact.
The aforementioned discipline was most strictly enforced by an ex-naval man (nick-named Shonk by the boys). All
misbehaving including alleged misbehaving – meant a knuckled clip on the ear by this man. Otherwise ordinary
discipline in the classes was maintained by qualified teachers who taught to grammar school standards. One of them,
particularly memorable to me for her kindness, was a Mrs. Nichol.
Life at Snaresbrook only lasted under two years 1917-1918 and the misery there was eminently forgettable. Out of my
amnesia for the place only one or two memories remain. One was to do with the war period when the Local Defence
Volunteers practiced with dummy rifles that they left behind at the school. In the interim we, the children, were drilled
with the rifles, how to handle them in attack.
After my summer holidays, a period of about eight weeks and the only time we were allowed home, I came back to a
new school. A mansion in Berkshire situated at Bearwood and formerly owned by the Times newspaper's owner, name
of Walters, set in magnificent surrounding acres, including a huge artificial lake, came on the market and was bought
through the beneficence of the well to do shipping magnates who were on the Board who ran and financed the
R.M.S.O. I believe one of them was Sir Alfred Yarrow, owner of the famous Scottish shipyard of that name.
The change from the town to the country was markedly better. There were fields to range around and play in and we
had a new headmaster, Archibald Fletcher, fairly oldish, Oxford graduate with honours etc. He was a gentle kindly
person who read Tarzan stories on the lawn on summer Sundays. Very different from our previous head, a trendy
parson called Langdon, whose characteristics were a frigid approach to children but a warm love for his open topped
car. Looking back I think that Hell on earth for him were the children and Heaven on earth was his car.
My procession through the forms at Bearwood didn't seem anything special till I landed in Mrs. Nichol's fifth form. She
was a great literary addict including poetry which enhanced all our English lessons. She encouraged me in every way to
express myself in words, and was not averse to taking one of my essays containing the statement "Smiles are the gems
of human nature" to the headmaster. Perhaps they are! Anyhow, spurred on by this kind and good teacher I won the
fifth form prize, the English prize, and a valuable Buckler prize, open to the whole school for the best essay. Mine was
on New Zealand. I was also appointed to be a lieutenant or prefect.
Sadly Mrs. Nichol left the school at the end of term and a desultory sixth form master put me off any further striving
and I left Bearwood just before my Oxford exams in 1925.
Alexander Farquharson
<The School that began in October 1827 as the Merchant Seamen's Orphanage was instituted in the City of London to
care for and educate the children of those lost at sea. With the support of the Prince Consort and Earl Russell in 1862
sufficient money had been raised to build new and imposing buildings at Snaresbrook near London.
In 1902 King Edward VII granted the title "Royal" to the establishment and King George V changed the name to that of
the Royal Merchant Navy School (RMNS). Circumstances after the First World War dictated a move and Sir Thomas
Devitt and Sir Alfred Yarrow bought the mansion of Bearwood to which the school moved in March 1921.
By 1961 the reduction in the British merchant fleet meant that the number of such orphans had fallen. The school
accepted fee paying scholars and also became an Independent School under its new name of Bearwood College. Only
boys were then accepted, a position which reverted 35 years later. Bearwood College still has strong links with the
Royal Merchant Navy Foundation and continues to take foundationers whose fees are paid for. The college is now a coeducational boarding and day school, taking scholars from 11 to 18.
The name has changed as follows:72
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The Merchant Seamen's Orphan Asylum (1827 - 1902)
to
The Royal Merchant Seamen's Orphanage (1902 - 1935)
to
The Royal Merchant Navy School (1935 - 1977)
to
Royal Merchant Navy School Foundation (1980 to date) – Bearwood College.>
<MARINE SOCIETY
From 'The Illustrated London News', October 25th, 1851
On Tuesday, October 21st, a general court of the governors of this charity was held at the offices of the society,
Bishopgate Street, Captain T.P. Clark, R.N., presiding, supported by Admiral Sir. H. Hall, one of the commissioners of
Greenwich Hospital, and other naval gentlemen.
The report stated that, on July 1st, there were 108 boys on board the society's ship, and 118 had been received during
the quarter, giving a total of 226. Of these, 20 had been sent into the Indian Navy, 79 were apprenticed to the merchant
service, 6 were discharged and 1 was dead, leaving 120 on board.
During the quarter, 22 boys who had served upwards of twelve months to the satisfaction of their masters, appeared
before the committee, and were rewarded with new clothes; and 17 young men, who had completed their
apprenticeships, also presented themselves to the committee with certificates of good conduct, and were rewarded with
medals and certificates.
Seven girls and four boys were apprenticed during the quarter from Hicke's Charity Fund.
The number of boys sent on board the society's ship from 1786 to 1850 was 27,187. Of these, 11,387 were sent into the
Royal Navy; 3140 into the East India Company's navy, 10,529 into the merchant service and fisheries; 981 discharged;
absconded, 1002; dead, 48, remaining on board on May 25th, 1850, 100.>
<From Sunderland Today, Sep 2004-09-04
All aboard the brig that never went to sea
As a public meeting discusses the future of the old Boys' Orphanage
tomorrow, today we look back to its fine past and to the days of the brig
that never sailed the seas.
ONCE, the old Boys' Orphanage on the edge of the Town Moor rang to the fifes
and drums and sounds of the drilling of little boys in nautical ways.
Later, the old building rang to the laughter and hubbub of activities run by East
Community Association, which moved into new premises in 1990, leaving the
Hendon Young People's Project (HYPP) to take over the old building.

THE SHIP ON THE MOOR: The fife and drum
band of Sunderland Orphan Asylum pictured in
front of the training brig Victoria, built in the
playground.

Then HYPP moved out in turn into the former St John's and St Patrick's School,
and in recent years, the fine old Boys' Orphanage has fallen into a sorry state.
Now, thanks to the Back On The Map initiative, there's a chance to breathe new
life into the Grade II listed building again. Ideas for future uses will be taken at a
public meeting tomorrow, at 1pm, in East Community Centre in the grounds of
the orphanage in Moor Terrace. Opinion will be tested by a secret ballot on an
electronic voting system.

But the community link team based at the drop-in information centre at 25a Villette Road, is also keen to record what the building has
meant to people in the past.
So to set the ball rolling, today we look back to its early years, beyond living memory, to the days of the Orphan Asylum and nautical
training aboard the brig that never sailed the seas – a ship built into the playground.
The building was founded after the Sunderland Orphan Asylum Act of 1853. This was a time when one in five Sunderland men went to
sea and when seafaring was the most hazardous occupation of all.
Sometimes, shipowners over-insured ships of questionable seaworthiness so they gained whether or not the vessels, locally nicknamed
"coffin ships", managed to deliver their cargo safely to its destination.
The coffin ships left many widows unable to provide for their children, and the Orphan Asylum (which became known as the Boys'
Orphanage) was set up to look after the sons of men who had perished at sea – "to board, clothe and educate in accordance with the
principles of the Church of England". There were close ties with Sunderland Parish Church (Holy Trinity) at the other side of the Moor.
But what those poor mothers felt at having to hand over their lads to train to follow their dads to sea, can only be guessed at.
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The new institution quickly gained recognition not only locally, but also nationally. In recognition of the huge response of Sunderland
men to the setting up of the Royal Naval Reserve, the Lords of the Admiralty gave the masts, spars and rigging of a 10-gun brig to the
Orphan Asylum – equipment reckoned to be worth £800.
Not to be outdone, the Secretary for War arranged for "ten handsome six-pounder guns and their carriages" to be sent to the Orphan
Asylum so the lads could be taught gun drill.
The good ship Victoria – named in honour of the Queen – was built in the playground and from the "waterline" upwards was fitted in
every detail as a 10-gun brig. Below the "waterline" was solid earth.
There was a fine "launching" ceremony on December 16, 1862, preceded by a march through the town, led by the fife and drum band of
the Orphan Asylum, followed by 150 men from the Sunderland training ship HMS Trincomalee – a name that lives on today at Jackson's
Landing in Hartlepool Marina.
Crowds assembled at the Orphanage and at noon the order rang out: "All hands aloft" and the rigging and spars were swarming with
men. A 21-gun salute was followed by the band playing Rule, Britannia.
Some 20 years later, the ship was wrecked in a gale as masts and yards crashed through the deck. Local buccaneers stripped the
wreck of anything of value.
But in 1884, Sir James Laing and a Captain Pinkney raised money and materials from local shipbuilders to restore the vessel. Two
Laing's carpenters, Tom Davison and Adam Armstrong, with help from riggers from the Deptford yard, completed the job and the
Victoria was in service once again.
But wind and weather took their toll and finally, after a training career of 45 years, the ship on the Moor was dismantled in November,
1907.

From: http://www.its-behind-you.com/pantopie1949.html>
Another great occasion in the Lyceum Pantomime season was the visit by Greenwich Royal Hospital School
Boys, the coming sailors of the Royal and Merchant Navies, well over 2,000 of them, who used to march up
the Strand with their band playing at the head of the column, and their diminutive drum major marching in
front. How those boys loved George Jackley, Naughton and Gold, Dave and Joe O’Gorman, Clarkson Rose,
and the many other famous comedians who played in different pantomimes in this historic theatre. The
Greenwich boys came for 21 years consecutively to the pantomime, except for one year during the first world
war, and their visits only ceased when the school was removed to Norfolk, too far for them to travel.
>
<Check out: John Jervis, Earl of St. Vincent 1735-1823, admiral of the fleet, second son of Swynfen Jervis,
barrister-at-Iaw, of an old but impoverished family long settled at Meaford in Staffordshire, and of his wife
Elizabeth, sister of Sir Thomas Parker (1695-1784), lord chief baron of the exchequer, a distant connection
of George, Lord Anson, was born at Meaford on 9 Jan. 1734-1735. He was educated at the grammar school
at Burton-on- Trent, and afterwards at a private school at Greenwich, to which place his father moved in
1747, on being appointed solicitor to the admiralty and treasurer of Greenwich Hospital. It had been intended
that he should follow his father's profession, but the naval surroundings turned his inclination, and on 4 Jan.
1748-9 he was entered, with the rating of able seaman, on board the Gloucester, Captain Lord Colvill, going
out to Jamaica with the broad pennant of the Hon. George Townshend. In the Gloucester he remained till 25
June 1752, when he was moved to the Severn as midshipman, with Captain Henry Dennis, whom, on 30
June 1754, he followed to the Sphinx, in which he returned to England.>
RHS

Long ago it acquired the title Cradle of the Navy, a title that may well derive from James Moncrieff’s 1759
pamphlet Three Dialogues on the Navy in which it is stated in regard to Greenwich Royal Hospital: “From the couch
and sepulchre of age, I would change it into the cradle and, as it were, the forge of youthful merit.”
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CHS

Christ’s Hospital School was founded by Edward VI in 1558 in conformity with a 1547 grant of Henry VIII
following the dissolution of the monasteries. It was on the site of the old Franciscan Grey Friars Monastery which was
north of St. Paul’s Cathedral, and due east of New Gate – just inside the City Wall. It was on the north-side of, and
fronted onto, the Shambles, or Butchery (now Newgate Street) – roughly the current site of the National Postal
Museum. The original monastery buildings gradually fell into decay under use by the school, and the whole school’s
buildings were rebuilt during 1822-25. A subordinate school was established at Hertford for younger boys and girls in
1683. The trustees purchased the land for the current school’s site at Horsham in 1892, and eventually both schools
moved there.
Christ's Hospital is a full board co-educational boarding school located in the countryside just south of Horsham, West
Sussex, England. The school was originally founded in the 16th century in Greyfriars, London and Hertford.
Christ's Hospital is unique for a British independent school in that it educates a large proportion of its students free, and
most at a reduced rate. This stems from its founding charter as a charitable school.
Christ’s Hospital was the result of the vision of King Edward VI, assisted by Nicholas Ridley, Bishop of London, and
Sir Richard Dobbs, Lord Mayor of the City of London. Its genesis was the earlier dissolution of the monasteries and the
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resultant overflow onto the streets of the poor and destitute. Encouraged by a sermon from Ridley, exhorting mercy to
the poor, the King wrote to the Lord Mayor encouraging him to action. This he did via a committee of 30 merchants.
Henry VIII had already granted the use of Greyfriars to the City for the relief of the poor and Edward granted The
Palace of Bridewell, his lands of the Savoy and rents and other chattels to create three Royal Hospitals — Bridewell
Hospital (now the King Edward's School, Witley, Surrey), St Thomas Hospital and Christ's Hospital, which was for the
education of poor children.
The first boys and girls entered the school in Newgate in 1552. The Royal Charter was granted and signed by its
Founder, Edward VI, the following year. The first Treasurer was Richard Grafton. The Protestant Foundation survived
the Marian period and in the 1560s sent its first scholars to Oxford and Cambridge.
The school occupied Newgate as its major site for 350 years, but from time to time children were housed in other parts
of the country. 32 children perished during the Great Plague of 1665 and the following year the Great Fire of London
destroyed much of the Hospital except 4 cloisters and 3 wards, but there were no casualties among the children. Around
200 pupils were sent to Islington and Clerkenwell and then to Ware and Hertford. By the end of the 17th century the
buildings had been rebuilt with the assistance of Sir Christopher Wren, a Governor of Christ's Hospital, and Nicholas
Hawksmoor who designed the Writing School (1696). The church of Christ Church Newgate Street, designed by Wren,
replaced the damaged choir of the former Greyfriars' church, and served as a place of worship for the children of
Christ's Hospital in the City until the move to Horsham.
Christ's Hospital was bestowed with its second Royal Charter by Charles II in 1673. This charter specifically created the
Royal Mathematical School whose original purpose was to train mathematicians and navigators who would progress
into careers as Naval officers or merchant seafarers. Samuel Pepys, Secretary to His Majesty's Navy and from 1699
Vice President of Christ's Hospital, featured strongly in his considerable contribution to Christ's Hospital. Isaac Newton,
Jonas Moore, John Flamsteed and Edmund Halley contributed to plans for the course of study of the new school within
the Foundation.
The girls settled at Hertford from 1707. The Governors had been paying a teacher in Hertford from 1653, and the
removal of some children from London following the Great Fire strengthened the link with the town. In 1761, 200 boys
under the age of 10 along with the boys from Ware were relocated at Hertford. In 1778 the last girls were moved out of
London to join the others at Hertford, where the school was rebuilt 1795-1798 to provide accommodation for the new
numbers.
Christ's Hospital's most famous Upper Master was James Boyer who presided from 1778 to 1799 and instructed Leigh
Hunt, Charles Lamb, and Samuel Taylor Coleridge.
Two of 19th century London's most notable architects, John Shaw Senior and John Shaw Junior were architects and
surveyors to Christ's Hospital throughout the first half of the 1800s. The Shaws' work included the old school hall (c.
1825).
A commission of inquiry in 1837 proposed reforms, and in 1864 the Taunton Commission investigated the endowed
schools. As a result of this a greater number of girls were admitted. However in the 1890s boys still outnumbered girls
at Hertford, and it was not until all the boys were brought together on a new site (as proposed by a commission of 1877)
that Hertford became a girls-only school.
1,200 acres of land outside Horsham was purchased from the Aylesbury Dairy Company for £47,500. The foundation
stone was laid by Edward, Prince of Wales on 23 October 1897, on behalf of the Sovereign, the date being the
anniversary of the birthday of the founder. Architectural features from the old school buildings (the Grecians' Arch and
the Wren Arch) were salvaged and incorporated in the new buildings.
The boys were relocated from Newgate and Hertford to the purpose built site in Sussex in 1902.
Over the centuries Christ’s Hospital has continued to enjoy royal patronage. His Royal Highness the Duke of
Cambridge started a tradition of Royal Presidents in 1854. In 1919 His Majesty George V became the first Royal
Patron, followed by His Majesty George VI in 1937 and Her Majesty the Queen in 1953.
The magnanimous support of the City of London Corporation and Livery companies of the City (some 20 actively
support children in the School) remains uninterrupted. Christ’s Hospital remains true to its founder’s principles of
supporting disadvantaged children and by remaining a School for the public.
Kings Letter Boys.
This was the usual description in the British Navy given to the rating of 'volunteer-per-order', a method of entry for
young gentlemen destined to become officers. The rating was introduced by Samuel Pepys in 1676 and the recipient
received a letter from the Crown which virtually guaranteed him promotion to commissioned rank after the specified
training and passing the examination for Lieutenant. The last of the Kings Letter Boys to enter the Navy was George
Brydges Rodney in 1732, who as Lord Rodney was one of the great names in British naval history. Kings Letter Boys
were paid at the rate of £24 per annum. The purpose of this particular rating, as expressed in the letter from the Crown,
was 'our Royal desire of giving encouragement to the families of better quality among our subjects to breed up their
younger sons to the art and practice of navigation...'
Similar entry into the navy after the end of Kings Letter Boys was as captains servant, a fiction under which postcaptains were allowed so many 'servants', who were, in fact, young proteges to be trained for higher rank. This in its
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turn was followed by a system of nomination by admirals and the First Lord of the Admiralty, which finally gave way
to entry by competitive examination.
Brief History of Christ’s Hospital was the result of the vision of Edward VI, assisted by Nicholas Ridley, Bishop of
London, and Sir Richard Dobbs, Lord Mayor of the City. Its genesis was the earlier dissolution of the monasteries and
the resultant overflow onto the streets of the poor and destitute. Encouraged by a sermon from Ridley, exhorting mercy
to the poor, the King wrote to the Lord Mayor encouraging him to action. This he did via a committee of 30 merchants.
Henry VIII had already granted the use of Greyfriars to the City for the relief of the poor and Edward granted The
Palace of Bridewell, his lands of the Savoy and rents and other chattels to create three Royal Hospitals – Bridewell, St
Thomas and Christs, which was for the education of poor children.
The first boys and girls entered the School in Newgate in 1552. The Royal Charter was granted and signed by its
Founder, Edward VI, the following year.
The School occupied Newgate as its major site for 350 years, but from time to time children were housed in other parts
of the country, especially after the Great Fire made parts of the School uninhabitable. Eventually, the girls settled at
Hertford and the boys were relocated from Newgate to the purpose built site in Horsham in 1897. The Foundation stone
was laid by Edward, Prince of Wales on 23 October 1897, on behalf of the Sovereign, the date being the anniversary of
the birthday of our Founder.
Christ’s Hospital was bestowed with its second Royal Charter by Charles II in 1673. This Charter specifically created
the Royal Mathematical School whose original purpose was to train mathematicians and navigators who would progress
into careers as Naval officers or merchant seafarers. Samuel Pepys, Secretary to His Majesty’s Navy and later Vice
President of Christ’s Hospital, featured strongly in his considerable contribution to Christ’s Hospital.
Over the centuries Christ’s Hospital has continued to enjoy Royal patronage. His Royal Highness the Duke of
Cambridge started a tradition of Royal Presidents in 1854. In 1919 His Majesty George V became our first Royal
Patron, followed by His Majesty George VI in 1937 and Her Majesty the Queen in 1953. The magnanimous support of
the City of London Corporation and Livery companies of the City (some 20 actively support children in the School)
remains uninterrupted. Christ’s Hospital remains true to its Founder’s principles of supporting disadvantaged children
and by remaining a School for the public.
DYRMS

The Duke of York’s Royal Military School, Dover, was founded in 1801 as the Royal Military Asylum by Royal
Charter of George III, at the instigation of his second son, Frederick, Duke of York. The original school premises were
adjacent to the Royal Hospital, Chelsea, and were occupied from August 1803. The charter was to found an “Asylum
for the orphaned children of fallen soldiers”. The RMA was the second military school on the military establishment;
the first being the Royal Hibernian Military School in Phoenix Park, Dublin, also founded by George III. George III
played a key role in these two establishments together with providing support for his Royal Naval Asylum. One can
thus perhaps discern the origins of the term Royal Naval Asylum, and one can also appreciate that George III did not
deserve the reputation accorded to him by contemporary historians and commentators. The school’s name was changed
to Duke of York’s Royal Military School in 1892, and the school moved to its present site in July 1909. Following the
uprising in Ireland the Royal Hibernian Military School initially moved to Shorncliffe in 1922, and was incorporated
into the Duke of York’s RMS in 1924.
The Following from Dukies OB Web site
Published accounts on the subject are few and far between. John Shipp’s Memoirs of the Military Career of John Shipp
(1843), Robert Blakeney’s A Boy in the Peninsular War (1899), John Laffin’s book Boys in Battle (1967) and A. W.
Cockerill’s Sons of the Brave (1984) are all now out of print. More recently, Dr Patricia Y.C.E. Lin’s doctoral
dissertation Extending Her Arms: Military Families and the Transformation of the British State, 1793-1815 (1997) is an
excellent, scholarly study of military families during the Great War with France and the creation of the Royal Military
Asylum, Chelsea.
The Royal Military Asylum (1803-1895), which later became the Duke of York’s Territorial Headquarters, was sold by
the Ministry of Defence to commercial developers in 1998 at a cost of about £250m. Its history, beginning in 1801,
forms a major and separate part of this web site. Equally important, and the forerunner of the military school experience
in the British and Canadian armies, is the Royal Hibernian Military School (1765-1924), Dublin, which occupied
premises in Phoenix Park, Dublin, until it was disbanded, the children remaining were transferred to Shorncliffe and,
later, became part of the Duke of York’s Royal Military School, Dover.
Numerous institutions for training young soldiers followed what in fact were institutions for the orphans of fallen or
impoverished soldiers. These include The Queen Victoria’s School, Dumblane, Scotland; the army apprentice schools at
Arborfield and Chepstow; the Royal Artillery, Royal Engineers and Royal Signals at Woolwich, Fort Darlan and
Caterick respectively. The Canadian Technical Training Corps had two training establishments for its boy soldiers in
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addition to those who, as their counterparts in the British Army, served in infantry regiments such as the Royal
Canadian Regiment.
Because the subject of boy soldiering in all its forms is large, this web site has separate entries for material in the
various categories discussed: for the RHMS, RMA, QVS, DYRMS, ATS (Arborfield), ATS (Chepstow) and, of course,
Canadian boy soldiers.
Regarding sources of information, a considerable body of material is available from the Public Records Office, Kew,
from old, bound copies of The Hibernian, a hand-written history of the RHMS, regimental records, correspondence and
data available from various government departments.
PNAS

When the founders of the United States Naval Academy were looking for a suitable location, it was reported that
then Secretary of the Navy George Bancroft decided to move the naval school to "the healthy and secluded" location of
Annapolis in order to rescue midshipmen from "the temptations and distractions that necessarily connect with a large
and populous city." The Philadelphia Naval Asylum School was its predecessor. Four of the original seven faculty
members came from Philadelphia. Other small naval schools in New York City, Norfolk, Va., and Boston, Mass. also
existed in the early days of the United States.
The United States Navy was born during the American Revolution when the need for a naval force to match the Royal
Navy became clear. But during the period immediately following the Revolution, the Continental Navy was
demobilized in 1785 by an economy-minded Congress.
The dormancy of American seapower lasted barely a decade when, in 1794, President George Washington persuaded
the Congress to authorize a new naval force to combat the growing menace of piracy on the high seas.
The first vessels of the new U.S. Navy were launched in 1797; among them were the United States, the Constellation,
and the Constitution. In 1825, President John Quincy Adams urged Congress to establish a Naval Academy "for the
formation of scientific and accomplished officers." His proposal, however, was not acted upon until 20 years later.
On September 13, 1842, the American Brig Somers set sail from the Brooklyn Navy Yard on one of the most significant
cruises in American naval history. It was a school ship for the training of teenage naval apprentice volunteers who
would hopefully be inspired to make the Navy a career.
However, discipline deteriorated on the Somers and it was determined by a court of inquiry aboard ship that
Midshipman Philip Spencer and his two chief confederates, Boatswains Mate Samuel Cromwell and Seaman Elisha
Small, were guilty of a "determined attempt to commit a mutiny."
The three were hanged at the yardarm and the incident cast doubt over the wisdom of sending midshipmen directly
aboard ship to learn by doing. News of the Somers mutiny shocked the country.
Through the efforts of the Secretary of the Navy George Bancroft, the Naval School was established without
Congressional funding, at a 10-acre Army post named Fort Severn in Annapolis, Maryland, on October 10, 1845, with a
class of 50 midshipmen and seven professors. The curriculum included mathematics and navigation, gunnery and
steam, chemistry, English, natural philosophy, and French.
In 1850 the Naval School became the United States Naval Academy. A new curriculum went into effect requiring
midshipmen to study at the Academy for four years and to train aboard ships each summer. That format is the basis of a
far more advanced and sophisticated curriculum at the Naval Academy today. As the U.S. Navy grew over the years,
the Academy expanded. The campus of 10 acres increased to 338. The original student body of 50 midshipmen grew to
a brigade size of 4,000. Modern granite buildings replaced the old wooden structures of Fort Severn.
Congress authorized the Naval Academy to begin awarding bachelor of science degrees in 1933. The Academy later
replaced a fixed curriculum taken by all midshipmen with the present core curriculum plus 18 major fields of study, a
wide variety of elective courses and advanced study and research opportunities.
Since then, the development of the United States Naval Academy has reflected the history of the country. As America
has changed culturally and technologically so has the Naval Academy. In just a few decades, the Navy moved from a
fleet of sail and steam-powered ships to a high-tech fleet with nuclear-powered submarines and surface ships and
supersonic aircraft. The academy has changed, too, giving midshipmen state-of- the-art academic and professional
training they need to be effective naval officers in their future careers.
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The Naval Academy first accepted women as midshipmen in 1976, when Congress authorized the admission of women
to all of the service academies. Women comprise about 13 to 14 percent of entering plebes--or freshmen--and they
pursue the same academic and professional training as do their male classmates.
NavHist

Richard Hakluyt (1552-1616, England) was an early advocate for teaching of Navigation and Cartography. All
of Hakluyt's geographical research was directed toward practical use. He did not contribute to the science of navigation
itself, but he was constantly concerned to propagate knowledge of navigation in England. In the 1580s and 1590s he
lobbied for the establishment of formal instruction in navigation. Similarly Hakluyt never drew a map himself. Skelton
argues that he did not think in a cartographic idiom. The Principal Navigations are in prose, with only one world map
in the three volumes. However, already in Oxford he lectured on what he called the new cartography (i.e., the revised
understanding of the world). He was important in printing and thus disseminating the best maps he could find. The
experts think that he aided Molyneux with the location of details on his globe on 1592, and that possibly he also aided
Wright in the same way with his Mercator projection of the Molyneux globe. This map, the highest product of 16th
century English cartography, he published in the Principal Navigations. In 1673, a century after Hakluyt had urged the
necessity for a sound nautical education, a school was established at Christ’s Hospital to instruct forty boys in
mathematics and navigation. It had no influence, however, upon the majority of ships’ officers. By 1720 there were
several schools of navigation, both in London and in provincial ports, among them Sir Joseph Williamson’s
Mathematical School at Rochester, established in 1701 [The school was founded in 1701 in accordance with the last
will and testament of Sir Joseph Williamson who bequeathed £5,000 'towards the building and carrying on and
perpetual maintaining of a free school at Rochester for the instruction and educating of such youth there who were or
should be the sons of freemen, these towards the Mathematics and all other things which might fit and encourage them
for the sea service and arts and callings leading and relating thereto'. Sir Joseph was elected the second President of the
Royal Society in 1677, being succeeded by Sir Christopher Wren in 1680. He was a Secretary of State under William
III, Founder and first Editor of the London Gazette, and member of parliament for the City of Rochester from 1690 until
his death in 1701. The school is now a Voluntary Controlled School. It moved into new premises at the top of the
Maidstone Road, Rochester after about 260 years in the High Street on the original site chosen by the Mayor and
citizens of the City who took upon themselves the task of fulfilling Sir Joseph Williamson's bequest. The school is a
five form entry grammar school and offers a range of subjects to boys between the ages of 11 and 19. Girls have been
admitted into the sixth form since 1993. The school has been designated as suitable for accommodating Physically
Handicapped pupils.] The Royal Hospital School at Greenwich, established in 1712, and Neale’s Mathematical School
in Fleet Street, established in 1715. Some instrument makers also taught the use of their instruments.
RMS

The Royal Mathematical School was founded by Charles II as the Royal Mathematical Ward, part of Christ’s
Hospital School in 1672. It was situated in its own building within the school grounds at Greyfriars. The RMS was the
first British attempt to provide a centre of navigational instruction, although there had been previous recommendations
and attempts to match the teaching facilities of the Portuguese, Dutch and Spanish, spanning the previous century. The
pupils of the school were known as Mathemats, and according to the royal charter the king was entitled to their service
every seventh year. The Mathemats, who in the first half-century of the school were judged “unruly” (in common with
many mathematicians throughout the ages), entered the Royal Navy as King’s Letter Boys. Evidently it was the practice
of Charles II to send certain favoured youths to sea by dint of his King’s Letter that demanded that the Master of a
Royal ship replace a regular Petty Officer by his favoured youth so that the youth could gain experience before
becoming a Lieutenant. Most King’s Letter Boys were enrolled as Masters’ Mates, and learnt seamanship and
navigation. The school was remarkably unsuccessful in its early years due to a succession of incompetents being
appointed as masters, which lasted from 1673 until at least 1708. During this time Samuel Pepys was a constant critic
of the school, and when he was offered the post of Treasurer of Christ’s Hospital he curtly declined. A truly competent
mathematician, and sailor, William Wales, sometime Secretary to The Board of Longitude, was appointed headmaster
from 1775-1798. Wales, who had sailed with Captain Cook, did much to enhance the standing of the school, but it did
not match the heights reached by its rival at Greenwich. Flamstead taught in the RMS, even after he became
Astronomer Royal, and one of his students there was Thomas Weston. When Flamstead died many of his pupils from
RMS transferred to the tutelage of Weston’s Academy.
TWA

Thomas Weston’s Academy was close to the entrance to Greenwich Park (on the east side, at the southern end of
King William’s Street – where there is a fenced off garden now?) Thomas Weston was Assistant Astronomer Royal,
and a specialist in navigation. [Note from Portsmouth Library: The official Royal Naval Academy, Portsmouth was
sponsored by the Admiralty for young boys to be educated before joining the navy as Midshipman. This Academy was
established in 1729, opened in 1733 and closed in 1837. More details can be found in a chapter in the following book:
Penn, G - Snotty: the story of the Midshipmen. London: Hollis and Carter, 1957 (Chapter 2 - p16-27)
The Gosport Academy was not an official Royal Naval Academy - rather it was a private academy run by a Mr Burney
and known as Burney's Academy. However, the education offered was intended towards educating young boys who
were destined for either the navy or the army. It was established in 1780. Some of the Royal Prince's of George III
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attended the Academy and it also became known as the Royal Academy. I have no date as to when it closed but it was
in existence for c.100 years.
Existing records for the Royal Naval Academy (Portsmouth) are few and far between. There may be some at the Public
Record Office at Kew, but you will need to contact them to ascertain this for certain. For contact details, please see their
website ; www.pro.gov.uk
I regret that I have no idea if any records of Burney's Academy survive or where they would be held.]
TWRW

Thomas Weston’s confirmation as Master of GH pupils by Royal Warrant may well reflect an attempt to improve
upon the disappointing mathematical and navigational education of the Royal Mathematical School, by establishing a
rival institution. The royal patronage, no doubt, added “respectability” to the venture.
AT
AG

There was, on Cook’s 1768 voyage in the Endeavour, a one handed cook called John Thompson
Abraham Goldsmid (portrait in National Portrait Gallery)

<From Newgate Calenders
LEVI MORTGEN AND JOSEPH LUPPA
Two Swindling Jews, transported for Seven Years for a Conspiracy to defraud
This brace of Hebrew villains were indicted at Hicks's Hall for a conspiracy to defraud Mr Long, the keeper of an hotel
in Dover Street, Piccadilly, of the sum of eight pounds, which they obtained from him under false pretences.
Mr Long deposed that Mortgen went to his hotel, and represented himself as the agent of a Russian family. After
looking over the different apartments, he stated that he was deputed to take the most elegant, for two Russian princes
and two princesses, who had arrived at Portsmouth, and were only waiting the arrival of passports to proceed to
London. The prisoner engaged apartments, and said he was then going to the Alien Office to obtain passports. He was
afraid that he might not have cash enough in his pocket to accomplish his object and, after a seeming delicacy, he
ventured to ask the loan of eight pounds until his return. His manner was so convincing that the loan was granted. Soon
after this Luppa appeared, as a servant, in which character he represented himself as a messenger from the Russian
party, and after being informed that apartments had been engaged by Mortgen he affected to be acquainted with his
character, etc., talked about the instructions he had received, and begged to see the apartments. He ordered a supper to
be ready at nine o'clock, and took leave. Mortgen informed the hotel-keeper that he had got an order to draw on
Abraham Goldsmid, Esq., to the amount of five hundred pounds, and that on his return in the evening he would deposit
one hundred pounds in order to ensure the keeping of the rooms. He, however, soon made his appearance again, and,
saying he could not get cash that evening, requested a further loan of one pound to expedite the arrival of the Russians.
This sum, however, was refused; and as the parties did not attend to partake of the supper their conduct was suspected,
and they were apprehended. The prisoners were genteel-looking men, and had the appearance of foreigners. On
searching them, documents were found which gave rise to an opinion that their depredations had been very general. The
conspiracy was clearly proved, and the jury found both the prisoners guilty.
Luppa presented several passports received by him from the British Government, and expressed a hope that the Court
would mitigate his punishment, on the ground that he had brought off one hundred and fifty pieces of cannon from
Hanover when the French took possession of that city. The sentence of the Court was that the prisoners should be
transported for seven years.
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chatchst

The Chatham Chest - The foundation by Hawkins of his Hospital in 1592 was preceded immediately by the
foundation of the Chatham Chest in the period 1588-1590. This was a completely separate fund, to which originally
Royal sailors could make a voluntary contribution for the support of injured and disabled seamen. Later, contributions
became mandatory.
In an inquiry into the Chatham Chest, whose foundation documents were lost early on, held at Rochester Castle in 1616,
the Chest's beneficiaries were to be those who by reason of hurts and maims received in the service are driven into
great poverty, extremity, and want to their great discouragement (the Commissioners quoted by Holden).
The joint founders of this benevolent fund are usually taken to have been Sir Francis Drake and Sir John Hawkins, who
as senior commanders in the English fleet against the Spanish Armada were well acquainted with the fate of their sick
and wounded seamen. However, Holden attributes the Chatham Chest mainly to Lord Howard of Effingham.
Whichever is the case, Chatham ended up with two leading naval charities, both founded as a result of the Armada, both
located in the main naval port and both involving Hawkins. Both also benefited equally from proximity to London and
both had estates in the area (for the Chest's estates see MacDougall).
Both Chest and Hospital had similar constitutions although the precise administration and integrity of the Chest was
very often in doubt, the Chest ultimately being transferred to Greenwich in 1803 when in theory it became the Chest at
Greenwich but in reality ceased to exist as an independent fund altogether.
The similarities and differences between the Chest and Hospital are as follows. Hawkins' Hospital was entirely a private
charity although mainly governed by leading naval and dockyard men who exercised discretion as to who was admitted
as an almsman pre-1860 and in-pensioner or out-pensioner after 1860. The beneficiaries of the Chest ultimately had an
automatic right to relief from that fund but both Chest and Hospital required personal visits to Chatham to make
application. Until 1860 Hawkins' Hospital was residential only; the Chest was non-residential and always a branch of
the navy.
The eligibility of candidates for relief by the Chest and Hospital varied from time to time but broadly speaking
eligibility applied equally to both. Possibly some successful Hawkins candidates tended to be Chest rejects or more
likely vice-versa.
Initially Hawkins' Hospital was open to seamen and shipwrights, the latter a higher level of dockyard worker. Perhaps
the inclusion of shipwrights was partly due to Hawkins' close association with the Chatham yard, with Pett and Baker in
particular and to Hawkins' memory of his own multiple injuries sustained at the launch of Swiftsure at Deptford in
1592, when we were forced to use great violence upon the tackles, whereof one gave way and brake, so as one end of a
cable ran by my leg and hurt me in vi places (Williamson 1949/pp324-325).
Shipwrights also benefited from the Chatham Chest and in 1704 Marines became eligible. More recently, Hawkins'
Hospital has also admitted other dockyard workers besides shipwrights. Most of Hawkins' Hospital's shipwrights had
worked at the Chatham or Sheerness yards, as the application records show (CH108/72-109). Hawkins' Hospital
admitted wives of candidates and maintained them as widows, but ejected them upon their remarrying. Under a Charity
Commission Scheme sealed on 4 December 1996, provision was made for the admission of needy or disabled persons
who had formerly served in the Army, Royal Air Force, Royal Fleet Auxiliary or British Merchant Navy, subject to
priority being given to persons qualified for admission under previous Schemes. This to say that under the new Scheme,
Hawkins' Hospital remains primarily a naval charity and accommodation may be made available to applicants from the
other services or Merchant Navy only where it cannot be provided in favour of naval personnel, Royal Marines or
Dockyard workers. (Accession DE565).
The administration of the Chest Fund was located at Chatham until 1803 when it was transferred to Greenwich
Hospital, the actual chest, which had long been kept in the south porch of Chatham Church (St. Mary's) following it to
Greenwich in 1893 where it remains to this day (National Maritime Museum). The demise of the Chest had been
brought about by a surge in claims following the Peace of Amiens in 1802 during the French Revolutionary Wars.
There are few records or references to the Chest in this collection as the two organisations were separate, but there is a
printed register of leases granted by the Chest c.1794-1803 (CH108/63) and an incomplete lease of Chest land of 1799
(CH108/64), the provenance of which is uncertain but is probably associated with the activities of leading naval officers
involved with the Hospital. However the Dr. Plume legacy records in the collection impinge on the Chest 1707-1708
(CH108/190-195) and a separate collection held at this Centre comprises two so-called smart tickets or certificates for
relief to the Chest for the relief of two seamen 1802-1806 (DE.192).
The records of the Chest are kept at the Public Record Office in London (see below).
A photograph of the Chatham Chest is illustrated in Defensive Moat: A History of the Waters of the Nore Command
55BC to 1961 by D.P. Capper 1963 opposite p.53 (ref. at this Centre: Naval Collection code "red disk").
ER

Edward Riddle was a highly distinguished teacher of navigation who gained his well-deserved reputation as a
teacher of navigation at the school founded by Newcastle-on-Tyne Trinity House. Riddle was there from 1814 until
1821 when he was appointed headmaster at GH school. Under his leadership and guidance the GH school became
recognised as the best navigation school in the country. For some time nearly all the officers of the Hydrographic
Department of the Admiralty (at one time there were but two exceptions) were his pupils. Captain Robert Calder Allen,
CB, famous for his service in the Arctic regions and one-time Master of H.M.S. Blenheim, was the first officer to obtain
a first-class extra certificate at the Trinity House examinations for navigators; and Mr G.F. McDougall, the
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accomplished surveyor and artist, and author of The Voyage of the Resolute, were two of his first pupils. There are
many other instances of his former GHS pupils having distinguished themselves as navigators. One of them, whilst still
an apprentice, was appointed to the command of a whaler, to navigate seas where coral reefs and shoals abounded; and
he made a most successful voyage. There are several instances of his pupils being appointed officers on board
merchant ships at the early age of seventeen. Annually the Government gave eight Masters’-Assistantships in the Royal
Navy to boys from the Nautical School, with an outfit equivalent to £20 for each; and also provided all other Boys, on
leaving the Schools for the naval or merchant service, with a chest, bedding, clothing, drawing instruments, &c. These
facts attest to the importance the Government and Admiralty attached to the school. Pupils of the school were highly
regarded by seamen and received preferential treatment in shipboard appointments.
ER contributed the mathematics sections to the: THE LONDON ENCYCLOPAEDIA; OR UNIVERSAL
DICTIONARY OF SCIENCE, ART, LITERATURE, AND PRACTICAL MECHANICS; INCLUDING AN
ENGLISH LEXICON, ON THE BASIS OF Dr. JOHNSON'S LARGER DICTIONARY, BUT REMODELLED.
LONDON ENCYLOPAEDIA :- Complete Set, Forty Five Volumes. Publisher: LONDON: Thomas Tegg, 73,
Cheapside. 1829, LONDON
Publication Date: 1829 Binding: Hardcover

<THE LONDON ENCYCLOPAEDIA; OR UNIVERSAL DICTIONARY OF SCIENCE, ART, LITERATURE, AND PRACTICAL
MECHANICS; INCLUDING AN ENGLISH LEXICON, ON THE BASIS OF Dr. JOHNSON'S LARGER DICTIONARY, BUT
REMODELLED.
LONDON ENCYLOPAEDIA :- Complete Set, Forty Five Volumes.

Book Price: 695.00
Bookseller:
HALEWOOD AND SONS
(PRESTON, LAN, United Kingdom)
Description: 4to - over 9¾" - 12" tall. The definitions being simplified, and the authorities chronologically arranged. ILLUSTRATED BY 260
ENGRAVED PLATES; a General Atlas of Forty Royal Quarto Maps. Title pages and title labels and publishers catalogue bound together in the last
volume. The COMPLETE SET, as Published in 45 bound volumes [called parts]. Original printed 'titled' boards,[little worn, spines and edges] Uncut.
AN EXCELLENT COMPLETE SET, Scarce to find in the original boards. Bookseller Inventory # 000095
Bibliographic Details
Publisher: LONDON: Thomas Tegg, 73, Cheapside. 1829, LONDON
Publication Date: 1829
Binding: Hardcover>

The term “Metric System” was first used in The London Encyclopaedia, or, Universal dictionary of science, art,
literature, and practical mechanics of 1829, and therefore was coined by ER.
RIDDLE, EDWARD (1788-1854), mathematician and astronomer, son of John Riddell, an agricultural labourer, was
born at Troughend in Northumberland, where he received his early education. He afterwards attended a school at
Otterburn on Reedwater, about two miles from Troughend, and there his enthusiasm for science was stimulated by a
local scientific celebrity, James Thompson. While he was still a boy, Riddle opened a school of his own at Otterburn.
In 1807 he removed to Whitburn in Durham, and in 1810 began contributing to the Ladies’ Diary, winning in 1814 and
1819 the prizes given by the editor, Dr. Hutton. It was through the latter that, in September 1814, Riddle was appointed
master of the Trinity House School, Newcastle-on-Tyne. While here he made an extensive series of observations to
ascertain the longitude of the school and the trustworthiness of certain lunar observations. In September 1821, again
through Dr. Hutton, he was appointed master of the upper mathematical school, Royal Naval Hospital, Greenwich,
where he remained till September 1851. His abilities as a nautical educator were highly appreciated by the admiralty.
After his retirement his bust in marble was publicly presented to him by a large number of friends (Illustrated London
News, 29 May 1852).
Riddle was elected a fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society, to whose Transactions he contributed several valuable
papers, and from 1825 to 1851 was an active member of the council. He died from paralysis at Greenwich on 31 March
1854. His son John (1816-1862) was headmaster of Greenwich Hospital schools, and examiner in navigation to the
science and art department.
Riddle’s most valuable work was a Treatise on Navigation and Nautical Astronomy, 1824; 4th edit. 1842; 8th edit.
1864 (this edition edited by Albert Escott, sometime headmaster. This suggests that Escott was the senior navigation
teacher at the school after 1856. Escott, a former pupil, died in 1891), forming a complete course of mathematics for
sailors, and combining practice and theory in just proportion, which was not usually done at that time in books of this
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class; the tables of logarithms were issued separately in 1841 and 1851. He re-edited Hutton’s Mathematical
Recreations, 1840, 1854. He also published some sixteen papers on astronomical subjects, of which eight are in the
Philosophical Magazine, 1818-22, 1826, 1828, five in Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society, 1829, 1830, 1833,
1840, 1842, and three in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 1833-9, 1845-7 (see Roy. Soc. Cat.
Scientific Papers). The most important are those on chronometers (in which the author shows how to find the rates
without the help of a transit instrument) (cf Phil. Mag. 1818; Mem. Royal Astronomical Soc. 1829; On the Present State
of Nautical Astronomy (Phil. Mag. 1821, and published separately); On a Simplification of Ivory’s Solution of the
Double-altitude Problem (Phil. Mag. 1822); and On the Longitude of Madras (Mem. Royal Astronomical Soc. 1842), a
paper containing valuable formulæ and remarks.
[Ridlon’s Hist. Of the Ancient Ryedales … comprising the Biography of the Families of Riddell, &c., pp. 150-2; Mem. Roy. Astron. Soc.
xxi. 176, xxiv. 200; Gent. Mag. 1854, i. 661.]

From the Dictionary of National Biography;
Edward Riddle was born in 1788, at Troughend, in the county of Northumberland. At this place he received his
early education, and afterwards attended a school at Otterburn, on Reedwater, a village not less interesting from its
beautiful and romantic situation than from its historical reminiscences. At this ancient village Mr Riddle commenced
his professional career, and kept a school for a short period. Here he became acquainted with a very remarkable person,
the late Mr James Thompson, who, from his varied attainments in science and natural philosophy, was regarded as a
“prodigy” by the rustic population of the village and neighbourhood. In his intercourse with this gifted man, it is not
improbable that Mr Riddle caught a spark of that enthusiasm for science which pervaded his character, and derived
from him that taste for scientific pursuits which he retained to the end of his life. It is well known that he urgently
pressed upon Mr Riddle the absolute necessity of acquiring a thorough knowledge of the principles of geometry, and to
take Playfair’s Euclid as his guide, assuring him that it was a “capital book”.
While at Otterburn, Mr Riddle made an electrical machine with his own hands, and with it showed all the
ordinary phenomena produced by that instrument: and at that period it may be easily imagined what wonder and alarm
would fill the minds of a row of rustics when the electric impulse was made to dart through their bodies with a sensation
never before experienced.
In 1807 Mr Riddle removed from Otterburn to Whitburn, in the county of Durham, where he remained nearly
seven years. Here he commenced to study science in earnest; and, acting on the wise counsel given him by Mr
Thompson of Otterburn, he first completely mastered the whole of Playfair’s Euclid; and he has been heard to assert
that the accomplishment of this task produced such an effect upon his mind as to render the acquisition of any other
mathematical subject a matter of comparative ease. He now became a Diary correspondent, his first communication to
that work appearing in 1810, dated from Whitburn. This periodical was at that time under the management of Dr
Hutton; and Mr Riddle’s mathematical correspondence speedily procured him the esteem and friendship of that
distinguished mathematician, who rendered him important assistance in advancing his success in life. Though, at this
period, Mr Riddle was little more than twenty years of age, he had acquired a considerable knowledge of mathematical
science, and for many years he continued to be a distinguished contributor to the Diary, in which his solutions were
always remarkable for conciseness, elegance, and accuracy. In the years 1814 and 1819 Mr Riddle obtained the prize
given by the editor of that well-known periodical.
Through the recommendation of his friend, Dr Hutton, Mr Riddle was appointed, in 1814, Master of the Trinity
House School, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. The nautical instruction in this school, at the time of Mr Riddle’s appointment,
was in the lowest possible state; but, by his zeal and abilities, he speedily raised its character to a high standard. His
fame, as a teacher of navigation and nautical astronomy, spread far and wide; he drew around him a large number of
pupils, and gained the respect and esteem of a wide circle of friends and contemporary teachers, who, after he left
Newcastle, never ceased to remember him with feelings of the deepest regard. Here also he became noted for the
surprising quickness and accuracy with which he took celestial observations.
In 1821, Mr Riddle published an essay, entitled, “Observations on the Present State of Nautical Astronomy; with
Remarks on the Expediency of Promoting a more General Acquaintance with the Modern Improvements in the Science
among Seamen in the British Merchant Service.” This essay, which was dedicated to the Master and Brethren of the
Trinity House, Newcastle, is admirably written, and reflects great credit on its author. From a series of lunar
observations, taken in 1821, and recorded in this essay, the longitude of Trinity House School was found to be 1º 37'
17".
In 1821, by the same powerful influence of Dr Hutton, Mr Riddle was appointed Master at the Mathematical
School, Royal Naval Hospital, Greenwich, where he remained to the time of his retirement in 1851. Soon after his
removal to Greenwich he was elected a Fellow of the RAS, and in 1825, his name first appeared on the list of Council
for that year. From that period to 1851 he was either one of the Council or a vice-president, and took an active part in
every plan of the RAS for the advancement of astronomical science. Mr Riddle was always a regular attendant at the
meetings of Council; and it is remarkable that he never attended one of these meetings without having previously
obtained leave of absence from the Governor of the Institution. He was always so highly esteemed by the authorities of
Greenwich Hospital, that he might have left his post on these occasions without fear of censure, but his stern integrity,
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and unbending rectitude of character, would not suffer him to neglect the monthly presentation of his request; and it is
needless to say that such leave of absence was never refused him.
Mr Riddle contributed some valuable practical papers to the Memoirs of the RAS. Among them is one “On the
Longitude of Madras, by Moon-Culminating Observations”, which he prepared at the request of the late Mr Baily. This
is an excellent paper, containing some valuable formulæ and remarks. It is printed in the twelfth volume of the
Memoirs of the RAS.
Mr Riddle is best known by his valuable work on Navigation and Nautical Astronomy. He had been collecting
materials for this work before he left Newcastle, but it was first published in 1824. It was an immense improvement on
the empirical compendiums in vogue when it appeared, combining practice and theory in just proportions. Its leading
characteristic is, - that while it contains all the tables and rules for computation necessary for the practical seaman, it
contains also the investigations of the rules, and the preparatory mathematical information necessary for understanding
these investigations. This is the crowning excellence of the work; and as a proof of its admirable adaption to the
purposes of instruction, no less than five editions of the work have been disposed of, and the sixth, under the
superintendence of his able and talented son and worthy successor, Mr John Riddle, will shortly be published. It is
hoped that the forthcoming edition will be found to be one of the best books for nautical instruction that can be put into
the hands of seamen.
In 1822, Mr Riddle communicated a short paper to the Philosophical Magazine “On the Simplification of Ivory’s
Solution to the Double Altitude Problem”. By a very simple trigonometric transformation, he adapted Ivory’s solution
to logarithmic computation, and gave to it that practical working form now in use.
In 1841, the school which Mr Riddle had so long conducted was divided, Mr Riddle retaining the
superintendence of the senior portion, which was then called the Nautical School. The mistaken zeal of some persons in
the cause of education led to the appointment of a very incompetent person* to the mastership of the junior portion of
the school, who, thoroughly ignorant of the heavy and self-imposed labour in which Mr Riddle had so long delighted,
proved a source of much anxiety and annoyance. Assertions were made to the Board of Admiralty, in reference to the
progress of Mr Riddle’s pupils, which induced the Board to request two public teachers of mathematics to visit the
school and report on the state of the instruction. The report made by these gentlemen completely refuted the assertions,
and strongly expressed to the Lords of the Admiralty the opinion of the reporters, that the state of the school was not
only highly satisfactory in itself, but, considering the low state of instruction of the pupils at entrance, and the small
number of teachers allowed, a very remarkable proof of Mr Riddle’s energy and ability. It will be unnecessary further
to revert to these circumstances – peculiarly painful to a sensitive mind like Mr Riddle’s – than to state that they
resulted, if possible, in a higher estimation of him by all who knew him, and added not a few to the list of his friends.
Something of disappointment, however, remained; neither was there from that time the same elasticity and cheerfulness
which had marked his earlier career.
In 1845, a most able and efficient staff of masters had been happily gathered around him, and they united to
present him with a testimonial of their esteem. On that occasion the Governor, Admiral Stopford, complimented Mr
Riddle on the firm stand he had made under some recent difficulties which had then happily passed away.
Shortly after Mr Riddle’s retirement in 1851, his bust in marble, finely sculptured by Mr Theed, was presented to
him by a large number of his former pupils and friends accompanied with the expression of their high esteem for his
worth, both as a public and private man. It was presented to him in the presence of the boys, and a large circle of
friends and naval officers, including the Governor, Admiral Sir Charles Adams, who in a very feeling and effective
address, adverted to Mr Riddle’s long, useful, and honourable services in the Institution.
Mr Riddle was allowed to retire on his full salary; but he did not live long to enjoy his cessation from active
duty, as successive attacks of paralysis issued at last in the complete prostration of his physical powers. His death took
place at his residence in Greenwich, on the 31st day of March 1854, in the sixty-seventh year of his age.
Mr Riddle was distinguished among the many mathematicians who have done honour to the county of
Northumberland; he was much esteemed by all who enjoyed the privilege of his acquaintance; his habits were plain,
unobtrusive, and unostentatious; his hospitality and obliging disposition will be long remembered by those who have
experienced them; and his attachment to his friends was warm and sincere. He was partial to music; at one time he
could perform very pleasantly on the violin; and his taste for the songs and music of Scotland, as well as the Irish
melodies and Welsh airs, led him to purchase every work of this description on which he could lay his hands.
Mr Riddle’s success as a teacher of navigation and nautical astronomy has never been surpassed – nor even
equalled; he brought to his task a thorough acquaintance with the minutest details of the subject he had to expound, and
his activity of manner and energy of character carried him through almost any amount of labour. Nor did his toils
always close with the day; at midnight, or in the early morning, he would frequently repair to the dormitories of the
boys, and rouse the older ones, who were accustomed to take observations of the moon or other celestial visitant, with
the quick call of “my first class”. Thus day and night witnessed his unwearied exertions and unparalleled industry in the
dissemination of both theoretical and practical science among the youth attending the Royal Hospital Schools. He was
one of the most indefatigable teachers of the age: the high status which these schools have so long maintained, in
preparing youths for sea-service, is almost entirely attributable to his exertions and example; and there are very many
masters and commanders in the Royal Navy, as well as officers in the Merchant Service, in every part of the world,
whose naval services are at this time testifying to the soundness and efficiency of their early education derived from Mr
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Riddle of Greenwich. No teacher ever deserved the gratitude of his country more than Mr Riddle: few have done her
more real and substantial service, and conferred so many advantages on her naval and commercial interests.
While the Council of the RAS regret the loss of the services of Mr Riddle, who was one of their number for
twenty-five years, they have the pleasure of congratulating his son on succeeding to the position of Head Master of the
Nautical School; and they trust that with his high mathematical attainments and professional abilities, and stimulated by
the example of his father, his exertions in promoting the cause of nautical instruction will be equally successful and
distinguished.
[Published by RAS.]
The Edward Riddle Bust (presently [June 2001] is probably in the GH (Devonport House) Mausoleum.
(A bust of Henry Lawson occupies the masters’ billiards room in the tower, RHS, Holbrook)
At Greenwich the ER bust was mounted on a plinth/plaque set into the wall of a room in the Queen’s House (tiling on
the floor suggests great hall, orangery, or loggia). Immediately under the bust which rested atop the plinth was
engraved the image of a sextant, and under it the following words:
ERECTED BY OFFICERS
OF THE ROYAL NAVY AND MERCANTILE MARINE
AND MASTERS OF GREENWICH HOSPITAL
AND OTHER NAVIGATION SCHOOLS, ALL OLD PUPILS,
TO PERPETUATE THE MEMORY
OF

EDWARD RIDDLE, ESQ., F.R.A.S.
AND OF

JOHN RIDDLE, ESQ., F.R.A.S.
– FATHER AND SON –
EACH IN SUCCESSION HEAD MASTER
OF THE NAUTICAL SCHOOL
OF THE GREENWICH HOSPITAL UPPER SCHOOL
AND
IN GRATEFUL RECOGNITION OF THE CONSTANT
AND EARNEST EFFORTS OF THESE DISTINGUISHED MASTERS
TO APPLY THEIR HIGH MATHEMATICAL AND
SCIENTIFIC ATTAINMENTS AND THEIR GREAT
TEACHING POWERS TO THE ADVANCE OF NAVIGATION
AND THE SUCCESS OF THEIR PUPILS
--------------------THE SCHOOL DURING THE YEARS OF THEIR MASTERSHIPS
(1821 – 56) BECAME THE FOREMOST IN THE KINGDOM
FOR INSTRUCTION IN NAUTICAL SCIENCE

-----------THE BUST OF MR EDWARD RIDDLE
WAS PRESENTED BY HIS OLD PUPILS IN 1852
AND HIS GRANDSON MR E. RIDDLE, M.I.E.E.
GAVE IT TO THE SCHOOL IN 1881 (1891?)
[What has become of this plaque?]

Edward Riddle also edited and revised two English editions of the outstanding recreational mathematical puzzle book
Récréations mathématique et physiques by Jaques Ozanam, the precursor of books to follow for the next 200 years.
First published in four volumes in 1694, the book went through many editions; based on the works of Bachet, Mydorge,
Leurechon, and Schwenter, it was later revised and enlarged by Montucla, then translated into English by Charles
Hutton (1803, 1814) and again revised by Edward Riddle (1840, 1844). See below for more info on this book.
OZANAM, Jacques q HUTTON, Charles Recreations in Mathematics and Natural Philosophy: containing Amusing
Dissertations and Enquiries concerning a Variety of Subjects, the most Remarkable and Proper to Excite Curiousity and
Attention to the Whole Range of the Mathematical and Philosophical Sciences: the Whole treated in a pleasing and easy
Manner. Fdirst composed by M. Ozanam, of the Royal Academy of Sciences, &c. Lately recomposed, and greatly
enlarged, in a new Edition. by the celebrated M. Montucla. And now translated into English, and improved with many
additions and observations, by Charles Hutton. London G. Kearsley 1803 First edition edited by Charle Hutton.
Recreations in Mathematics with Ninety-Three Plates OZANAM, Jacques. HUTTON, Charles, [editor]. Recreations in
Mathematics and Natural Philosophy: containing Amusing Dissertations and Enquiries concerning a Variey of Subjects,
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the most Remarkable and Proper to Excite Curiousity and Attention to the Whole Range of the Mathematical and
Philosophical Sciences: the Whole treated in a pleasing and easy Manner. First composed by M. Ozanam, of the Royal
Academy of Sciences, &c. Lately recomposed, and greatly enlarged, in a new Edition by the celebrated M. Montucla.
And now translated into English, and improved with many additions and observations, by Charles Hutton. London: G.
Kearsley, 1803. First edition edited by Charles Hutton. Four octavo volumes. xv, [1], xvi, xxi. 447; xiii, 464; xi, 501;
xii, 516 pp. plus ninety-three folding plates. Contemporary tan tree calf, spines richly gilt, green and black morocoo
spine labels. Owner's signature. bookplates. Aside from some extremity wear, a near fine set. The first edition edited by
Hutton and the overall best edition. "In 1778 Ozanam's French text was recomposed and greatly enlarged by M.
Montucla and published in Paris in four volumes. Jean-Entienne Montucla (1725-99) was the French mathematician
who published in 1758 the first part of his great work Histoire de Mathematiques. Hutton's translation of Montucla's
edition of Ozanam was published in London in four volumes by G. Kearsley, with the date of 1803 on the title page, as
.. In his 'Advertisement by the Editor' on pp. v-vii of the first volume, the Editor and translator was fulsome in praise of
Montucla's work and his standing as a mathematician. Montucla was 'the very learned author of the celebrated History
of Mathematics'. Because of his editing of Ozanam's book 'the work assumes quite a different form and appearance,
having been wholly new cast and composed, the puerilities and improprieties expunged, the materials properly
arranged, and the whole greatly enlarged with the new sciences and the numerous improvements that have been made
for nearly the last two hundred years, since Ozanam first compiled his original work'. It was the excellence of
Montucla's work that induced Hutton to translate it for the benefit of the English reader". (Trevor Hall, p. 165-6).
[Trinity House School, Broad Chare, has little surviving except a sundial. There is a plaque on the building. Edward
Riddle (1788-1854) was master in 1814-1821. [Peter Ransom, Sundial corner - no. 5: Trinity House, Newcastle upon
Tyne, BSHM Newsletter 27 (Aut 1994) 31-32.] He later edited Hutton's translation of Ozanam for at least four editions
in 1840-1854. Andrew Tinwell (1784?-1845) also taught here - he was best known as the reviser of Tinwell's
Arithmetic, by his father William Tinwell ( -1808)].

JR

John Riddle succeeded his father as headmaster of GH school, and was an excellent teacher, widely influential in the
teaching of navigation by the teachings of his highly trained and regarded pupils, including: Albert Escott, later
headmaster of GHS and editor of the treatise “Riddle’s Navigation”; Zebedee Scaping, headmaster of Hull Trinity
House School; C. Barton, headmaster of HMS Conway school; W.H. Bolt teacher of navigation in London; and Mr
Allen, headmaster of Dundee Navigation School.
John Riddle was born at Newcastle-upon-Tyne in November 1816, and was the only son of one of the earliest and most
respected Fellows of the Royal Astronomical Society, the late Edward Riddle.
At the early age of fifteen Mr J. Riddle was appointed an Assistant Master in the Greenwich Hospital Schools, and on
the retirement of his father in 1851 was chosen to succeed him as Head Master.
In the year 1846 he was elected a Fellow of the RAS, and from that time till his death was a regular attendant at the
meetings, and an occasional contributor to its papers.
He was appointed, in the year 1854, Examiner in Navigation to the Science and Art Department of the Committee of
Council on Education, and held for many years a similar appointment in the Society of Arts. By both these Institutions
his services were highly valued.
As a teacher Mr John Riddle was perhaps unrivalled, and his success in instilling into the minds of mere boys not only
the practice but also the theory of Navigation was very remarkable. The influence he possessed with his pupils was
unbounded; and the good which he has accomplished by stamping on a vast number of scientific officers of the Royal
Navy the impress of his own vigorous mind so great, that his untimely death can be looked upon in no other light than a
national loss.
Mr Riddle was not only a good mathematician and a successful teacher, but also an accomplished gentleman, with a
great taste for poetry and the arts. In society he was a universal favourite, and his urbane manners and intellectual
conversation will long be remembered by a large circle of sorrowing friends.
His death was the result of an accident – a fall from a platform in his class-room, which produced concussion of the
brain, from which, after lingering sixteen days, he expired on 11th of October last.
[Published by RAS.]
PoW

PRO ADM 91 [General Letter Books of the Navy Board and Admiralty Offices of the Comptroller and Surveyor of
the Navy – Repair and Building of Ships] refers to Prince of Wales to differentiate entries from those relating to HMS
Prince of Wales that was building at Portsmouth at the time. Entries are:
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26 March 1851 [Wed]
The Cdre Supt at Woolwich is requested to cause this vessel to be refitted as herein
ordered by their lordships observing that it is intended she should be removed to the Serpentine in Hyde Park it
is desirable that care should be taken in her completion.
26 April 1851 [Sat] The Storekeeper General is requested to cause the small vessel from Greenwich Hospital
intended to proceed from Woolwich tomorrow morning to be supplied with a small dinghy.
26 May 1851 [Mon]
Their lordships having ordered this vessel to be prepared in every respect for her
present service, the Cdre Supt at Woolwich is requested to cause the expense of the carving of the figurehead by
Messrs Hellyer agreeably to the accompanying invoice for £3.15.0 to be received and entered on the sections for
payment as usual.
21 July 1851 [Mon]

A final entry for the Prince of Wales yacht approving the figurehead design.

Prince of Wales was fitted out in Chatham (sic) Dockyard (plans dated 15 March 1850 [Fri], from The Sailing Navy List
by David Lyon).
From the Daily News (newspaper) April 20, 1851: The Prince of Wales yacht, belonging to the Greenwich Hospital
Schools, is now fitting out at Woolwich, and will be ready in the course of a fortnight, when she will be removed to the
Serpentine water, in Hyde Park, there to remain during the Great Exhibition for the inspection of visitors. This vessel is
about 25 tons register, ship-rigged, and fitted in all respects as a man-of-war, and will be commanded by Lieutenant
Rouse, RN. Her crew will consist of 20 boys from the schools at Greenwich, and at times she will go through various
evolutions in naval tactics. British Army Despatch.
From the Daily News (newspaper) April 25, 1851 [Fri]: WOOLWICH, APRIL 24 [THU]. – THE MODEL FRIGATE FOR THE
SERPENTINE. – Lord Adolphus Fitzclarence (1802 – 1856, natural son of King William IV his mistress, Dorothy Bland,
known as "Mrs.Jordan". Fitzclarence was successively in command of the Royal Yachts Royal George and Victoria
and Albert, Rear Admiral of the Blue), of the Royal Victoria and Albert Steam-yacht, visited Woolwich Dockyard today, accompanied by Captain Sparrshott, for the purpose of inspecting the progress made with the 20-gun frigate,
preparing for being rigged, and at present in the mast-house at this port. This beautiful little craft is 38 feet long, and of
28 tons burthen, and will be fitted and rigged even to the minutest detail as one of the frigates in her Majesty’s service.
The bottom of the vessel is sheathed with copper, and her keel is of iron, weighing 23 cwt (1.17 tonnes). She will be
navigated by 20 boys. Her bilge-ways are already put on, and she will be launched into the river on Saturday morning
next [26th], and be towed up the river to the Tower on the same day by a steamer. On the following day she will be
towed by boats, and at the height of the tide betwixt 12 o’clock on Sunday night and 1 o’clock on Monday morning
[night of 27th/28th] be taken on shore at Vauxhall-bridge, and be conveyed overland to the Serpentine river in Hydepark, where she will be launched at an early hour on Monday morning before the traffic commences in the streets she
will have to pass along. The rigging is now all ready, and will be put up on her masts when afloat in the Serpentine.
Extract from the Daily News (newspaper) May 2, 1851 [Fri], under INCIDENTS OF THE DAY (about the official
opening of the Great Exhibition on May 1st): The interval, a full hour, that elapsed between the inaugurative en route
and return of the royal cortege, was filled up by the vast multitude in a variety of ways. It would puzzle arithmetic itself
to reckon, or Babbage’s calculating machine to cast up, or the enumeration of the census itself to ascertain, the exact
number of the multitude pleasantly perambulating the park and its precincts, and passing on, like permutation, from
point to point, in all the spirit of English holiday good humour. Thousands were wiling away the time upon the
greensward or on the borders of the Serpentine, which – the appearance of it having a most remarkable effect – was
completely encircled for the nonce from bank to bank and bridge to boathouse with a vast bracelet of human beings,
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while upon its surface the model frigate and other
reconnoitring craft fired forth salutes, proclaiming in a volleyed voice of 20 guns that “the Palace of Industry was
opened”, and was now a fait accompli. …..
From: London by Day and Night, by David W.Bartlett, 1852 - Chapter 20 - The Crystal Palace
THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
THE OPENING.
WE shall only attempt a very brief sketch of that wonder of the present century - the World's Exhibition of 1851. For
were we to do it justice, we should occupy a volume whereas our aim has been a different one - to give the reader a
lively impression of many of the distinguished men, and things, and places, in London.
We saw the first sods removed in Hyde Park, on the spot where was raised the wonderful, the magnificent structure of
Mr: Paxton - saw it gradually rise to glorious completeness - saw the thousands of mechanics who built it - heard the
music of their hammers - and, when the Crystal Palace was finished, entered and saw the world arranging its wares in it
for exhibition. This sight was a wonderful one, as we entered the Palace two or three days before it was open to the
world, and the exhibitors of Asia, Europe and America were busy in spreading out their wonders to the best possible
advantage.
The building was opened on the first day of May. The morning was a chilly one, yet very early all the avenues leading
to Hyde Park were crowded almost to suffocation, with masses of enthusiastic people. Business was generally
suspended throughout London, and all those parts not contiguous to Hyde Park wore an air of loneliness and desertion.
The shops all shut, few people to be seen, the streets silent - strange sight for London But the Park itself was one huge
sea of human faces - everywhere near it, in all directions, there were great crowds of people, all eager and anxious to get
a sight of the Crystal Palace and the Queen, who was soon to enter it.
The holders of season tickets alone were admitted that day, and at an early hour they flocked to the doors of the building
in such force, that a Company of Sappers and Miners were called in to enforce order. By half-past eleven o'clock,
twenty-five thousand persons had arrived and were seated under the crystal roof of the Palace of Exhibition then the
doors were closed. The view of these thousands in that wondrous interior was splendid beyond description. The elite
of the world was there-the flower of England Men of rank, and intellect, and wealth;- renowned on the field and in the
workshop. There was the Duke of Wellington - it was his eighty-second birth-day - looking hale and vigorous yet.
There was the venerable Archbishop of Canterbury; Paxton, the designer of the beautiful structure, in the prime of
manhood there were beautiful women too, from England, and France, and Russia, and America!
The view outside of the building was one of grandeur too. Hundreds of thousands of people gathered up closely around
the walls of glass ; and the Park and the streets reaching out in every direction, were densely packed with the multitude.
A little before twelve o'clock there was a smart shower of' rain, which however had no effect upon the enthusiasm of the
outside millions. In a few minutes the glorious sun burst forth, the clouds vanished, and the Crystal Palace glittered like
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a "mountain of light." Then from across the river Serpentine was heard the flourish of trumpets - the Queen was
coming! Then burst forth the cheers, and shouts, and thunderous hurrahs of that mighty assemblage.
The carriage drew up before the northern transept, and Her Majesty and Prince Albert entered. The thousands
congregated there arose to greet her becomingly, and she took her seat upon the throne, under a beautiful silken canopy.
The Royal Commissioners read their Report;-the Queen made, a gracious reply;-then the Archbishop of Canterbury
offered up a fervent and beautiful prayer. The choir joined in singing a grand Hallelujah Chorus; and some idea of the
effect of the performance may be gained from the fact that it was composed of the entire vocal strength of the Chapel
Royal, St. Paul's Cathedral, Westminster Abbey, and St George's Chapel of Windsor! A massive organ accompanied
them, and the vast building vibrated with the majestic harmonies which filled it.
Thus closed the impressive opening exercises, and the crowd of people followed the Queen as she made a tour of the
Exhibition.
JG

Admiral of the Fleet Sir James Gordon, the last Governor of Greenwich Hospital, appears to have been C.S.
Forester’s inspiration for the character of “Horatio Hornblower”.
AE

Albert Escott was born in Somersetshire in 1840, his father being a member of an old county family. His father died
in 1845, and in 1851 the son entered the Royal Hospital School, Greenwich, as pupil in the Upper School, which at that
time consisted of the sons of naval officers. The first years of his school life were passed under the care of the late Rev
Dr Hill, and afterwards under that of Mr John Riddle. In 1855 Mr Escott was appointed senior pupil teacher in the
Upper School, and after three became assistant master in the Nautical School, and was afterwards second master in
Section C. He was appointed head master in 1870, at which time the school was entirely reorganised. In 1874 an
important change was made, naval schoolmasters being sent to be trained by Mr Escott and his assistant at Greenwich,
from which certificates were granted, instead of the training colleges to which naval schoolmasters had been formerly
sent. After the death of his former teacher, Mr John Riddle, Mr Escott edited the 8th edition of that author’s well-known
treatise on Navigation. Mr Escott was a Freemason, and took an active interest in the charitable institutions connected
with that body, besides filling various parochial and other public offices. He was a man of marked ability and varied
attainments, and by his personal qualities he won the affection and esteem of a wide circle of friends.
Mr Escott died October 28th, 1891. He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society May 13, 1864.
[Published by RAS, February 1892.]
RHSCon

The following is from the site of a Secondhand bookseller:
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[HOSPITALS -:- GREENWICH] Greenwich Hospital. Royal Hospital School,
Holbrook. Construction of Buildings and Works for the Lords
Commissioners of the Admiralty. Bills of Quantities: Volume I. (Bills Nos. 1
to 11). Volume II. (Bills Nos 12 to 21, Summaries and General Statement.)
1928. Folio. 2 volumes.
pp. c.500 per volume. Half morocco, the spines rubbed and worn and chewed
by insects, the binding is otherwise robust, joints intact and contents in perfect
order. *Each BILL has a separate title followed by a detailed typewritten
schedule for each item in all elements of the construction - for example: The
Superintendent's House - DOORS Sliding doors in three leaves each leaf in six
panels, the lower four panels molded one side and square framed the other, the
upper two panels open rebated molded and filled in with stout molded bars in
four squares for glass - £18.2.6d. Occasionally there are marginal sketches for
ornamental details such as the Portland Stone Urns for the above house or the
piers for the entrance gates, also in Portland Stone. Each item in Volume I has
been costed with the prices added in ink; the schedules for Volume II have not
been costed. The first Bill covers the GENERAL PRELIMINARIES of the
Contract, Bill 2 details DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS, WORKMANSHIP (for
all trades) and METHODS OF MEASUREMENT. The remaining 20 Bills deal
each with the separate buildings at the School - Superintendent's House,
Hostels, Swimming Pool, Gymnasium, Music School, Dining Room - Kitchen Stores, Class Rooms, Assembly Hall, Tower, Infirmary, Chapel, Roads - Paved
Areas - Walks, Boundary Walls, Drainage, etc. The architects for the work were
- HERBERT T. BUCKLAND and WILLIAM HEYWOOD, the contractor was
GEORGE CORDEROY & CO., the Director of Greenwich Hospital was A. W.
SMALLWOOD CBE. Book # 14376
Price: £ 220.00 (approx. US$ 308.92) convert currency
Homepage of Patrick Pollak Rare Books, , United Kingdom

Buy directly from the Bookseller
Patrick Pollak Rare Books, Moorview, Plymouth Road, South Brent, Devon,
United Kingdom, TQ10 9HT.
Phone: 01364 73457. Fax: 01364 649126. Email: patrick@rarevols.co.uk ... A
member of ABA & PBFA
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[Sydney] Shipping Gazette in early 1844. (From an English Paper.)
On Saturday, the 4th December, the divers worked for the last time in searching for guns, to which, their efforts had
been exclusively devoted for more than six weeks, in consequence of the whole of the wood work of this celebrated
wreck having previously been removed. Since our last notice of these operations, only one brass 12-pounder was
recovered by Corporal Jones, on the 27th of October, after which, notwithstanding the frequent use of the half-anchor
creeper, and the zealous personal researches of the divers, none could be found in the course of the eight following
days, when the work terminated as a matter of necessity, for the water was becoming so cold that the divers could no
longer work to advantage, their hands, the only part exposed, being benumbed by cold. When the Royal George went
down, in 1782, there were 100 guns on board, viz., 28 iron 32-pounders, 16 iron 12-pounders, 28 brass 24-pounders,
and 28 brass 12-pounders. Of the above, 6 iron 12-bounders and 9 brass 12-pounders were removed in the course of the
same year by means of the diving bell, after which nothing vas done till the year 1834, when Mr. Charles Anthony
Deane first brought the diving helmet and dress, which was a very old idea, suggested in various books for nearly three
centuries back, to such a state of perfection, as to render it available for the most important practical purposes, to which
it never had been applied until he showed the example. In this improvement, or rather invention, for it will perhaps be
considered worthy of that name, he has the same merit as the celebrated Bramah, who converted what was called the
hydrostatic paradox from a sort of puzzle into a most powerful and useful machine.
In the years 1834, 1835, and 1836, Mr. Deane recovered 7 iron 32-pounders, 18 brass 24-pounders, and 3 brass 12pounders, 28 in all; for which he received salvage from the Board of Ordnance, after which, the remaining guns being
buried in mud, or under the timbers of the upper parts of the wreck, eluded his efforts, as nothing but gunpowder could
render them accessible. In 1839, when Major General Pasley, then Colonel of the Royal Engineers, commenced his
operations, in which he has never spared that most essential article without which nothing could have been done, he
recovered 12 guns, 11 more in 1840, and 6 in 1841; but in 1842 he only recovered 1 iron 12-pounder, because he then
directed that the divers, who had got down to the floor-timbers and keel, should not lose time by searching for guns, but
should confine their efforts to the removal of the woodwork of the hull, and he pursued the same system in the summer
of 1843, until the whole of the keel and bottom planking were got up, after which the half-anchor creeper drawn
transversely, and a frigate's anchor longitudinally, across the original position of the hull, proved that no more
woodwork remained, when he directed that guns only should be sought for, in consequence of which no less than 13
have been recovered this season. Hence 42 guns in all have been recovered by the divers employed under MajorGeneral Pasley, which, with 15 recovered in 1782, and 29 recovered by Mr. Deane, as before mentioned, amount to a
total of 86, leaving 14 guns still at the bottom, of which number 6 are iron 12-pounders, 1 is a brass 24-pounder, and 6
are brass 12-pounders. The quantity of iron ballast in the hold of the Royal George when she sank was 126 tons 12 cwt.
generally in pigs of seven to the ton, of which more than 119 tons have been sent up by the military divers, and
delivered into Portsmouth dockyard, so that the quantity now remaining at the bottom is less than seven tons, being only
47 pigs, which having been scattered about by the constant creeping, and by the numerous explosions, cannot obstruct
the anchorage. In respect to the 14 guns still remaining, all buried about four feet under the mud, and of which one only
is a heavy gun, should a ship's anchor hereafter get hold of one of them, which is possible, though very unlikely, it will,
on being weighed, raise the gun up to the surface of the mud, or a little above it, after which it will release it ; and if the
spot be marked by a small buoy to guide a diver down to the gun, he may slung it with ease, whilst from its form it can
in the meantime have done no injury, either to the ship's anchor or cable. The quantity of gunpowder fired this season
amounted to 19,193 lbs., that is to nearly 214 barrels.
The Success frigate hull, in which Lieut. Hutchinson, as well as the detachments of Royal and East India Company's
Sappers and Miners under his command, and generally about eighty other workmen, chiefly pensioner-seamen of the
Royal Navy, were quartered, was towed into harbour from Spithead on Tuesday the 7th December, and the two lumps
or mooring lighters followed next day, and after having delivered up all the stores into the dockyard, excepting the guns
recovered and the gunpowder not expended, the former of which were delivered to the Ordnance storekeeper at the gun
wharf, and the latter into the magazine at Priddy's-yard, the officer, with the Sappers and Miners under his command,
set off by the South Western Railway for Woolwich, whilst the pensioners, being natives of Portsmouth, retired to their
homes.
Mr. Purdo; the principal master-attendant of Portsmouth dockyard, having examined the spot, by dragging a frigate's
anchor repeatedly over it, and meeting no obstruction, reported to Rear Admiral Hyde Parker, that the ground where the
wreck of the Royal George formerly lay was now clear, and quite as fit for the use of her Majesty's ships as any other
part of the anchorage at Spithead, which report, in corroboration of General Pasley's opinion, having been
communicated officially to the Admiralty, their Lordship's have ordered the wreck-buoy to be removed from the spot,
as being no longer necessary. In the sailing instructions annexed to the tide tables, annually published by order of the
Admiralty, it will be seen that there were six or seven fathoms of water only over the wreck of the Royal George, the
hull of which, then nearly perfect, stood 33 feet higher than the general level of the anchorage ground. At present, the
ground where the wreck lay is on the same level nearly with the remainder of the anchorage, as Lieutenant Hutchinson
ascertained by sounding it with great accuracy, the difference in the sounding nowhere exceeding a foot and a half.
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Though the demolition and removal of this celebrated wreck commenced in 1839, yet only two months of that year, and
six months of each of the four succeeding years, that is twenty-six months, or little more than two years, were employed
in actual labour; and this object might have been accomplished much sooner, perhaps in half the time, if Major-General
Pasley, who directed, and the officers and men who executed, this important undertaking, had possessed, on
commencing it, the experience they had afterwards acquired in the course of their operations, to which there was no
parallel in the history of mankind, but to which Mr. Charles Anthony Deane's introduction of the diving helmet, and the
improvements in the voltaic battery, especially that made by Professor Daniell, undoubtedly paved the way, though in
the course of these operations Mr. Siebe's improved diving apparatus was used exclusively after the first year or two, as
being safer and more convenient than Deane's original pattern ; and latterly plate batteries of zinc and iron. were used
instead of Daniell's constant battery, having been found more convenient for firing gunpowder, though not considered
better for other purposes.
Major-General Pasley has ascribed the gratifying result of his operations to the cordial, prompt, and efficient aid
afforded to him by the successive Admirals Superintendent and the officers of her Majesty's Dockyard at Portsmouth, in
supplying him with all the articles of store and fitments necessary, and to the skill, zeal, and indefatigable exertions of
Lieutenant Symonds, who commenced, and Lieutenant Hutchinson, both of the Royal Engineers, who finished them,
ably seconded by the naval commanding officers and privates of the Royal and Honorable East India Company's
Sappers and Miners, to whom the important task of preparing all the charges to be fired by the voltaic battery was
entrusted ; whilst the still more arduous duty of diving, including the placing of those charges, also exclusively
devolved upon them for the last three years. The riggers supplied from the dockyard, of whom Mr. John Clewitt and
Mr. Taylor were the leading men, also bore a very important part in these operations, in which they were ably assisted
by the gallant pensioners or veteran seamen. Mr. Blakey, the master of the sailing-lighter, with the crew of that small
vessel, were no less useful.
Reprinted in The Times of 3 Nov 1834
Mr. Deane has been very successful this week In his researches about the wreck of the Royal George. On Thursday he
brought up by his machinery two brass guns, each weighing upwards of 32 cwt. These guns are 32-pounders, very
richly ornamented, and cast in the reign of George II. One has the date 1748, and the ether 1750 on it, with dolphins on
the trunnions as rings. They are each 10 feet 6 inches in length, and in as good preservation as If just out of the foundry.
The vessel which weighed them is the Mary, of Ramsgate, Edwards. One was raised by Mr. C. A. Deane, the other by
Mr. John Deane, - the former of which has the grant from the Admiralty to get up the wreck or what he can from it. This
instance of success will reward his exertions with upwards of £500. Original source: Hampshire Telegraph of 1 Nov
1834
KLB
The mathematical pupils, bred up to the sea, on the foundation of Charles the Second.
CHSL

Lines meditated in the cloisters of Christ's Hospital, in the "Poetics" of Mr. George Dyer.
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